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Abstract English 

The sharing economy has been growing exponentially since 2008 which – if not 

regulated – leads to friction with competitors and local authorities. This thesis sets 

out to estimate the impact of the sharing economy’s accommodation sector on a 

city by using Airbnb in Vienna as an example. It should be clarified which effects 

Airbnb has on hotels and on the city’s economy. Furthermore, the characteristics 

of the apartment guest, the motivations for choosing an apartment and the most 

important criteria an apartment should meet from a guest’s point of view are identi-

fied. 

To address the research problem, the literature is reviewed and a quantitative re-

search design is applied. An online survey among Viennese guests is conducted 

to gather the necessary data. In addition, five experts in the field of shared ac-

commodation in Vienna are interviewed. 

The results indicate that Airbnb guests stay longer in the destination and are more 

likely to spend money on groceries than hotel guests. International travellers book 

Airbnb more frequently than domestic tourists. The main motivator to book an 

Airbnb apartment is price (more affordable) but other motivators like social factors 

and the availability of amenities like kitchen and living room also play a role. The 

thesis concludes with recommendations for the stakeholders. 

 

Keywords: Sharing Economy, Airbnb, Vienna, Accommodation 
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Abstract German 

Die Sharing Economy ist seit 2008 exponentiell gewachsen. Das führt – wenn es 

keine klaren Regelungen gibt – zu Konflikten mit Wettbewerbern und Behörden. 

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die Auswirkungen des Unterkunftssektors der Sharing 

Economy auf die betroffene Stadt, am Beispiel von Airbnb in Wien, zu schätzen. 

Es soll herausgefunden werden, welchen Effekt Airbnb auf Hotels und die lokale 

Wirtschaft hat. Außerdem werden die Charakteristika des Apartment-Gastes, die 

Motivation, ein Apartment zu buchen und die wichtigsten Kriterien, die ein Apart-

ment aus Sicht des Gastes haben sollte, beleuchtet. 

Zur Beantwortung der Fragestellung wurde einerseits themenspezifische Literatur 

aufgearbeitet und andererseits ein quantitativer Forschungszugang gewählt. Eine 

Online-Umfrage unter Wien-Gästen wurde durchgeführt um die nötigen Daten zu 

sammeln. Zusätzlich wurden Experteninterviews mit fünf Fachleuten auf dem Ge-

biet Sharing (bei Unterkünften) in Wien geführt. 

Es zeigte sich, dass Airbnb-Gäste länger bleiben und eher gewillt sind mehr Geld 

für Lebensmittel auszugeben als Hotelgäste. Internationale Gäste buchen Airbnb 

öfter als Inlandsreisende. Der Hauptmotivator um eine Airbnb-Unterkunft zu bu-

chen ist der Preis (Airbnb-Unterkünfte sind billiger), aber andere Motivatoren wie 

soziale Faktoren und das Vorhandensein von Küche und Wohnzimmer spielen 

ebenfalls eine Rolle. Die Arbeit wird abgerundet durch Empfehlungen für die Sta-

keholder. 
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  1 

1 Introduction 

The sharing economy has been growing rapidly over the last years and will most 

likely continue growing in the (near) future. Its impact, however, is still unclear and 

can only be guessed. 

This paper is commissioned by the Wiener Apartmentvermieter Vereinigung 

(WAVV), the interest group for Viennese apartment hosts. The collaboration be-

tween the student and the client has been established through the Club Tourismus 

(www.club-tourismus.org) thesis topic exchange platform. 

I have chosen this topic due to a strong personal interest on the one hand and due 

to professional interest on the other hand. Personally, I stayed at four different 

Airbnb homes last year, three of which were abroad and one of them in Austria. I 

really like the system to live in a local’s flat and see the city more through the eyes 

of a local. What is more, I appreciate the possibility to live “like at home” – mean-

ing to have a kitchen where I can cook, maybe even a washing machine. From the 

professional side, I think it is important to know how big this segment already is 

and also how it will develop in the future. This will be of utmost importance for fu-

ture city marketing and positioning as well as for a good “climate” between hotel-

iers and locals renting out their flats. 

1.1 Importance of the Topic and Practical Application 

The sharing economy has grown rapidly over the past few years and so has its 

impact on society and economy. However, not much empirical study has been un-

dertaken in this field so far (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2014, p. 22). 

Sharing economy already exists in a lot of forms, e.g. car sharing, equipment shar-

ing and even holiday home sharing. In the last few years, it has also become more 

important and popular in tourism, with platforms like Couchsurfing, Airbnb, WIMDU 

and 9flats. These platforms have grown rapidly over the last years and more and 

more tourists choose to stay at a private home of someone they do not know in-
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stead of booking a hotel room. However, this development is not only seen posi-

tively. Especially hoteliers, landlords that rent their flats to permanent residents 

and city authorities scrutinize the development because they consider themselves 

disadvantaged. They all have to comply with special legislation and rules that 

mostly do not apply for private rentals (or rules are not met because there is no 

enforcement). Yet, so far there is no proof that private accommodation takes away 

business from hotels. On the contrary, it is suggested that tourists staying at pri-

vate homes are a new customer segment that is attracted to visit the city in addi-

tion to the tourists that already come (and stay at hotels). With the completion of 

this master thesis, it should be found out who the “private accommodation tourist” 

is and what he/she contributes to the local economy. 

Hence, the results of the thesis will have a lot of value for private accommodation 

hosts in Vienna (and maybe even for those in comparable cities) as they can then 

(hopefully) proof the value of their sector and are viewed better by their hotelier 

competitors. Also, if it shows that they attract a different customer segment, hotel-

iers might not be afraid of losing business anymore. What is more, hoteliers might 

even take the reasons for staying at a private home into consideration in order to 

improve their offer to better cater to the future guests’ needs and stay competitive. 

The local tourism authority WienTourismus (sic) also benefits from the results. If 

they know about the needs of this emerging target segment, they can adjust their 

marketing strategy and include these tourists in their campaigns. Furthermore, 

they can establish partnerships with private accommodation owners, so that on the 

one hand, the tourism organisation receives the tourist tax and on the other hand 

the accommodation providers are also visible on the tourist board’s website 

(where right now only hotels and restaurants are presented). 

1.2 Initial Situation and Research Problem 

Airbnb was founded in San Francisco in 2008 (Airbnb, 2015a). Joe Gebbia and 

Brian Chesky got the idea in 2007 when they offered some space in their flat for 

rent because they needed the money. Since then, this business model has been 

getting more and more popular and also other platforms appeared (e.g. WIMDU, 
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9flats). Airbnb has seen exponential growth since its foundation, from very few 

bookings in 2008 to more than 4 million bookings in 2013 (Linne, Dreyer, Vogel, 

Stampfl, & Röder, 2014, p. 35). Today, Airbnb offers accommodation in more than 

34,000 cities in 190 countries of the world (Airbnb, 2015a). In Vienna, there are an 

estimated 5,000 flats advertised on Airbnb. This number has tripled within the last 

years (Salzburger Nachrichten, 2015). 

Statistik Austria (2015, p. 33) records the number of and stays at private accom-

modation in Austria and their figures support this trend. In the tourism year 

2013/14 there were 213 private accommodation providers offering in total 885 

beds. However, it is supposed that not all Airbnb hosts register their homes as pri-

vate accommodation, so these statistics do most likely not reflect the real market. 

Nonetheless, the number of private accommodation rentals in Vienna has risen by 

177% compared to the previous year whereas it decreased in all other provinces 

of Austria (Statistik Austria, 2015, p. 34). This suggests that private accommoda-

tion in the city gets more interesting for providers as well as for tourists. 

In 2014, there were 14,091 arrivals and 71,386 nights at private accommodation 

rentals registered in Vienna which is an increase of 96% respectively 78% com-

pared to 2013 (Statistik Austria, 2015, pp. 60-63). In comparison, all accommoda-

tion types together recorded 6.2 million arrivals and 13.5 million overnight stays 

(Statistik Austria, 2015, pp. 64, 66). This shows that even though the segment is 

growing dramatically, it is still by far not the biggest in Vienna. 

As new business models of the sharing economy emerge and get more popular, 

also criticism among other players in the tourism industry increases. There have 

always been people renting out apartments to tourists – not only in rural areas but 

also in cities. However, because of Airbnb and other platforms this topic gained a 

lot of media presence and hence popularity. Hotels claim that people who rent 

their apartments out to tourists take away business from them. The city claims that 

they take away living space that could otherwise be used for locals. And, the local 

authorities fear that taxes are not paid. However, there are surely a lot of positive 

effects of the sharing economy. Not only is sharing said to foster social encounters 

and welfare but also to contribute to the local economy. Even if guests do not want 
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to stay at a hotel because they want to share rather than consume, they still con-

tribute to the local economy (Linne, Dreyer, Vogel, Stampfl, & Röder, 2014, p. 43). 

Also, it is supposed to help the city to attract new customer segments that would 

not come otherwise because they do not like to stay in hotels. 

1.3 Goals 

An overview of the situation in Vienna should be given: Which type of tourist does 

the city attract now? What proportion of guests is served by private accommoda-

tion? Which role does Airbnb play on the Viennese tourism market? 

After this, the Airbnb tourist will be observed in more detail. The survey undertaken 

should show the economic impact that tourists staying at Airbnb homes have on 

Vienna’s economy. Furthermore, motivations and criteria for choosing an Airbnb 

accommodation will be discovered. This should give a first insight into the impact 

Airbnb’s business model has on a city and help to estimate the effect they have on 

hotels and other accommodation providers. 

1.4 Research Questions and Method 

To meet the research goals, five research questions have been formulated: 

 Which effects does renting of private accommodation via Airbnb have on 

existing hotel and accommodation providers? 

 Which effects does renting of private accommodation via Airbnb have on 

the city’s local economy? 

 What are the main characteristics of the apartment guest? 

 What are the motivations for people to choose a private apartment rather 

than a hotel room? 

 Which criteria affect the Airbnb tourists’ accommodation choice? 

In order to answer the research questions, a quantitative research design is ap-

plied. An online questionnaire is used to gather data from the population (English-

speaking tourists who have stayed at a paid accommodation in Vienna between 

2010 and 2015). Due to the hard reachability of potential respondents, a snowball 
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sample is used. Details on the research methodology and its justification can be 

found in chapter 6. 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

First, this paper deals with the explanation of the theoretical concepts used. The 

most important terms, like sharing economy, private accommodation and Airbnb 

are defined. Furthermore, concepts for the holiday decision-making process and 

motivations for participating in the sharing economy are explained. 

In chapter 3, Airbnb accommodation is differentiated from hotel accommodation. 

The most important legal frameworks for accommodating guests are discussed. 

Chapter 4 deals with Vienna as a tourist destination, outlining the current accom-

modation and tourist structure as well as the tourism strategy and the role of 

Airbnb in Vienna. 

Furthermore, the possible opportunities and threats posed by Airbnb are described 

in chapter 5. Looking at each stakeholder (guests, hosts, competitors, the city) 

separately, opportunities and threats are analysed. The chapter is concluded by 

giving an overview table of all possible chances and pitfalls. 

In chapter 6, the methodology is explained. The applied quantitative research de-

sign is justified and the research questions and hypotheses are presented. 

Chapter 7 includes the findings of the survey. Information on the composition of 

the sample and answers to the research questions as well as a discussion of the 

results can be found in this chapter. 

After this, the findings are summarized by drawing conclusions and giving recom-

mendations (chapter 8). Chapter 9 states the limitations and gives an outlook for 

further research based on the limitations of this paper. 
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2 Explanation of the Major Concepts Used 

The following chapter will outline the major concepts used throughout the thesis 

and define the most important terms for this thesis. 

2.1 The Sharing Economy 

The sharing economy is not a new concept. Weitzman (1984, p. 96) coined the 

term “share economy” as a concept to conquer inflation and stagnation in 1984. 

Since then, the phenomenon of sharing has gained more and more importance 

and has been investigated and defined by various authors. 

2.1.1 Defining the Sharing Economy 

Sharing is an age-old concept but new technologies have enabled it to operate at 

a far larger scale than it did years ago (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2014, p. 2). 

Geron (2013, p. 66) also argues that people “have already been swapping before 

money even existed” and that new technologies only boost this century-old tradi-

tion. 

The sharing economy comprises all companies that “deploy accessibility based 

business models for peer-to-peer markets and its user communities” (European 

Commission, 2013, p. 3). These companies are match-makers that help to bring a 

person in need of something together with another person in possession of the 

needed good or skill (European Commission, 2013, pp. 4, 6). A precondition for 

this model to work is that the benefit outweighs the transaction cost and that the 

match is made at the right time (European Commission, 2013, p. 3). 

According to Stephany (2015, p. 9), sharing economy is “the value in taking un-

derutilized assets and making them accessible online to a community, leading to a 

reduced need for ownership of those assets.” This definition includes some im-

portant elements: 
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 things are shared online, so the Web 2.0 plays a significant role as it pro-

vides the basis for the sharing economy 

 it is not about sharing for the social aspect but rather for the increased utili-

sation of otherwise underutilized assets and hence getting the most out of 

these assets 

Geron (2013, p. 60) defines the sharing economy in a similar way: “Asset owners 

use digital clearinghouses to capitalize the unused capacity of things they already 

have, and consumers rent from their peers rather than rent or buy from a compa-

ny.” In his definition, he also stresses that sharing happens online and that it is 

about maximizing the benefits of one’s assets. However, he also includes the so-

cial aspect by stating that consumers rent from their peers. 

“Sharing is an act of making something available to others […]” (Aigrain, 2012, p. 

32). Aigrain (2012, p. 32) also emphasizes that sharing can be practised by every-

one and only requires little entry cost. This suggests a positive effect of sharing on 

a society, as not only people who have a lot can participate, but also those who do 

not. Especially younger people do not feel the need to own things but are content 

with having access to them (Trivett, 2013, p. 13). This is in line with the European 

Commission’s (2013, p. 11) findings that mention early adolescents as the main 

target group of the sharing economy. 

Botsman and Rogers (2011, p. 70) however believe that sharing is not limited to 

the young generation but that sharing economy and collaborative consumption is 

used by people across all demographic groups. They argue that even though 

some computer and web skills are necessary to participate in most forms of the 

sharing economy, one does not have to be an expert in these fields. They also 

stress that the sharing economy is not a niche trend but a growing movement with 

millions of followers worldwide (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, p. xvi). 

Taking all the above into consideration, the sharing economy can be defined as 

follows: People are sharing goods and services with their peers rather than buying 

or renting the same things from a company in order to maximize utilization of oth-

erwise unused capacity. The match-making between supply and demand is facili-

tated by online platforms, apps and/or social networks. 
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2.1.2 Drivers of the Sharing Economy 

When the financial crisis hit in 2008, due to an increase in unemployment and 

lower purchasing power of customers owning things became unaffordable for 

some people (European Commission, 2013, p. 2). There are higher costs associ-

ated with owning as opposed to renting. So, people were looking for ways to make 

money out of their excess goods and sharing platforms offered them a means to 

do so (Stephany, 2015, p. 28). At the same time, consumer trust in the corporate 

world has decreased (European Commission, 2013, p. 2). This enabled the shar-

ing economy to grow even faster (Stephany, 2015, p. 29). 

Depending on the author, different drivers of the sharing economy are mentioned. 

Heinrichs and Grunenberg (2012, p. 2) mention technological, sustainable and 

social drivers. Trivett (2013, p. 8) describes the three main drivers for the growth of 

the sharing economy as economic, social and technological factors. Linne et al. 

(2014, p. 43) refer to yield management (getting the best occupation possible), 

new values among customers (consumerism and ownership are seen differently 

today) and technological developments. In line with all other authors mentioning 

technological developments as a driver of the sharing economy, Aigrain (2012, p. 

21) states that the internet opens a new way of communication for everyone. It 

allows us to listen, view, annotate and recommend to others. 

Taking these different points of view into consideration, the following three main 

drivers (mentioned by most authors) can be identified: 

 economic factors including yield management leading to a higher occupa-

tion and therefore to higher revenues 

 technological factors including the internet and social media 

 social factors including change in consumers’ values 

The following chapters elaborate on these factors in more detail. 

2.1.2.1 Economic Factors 

The economic factors comprise money-saving attempts such as making money 

with assets that are not frequently used to reduce cost of ownership on the one 
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side and renting things cheaper than at mainstream rentals (companies) on the 

other side (Trivett, 2013, p. 8f). The sharing economy allows everyone who parti-

cipates to access goods without owning them. This leads to lower costs for each 

individual. People who do not want to own can rent from others which will be 

cheaper than buying rarely used goods (such as a holiday home) themselves. The 

ones who do own these goods can share (let) them and minimize the total cost of 

ownership. So, there is an economic advantage for both the provider and the con-

sumer in the sharing economy (PricawaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2015, p. 15). 

Goods that are most likely to be shared are those that are expensive (high-cost) 

but not used regularly (low-use) (Trivett, 2013, p. 7). 

What is more, entry costs are very low. It does not take a huge investment to par-

ticipate or set up a business in the sharing economy (European Commission, 

2013, p. 5). Start-ups can easily compete with established companies, even in in-

dustries that normally have high entry barriers, like the hotel industry (European 

Commission, 2013, p. 10). 

Trivett (2013, p. 8f) found that economic factors are the main driver of the sharing 

economy development. 

2.1.2.2 Technological Factors 

A lot of technological developments together have fostered the sharing economy 

(Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 2015, p. 4). Assets need to be accessible so they 

can be shared (Stephany, 2015, p. 10). The potential renter (buyer) must be able 

to find what he/she wants to rent (buy) at the time when he/she needs it. This “co-

incidence of wants” is enabled through the internet (Stephany, 2015, p. 20). Most 

(if not all) sharing economy businesses use a web-based ICT infrastructure to fa-

cilitate the sharing between peers (European Commission, 2013, p. 5). Therefore, 

technological factors such as mobile technology and social media have contribut-

ed to the sharing economy’s growth (Trivett, 2013, p. 9). 

Technologies like the internet and social media allow building trust between 

strangers. By creating online profiles with personal information as well as rating 

and review systems, strangers become more familiar and trustworthy (Nadeem, 
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2015, p. 13). Social media allow matching supply and demand among a wide net-

work of people but still with a high level of trust. They reduce anonymity of the 

transaction and increase trust (Trivett, 2013, p. 9). Facebook is probably the best-

known and most widely used social media site. They describe their mission as fol-

lows: “Founded in 2004, Facebook’s mission is to give people the power to share 

and make the world more open and connected. People use Facebook to stay con-

nected with friends and family, to discover what’s going on in the world, and to 

share and express what matters to them” (Facebook, 2015). Similarly to Face-

book, sharing platforms have users create profiles so they feel less as strangers. 

Also, a lot of sharing platforms can be linked directly to one’s Facebook account 

(Edelman & Luca, 2014, p. 3). Furthermore, trust is established through the verifi-

cation of IDs, phone numbers and email addresses as well as review systems 

(Stephany, 2015, p. 24). Airbnb’s review system allows every host to write reviews 

for their guests and the other way round (Airbnb, 2015b).  

In addition to social media, also mobile technology has helped the sharing econo-

my to grow fast: “Smartphones make it easier than ever to transact on mobile 

marketplaces” (Stephany, 2015, p. 22). Idle goods can be seen and booked from 

wherever we are (Stephany, 2015, p. 22). In addition to smartphones that allow us 

to access the WWW from everywhere, apps have even increased the usability of 

services on the go. Mobile devices also offer the convenience of push notifications 

which inform us about available products and services everywhere we are. GPS 

also adds to this convenience by telling the platforms where we are and enabling 

us to search for goods and services near us (Stephany, 2015, p. 23). 

Another aspect of technological improvements is the availability of safe online 

payment systems. Airbnb for example profits from its position as a middleman, 

collecting money from the guest and only paying it to the host if the guest arrived 

safely. This increases trust in the system, as the host will not receive money if 

he/she does not show up or the apartment does not match what was shown on the 

pictures (Trivett, 2013, p. 10). The payment system is discussed in more detail in 

chapter 2.3.2. 
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Further advantages of online marketplaces are that there is practically no limit in 

users and the transaction costs are rather low (Stephany, 2015, p. 20). 

2.1.2.3 Social Factors 

Lastly, social factors encompass changing norms and consumer taste as well as 

the creation of communities (Trivett, 2013, p. 10; Stephany, 2015, p. 11). In former 

times, it was more important to own something than it is today (Heinrichs & 

Grunenberg, 2012, p. 7). The main “sharers” are people around 30 years old. They 

mostly had too many possessions when they grew up and now do not want to be 

part of this massive consumerism anymore. So, they start to share things that they 

do not use regularly (Koller & Seidel, 2014, p. 128). 

Sharing economy models make use of social networks to build communities. 

These communities make the difference between a sharing platform and a tradi-

tional rental business. Consumers are able to engage with each other, build rela-

tionships and establish trust via these social online interactions (Stephany, 2015, 

p. 11). 

Another social factor that fosters further growth of the sector is the empowerment 

of individuals. Average people can become both customer and supplier in the 

sharing economy (European Commission, 2013, p. 11). 

Even though money is said to be the main driving factor for people to enter sharing 

economy models, social aspects are what keep them engaged and make them 

continue (Trivett, 2013, p. 11; Ikkala & Lampinen, 2015, p. 2). Ikkala and Lampi-

nen (2015, p. 2) even go as far as to suggest that the monetary aspect supports 

social interactions between the participants. The fact that guests pay for their stay 

minimizes the obligation to interact and guest and host can choose more freely if 

they want to or not. 

2.1.2.4 Further Drivers of the Sharing Economy 

Urbanization is another driver of the sharing economy. Sharing is thriving in big 

cities (Stephany, 2015, p. 30). Considering that most people will live in big cities in 
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the future (Penz, 2015), sharing will gain popularity over the next years (Stephany, 

2015, p. 184). 

Sustainability and awareness for the environment is also mentioned as a driver by 

Heinrichs and Grunenberg (2012, p. 2). However, most other authors think that 

sustainability is a positive side effect of sharing but not one of the drivers. 

2.1.3 Business Models in the Sharing Economy 

We are used to buying from companies. This traditional B2C business model is 

challenged by the sharing economy, which is among transactions between peers 

(C2C) that are only facilitated by organisations. These organisations can either be 

for profit (as Aibnb) or non-profit (as other sharing economy platforms like Shar-

eyourmeal and Couchsurfing) (European Commission, 2013, p. 3). The for-profit 

ones can be described as “revenue-generating e-commerce sites” (Stephany, 

2015, p. 9) whereas the non-profit sites do not (currently) generate revenue but 

have the potential to do so. 

Sharing economy companies take the role of a broker, facilitating the transactions. 

If they are profit-oriented, there are several revenue models that can be applied 

(European Commission, 2013, pp. 6, 9, 10): 

 transaction fees (surcharge added on top of the rate) 

 commissions 

 subscription fees 

 annual fees 

 administration fees 

 paid premium memberships and 

 insurance services for borrowed goods. 

2.1.4 Motivations to Participate in the Sharing Economy 

The motivations to participate in the sharing economy – especially in accommoda-

tion sharing – are diverse. This chapter outlines the motivations found by other 
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authors. The most important motivation factors are summarized at the end of this 

chapter and will be represented in the questionnaire. 

There are a lot of possible motivations to participate in the sharing economy, for 

example saving money, saving time, access to a better service, being more sus-

tainable and social aspects like close relationships with other people (Botsman & 

Rogers, 2011, p. 70f). Further motivations might be convenience, saving space, 

feeling as a part of a community or doing the right thing (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, 

p. 73). 

Depending on the author and study, the main motivators mentioned vary. Stepha-

ny (2015, pp. 44, 50) mentions three main motivations to participate in the sharing 

economy: saving or earning money, social experiences and the belief in the princi-

ples of sharing. This is supported by a study conducted in the UK in 2013 which 

found that 40% of people who are sharing do so because of monetary reasons – 

to save or earn money respectively. Another 20% of people shared because of 

social reasons. About 10% said they share because it is beneficial for the envi-

ronment (ThePeopleWhoShare.com, 2013, p. 6). Batik et al. (2015, p. 18) also 

mention that being able to save money is a main motivation for booking an apart-

ment – especially for young people and families. Botsman and Rogers (2011, p. 

xii) think that it is a mixture between monetary incentives and the social aspect 

that motivates people to participate. 

A survey among 1,000 US citizens undertaken by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

(2015, p. 9) in 2014 showed economic incentives to be mentioned by most of the 

respondents (86% agreed that the sharing economy makes life more affordable): 

“Airbnb’s success is less because of the ‘people, places, love and commu-

nity’ it espouses, and more because consumers want a better deal for their 

travel dollars. The majority of Airbnb consumers choose to rent the entire 

place, rather than sharing quarters or a meal with the owner.” 

(PricawaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2015, p. 16) 

According to them, further motivations to participate in the sharing economy are 

convenience, sustainability, community and that it is more fun than buying from 
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traditional companies (PricawaterhouseCoopers LLP, 2015, p. 9). Airbnb co-

founder Brian Chesky also thinks that nowadays participating in the sharing econ-

omy is seen as a status symbol. It is “cool” to say that one hosted guests from 

abroad on the weekend (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, p. 202). 

However, market research undertaken by Homeaway showed that “access to 

kitchen, laundry and other home amenities” was the most important reason for 

choosing a holiday apartment over a hotel room. “Being able to cook” was the 

second most important reason named (Trivett, 2013, p. 14). 

Hamari, Sjöklint and Ukkonen (2015, p. 2) state sustainability, enjoyment and eco-

nomic factors as the main motivators to participate in collaborative consumption. 

Heinrichs and Grunenberg (2012, p. 5ff) also stress the importance of sustainabil-

ity of sharing models and mention sustainability and social reasons as the main 

reasons for sharing. Botsman and Rogers (2011, p. 74) however do not consider 

sustainability to be the main motivator for people to start using sharing economy 

services. Nevertheless, they regard it a very positive side effect. If more people 

share the same products, there is less need to buy new ones and hence less 

waste and use of resources (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, p. 213). 

Furthermore, travellers have a desire to live like a local, meet other people and 

make connections. Most Airbnb homes are located outside of typical hotel areas 

which give people staying there the chance to live like a local (Trivett, 2013, p. 14). 

What is more, guests are (if the original concept of Airbnb is applied) welcomed by 

a local from whom they receive their key. This gives them the chance to easily in-

teract with locals and also ask them for advice. As communication already starts 

before being at the destination (guest and host correspond via the platform in ad-

vance) the relationships are often felt as more high level relationships than those 

we have with a receptionist or concierge at a hotel who we only see as soon as we 

arrive (Trivett, 2013, p. 15). 

Another motivator might be that Airbnb allows to book one specific room or apart-

ment. Unlike a hotel, you know in advance in which room you will be staying and 

which people (hosts) will be around (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, p. 202). This 

makes the experience much more personal and less of a mass product. 
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Taking the above into consideration, the following possible motivations for booking 

an apartment via Airbnb can be identified: 

 sharing economy accommodation is more affordable 

 booking a sharing economy accommodation is new and exciting 

 using sharing economy services is better for the environment 

 it is a way to discover a new culture 

 by staying with a host guests meet new people 

 guests have the desire to live like a local 

 apartments/homes offer certain amenities (kitchen, more space) 

2.2 Private Accommodation 

There is no universal definition for private accommodation as this is a concept 

handled differently in every country. The Austrian law defines private accommoda-

tion (Privatzimmervermietung im häuslichen Nebenerwerb) as follows (Kroner & 

Gruber, 2015, p. 11f): 

 a maximum of 10 beds are let to tourists 

 the “business” is run by the members of the household, no employees are 

allowed 

 the work related to accommodating tourists is considered a minor occupa-

tion compared to other chores that an average household has to deal with 

 the rooms must be located at the same address where the “business” own-

er has his/her permanent residence 

If these preconditions apply, offering private accommodation is exempt from com-

mercial law (Gewerbeordnung). Chapter 3.1 explains the legal situation of private 

accommodation in Austria in more detail. 

2.3 Airbnb 

The following chapter discusses Airbnb’s history and business model. Airbnb’s 

position in Vienna is discussed in chapter 4.4. 
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2.3.1 Company History 

Airbnb was founded in San Francisco in 2008 (Airbnb, 2015a). It was originally 

called Airbed and Breakfast, as the founders provided airbeds at their apartment 

during a congress where all the hotels were sold out (Geron, 2013, p. 61). The 

name was then shortened and today it is a platform where individuals can rent un-

used space (a room or whole apartment or house) to other private persons (Brühn 

& Götz, 2014, p. 4). At present, Airbnb offers accommodation in more than 34,000 

cities in 190 countries of the world (Airbnb, 2015a). 

Figure 1 gives a graphical overview of the company’s history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are various things that have fostered a fast growth of Airbnb. First of all, 

technology enabled Airbnb to grow fast because it allowed addressing a huge 

number of people. Having more people registering and using a platform, the use-

Figure 1: Airbnb Company History 

Source: Vital, 2015 in Lee, 2015, p. 18 
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fulness of it increases (Brühn & Götz, 2014, p. 1). But Airbnb benefitted not only 

from the arising new technological possibilities but also from a change in consum-

ers’ attitude about ownership. It is no longer important to own something if it can 

also be borrowed, especially for the younger generation (Geron, 2013, p. 62). 

Furthermore, Airbnb found a gap in the market that no one was serving. There 

was Couchsurfing (an online network where people offer their couches as a free 

place to sleep for travellers) on one end of the spectrum and hotels and traditional 

form of accommodation on the other end of the spectrum. Airbnb managed to offer 

the “in-between service” that apparently many people had been looking for: afford-

able yet individual accommodation (Botsman & Rogers, 2011, p. x). 

2.3.2 The Business Model 

Brian Chesky (2015), co-founder of Airbnb, describes the mission of Airbnb as fol-

lows: 

“For so long, people thought Airbnb was about renting houses. But really, 

we’re about home. You see, a house is just a space, but a home is where 

you belong. And what makes this global community so special is that for the 

very first time, you can belong anywhere. That is the idea at the core of our 

company: belonging.” 

The idea behind Airbnb is not only to offer a place to sleep but to connect with the 

host and experience a destination like a local. This is part of the platform’s attrac-

tiveness and makes this model different from what hotels are able to offer 

(Stephany, 2015, p. 45). Mann (2015), Airbnb host in Vienna, also said that for 

him, Airbnb is about sharing his place with strangers, talking to them and creating 

memorable experiences. 

Airbnb offers hosts a platform with wide reach at relatively low cost as they only 

pay a small percentage of their revenue to the company (Zervas, Proserpio, & 

Byers, 2014, p. 4). Airbnb hosts only pay 3% of their revenue as service fee while 

guests pay between 6 and 12%, depending on the length of their stay (Zervas, 

Proserpio, & Byers, 2014, p. 7). The longer the stay, the lower the percentage they 
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are charged (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 20). This broker model – Airbnb 

provides the marketplace, customer support, payment handling and insurance in 

return for commission – allows hosts to easily rent out unused space (Geron, 

2013, p. 61). 

Payment is made online directly through the platform. Airbnb collects money from 

guests after booking but only releases the funds to the hosts 24 hours after the 

guest’s arrival (Airbnb, 2015c). This allows Airbnb to work with the money in the 

meantime, which – if guests book early – is a long period of time (Rank & Rank, 

2015). 

2.4 The Holiday Decision-Making Process 

Authors agree that decision-making is a complex process (Decrop, 1999, p. 112; 

Hansen, 2005, p. 432; Ozdipciner, Li, & Uysal, 2010, p. 515). 

There are numerous theories on how consumers make decisions, some of which 

have been applied in tourism. The traditional models of normative decision theory 

suggest that the consumer is a rationally thinking individual possessing all neces-

sary information to make an informed decision (Trommsdorff & Teichert, 2011, p. 

272). The consumer is considered to be a rational decision-maker (homo eco-

nomicus) who wants to gain maximum utility from his/her decision (Decrop, 1999, 

p. 112). The decision process is described as sequential with the following four to 

five major steps: (problem recognition), information search, evaluation of alterna-

tives, choice/purchase, post-choice/post-purchase phase (Decrop, 1999, p. 115; 

Haller, 2010, p. 25; Trommsdorff & Teichert, 2011, p. 125). 

 

 

 

 

However, it showed that in praxis a fully rational decision (as per normative theory) 

is hardly ever the case. Instead of making rational decisions, consumers more of-
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Figure 2: General Decision-Making Process 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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ten apply simple heuristics to reach a decision (Correia, Kozak, & Ferradeira, 

2011, p. 434). There are many things that keep consumers from making a fully 

rational decision like the degree of involvement, emotions or opinions of peers 

(Ene & Schofield, 2011, p. 370f; Trommsdorff & Teichert, 2011, pp. 49, 275). For 

example, low involvement leads to superficial information processing whereas high 

involvement typically leads to more informed and more consciously processed de-

cisions (Ene & Schofield, 2011, p. 371). Decrop (1999, p. 108ff) also argues that 

travel decisions are not (only) rational but the context (situational factors, social 

and cultural influences and group influences) as well as emotions play an im-

portant role in decision-making. 

In most cases, it can be supposed that consumers mix various decision-making 

techniques to reach a decision (Hansen, 2005, p. 422). Also, the decision style 

varies between people from different socio-economic backgrounds. Education, 

occupation, income and culture of a person influence their decision-making style 

(Correia, Kozak, & Ferradeira, 2011, p. 433; Ozdipciner, Li, & Uysal, 2010, p. 516). 

It might also happen that consumers do not apply any decision-making model at 

all (Hansen, 2005, p. 432). This is especially the case for impulsive decisions that 

are taken without prior cognitive information processing (Trommsdorff & Teichert, 

2011, p. 298). 

Haller (2010, p. 25) states that the standard decision-making process in the ser-

vice industry is basically similar to the one applied when buying goods with some 

special characteristics. These have to be considered for decisions in a tourism 

context (as tourism is part of the service industry). Correira et al. (2011, p. 434) 

also stress that the tourism product is more complex than goods and hence the 

decision-making process is more complex, too. Characteristics of travel decisions 

are that the result of the decision cannot be experienced immediately and that the 

decision is normally taken (long) before the trip. This may lead to tourists not being 

able to estimate the usefulness of their decision and not always take the best de-

cision possible (Trommsdorff & Teichert, 2011, p. 274). Furthermore, not all as-

pects of the tourism product can be evaluated ex ante (immaterial goods). So, 
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rateable aspects of the stay (e.g. hotel stars, ratings, reviews, pictures) have to 

serve as information for the evaluation (Gardini, 2015, p. 100). 

Those models that have been adapted to fit the tourist decision process (nearly) all 

focus on the tourist destination choice (for example the models of Crompton and 

Woodside) rather than other aspects of a holiday like choosing the type of ac-

commodation (Decrop, 1999, p. 105). 

Regarding the special characteristics of tourism decisions and the criticism on ex-

isting (normative) decision-making models (rationality of the consumer, clear se-

quence of processes), it seems useful to focus on different decision-making styles 

rather than one general model (Decrop, 1999, pp. 121, 126). 

Correira et al. (2011, p. 434) suggest that travel decisions are made on the criteria 

“quality, price, brand, CC [confusion by over-choice] and brand loyalty” and differ-

entiate 5 decision-making styles: 

 perfectionist or high-quality conscious consumer: shops carefully and looks 

for the very best products 

 brand-conscious consumer: buys more expensive, well-known brands 

 price-sensitive and value-for-money consumer: intends to get the alterna-

tive with the best value for money 

 confusion by over-choice consumer: is overwhelmed by the range of alter-

natives and feels confused 

 habitual consumer: is likely to create habits of consumption 

Depending on each individual’s characteristics, travellers can fall in each of these 

categories. Decrop (1999, p. 126f) shares this approach. He suggests different 

typologies of tourists with a different decision-making style each: 

 alternative tourist: is well-educated and seeks individual travel 

 surrogate tourist: talks a lot about going on holiday and collects a lot of in-

formation but often ends up with a compromise solution or does not take 

the trip at all due to situational influences 

 unplanned tourist: minimizes planning as a strategy or due to time pressure 

 unwilling tourist: did not take the travel decision him/herself (e.g. children) 
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 homebody tourist: spends the holiday in the same place every year to miti-

gate risk 

 adaptable tourist: adapts the decision-making process depending on the 

situation, may also adapt the decision-making unit 

 Gestalt tourist: is a variety seeker and does not necessarily leave his/her 

home town during their holidays (holiday is a state of mind rather than a 

destination) 

Even though Decrop’s (1999, p. 126f) consumer typologies do not have the same 

names as the ones that Correira et al. (2011, p. 434) discovered, some of them 

are fairly similar. For example the habitual consumer shows parallels to the home-

body tourist and the surrogate tourist might end up with less than the desired tour-

ism experience due to confusion by over-choice. 

These two different approaches (and many other models) show that it is not (easi-

ly) possible to create a total model of consumer (tourist) decision-making. Yet, it 

also shows that there are a variety of decision-making styles that might be applied. 

This thesis sets out to further investigate the factors influencing accommodation 

choice (see chapter 7.6). 
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3 Similarities and Differences between Hotel and Airbnb 

Accommodation 

Accommodation is an integral part of the tourism product because – except for day 

trip tourists – all tourists need some sort of accommodation during their stay in a 

destination (Candela & Figini, 2012, p. 270). Organizations with complete accom-

modation services can be distinguished from self-catering organizations. The for-

mer are offering accommodation and complementary services like “restaurant and 

bar services, leisure, sport and wellness facilities, business services and confer-

ence venues”. Hotels belong to the complete accommodation service organiza-

tions while apartments or rooms are part of the self-catering organizations 

(Candela & Figini, 2012, p. 271). The following chapter outlines the major differ-

ences between these two accommodation types – the hotel on the one hand and 

the apartment on the other hand. 

3.1 Legal Regulations and Safety 

Most of the laws currently in place were enacted before the rise of the sharing 

economy. This is why sharing services often do not fit into the legal framework. 

Consequently, some services are offered at the edge or even outside the law 

(Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 8). 

There are a couple of different laws involved in room rental and apartment rental in 

Austria. Depending on which and how much space is rented as well as the addi-

tional services that are offered (linen, breakfasts, meals) some of them apply and 

others do not. The following chapter should give an overview of the most important 

regulations applying to Airbnb rentals in Vienna. 

Table 1 gives a breakdown of the different possibilities to rent out rooms, the laws 

that apply and the services the host may offer to guests. Generally, an Airbnb host 

can fall into all of these categories. Airbnb hosts who only have one listing can fall 

into the first (mere room rental), second (private accommodation) or third category 

(unregulated trade). If a whole apartment is rented to guests, this will most likely 
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fall into mere room rental as these Airbnb rentals do not include services like 

cleaning and providing food to the guests during their stay. If hosts offer a room 

within their own living space (private or shared room) this would fall into the sec-

ond category of private accommodation. In these two cases, hosts do not need a 

business license to be allowed to rent space. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 

have the premises authorized in order to rent to guests. If the Airbnb property is 

not located at the host’s living address and/or employees are involved and/or ser-

vice is provided, the host has to licence an unregulated trade. 

Table 1: Types of Guest Room Rental 

 
mere room 

rental* 

private 
accommo-

dation** 

unregulated 
trade*** 

regulated 
trade**** 

definition apartment out-
side own home 

room rented 
within one’s 
home, not the 
main source of 
income 

small accom-
modation pro-
vider with max. 
10 beds 

accommoda-
tion provider 
with more than 
10 beds, e.g. 
hotel 

cleaning during 
stay 

not permitted permitted permitted permitted 

provision of linen permitted once permitted permitted permitted 
number of beds unlimited maximum 10 maximum 10 unlimited 
location everywhere, 

no limitation 
within own 
house(hold) 

everywhere, 
no limitation 

everywhere, 
no limitation 

breakfast must not be 
offered 

may be offered may be offered may be offered 

warm meals must not be 
offered 

must not be 
offered 

limited to small 
snacks 

may be offered 

staff no staff permit-
ted 

no staff permit-
ted 

may be em-
ployed 

may be em-
ployed 

advertising permitted permitted with 
restrictions 

permitted permitted 

subject to social 
insurance 

no no yes yes 

authorization of 
premises 
(Betriebsanlagen-
genehmigung) 

not necessary not necessary necessary necessary 

tenancy act applies applies does not apply does not apply 
business license 
(Gewerbeberechtigung) 

not needed not needed required required 

* reine Raummiete 
** private accommodation rental as secondary domestic occupation (Privatzimmervermietung im häusl. Nebenerwerb) 
*** freies Gewerbe 
**** reglementiertes Gewerbe 

Source: author’s chart, 2015 following Höbaus, Räth, Schnatzer, & Wenzl, 2011, p. 1 

It gets more complicated as soon as people start renting out various apartments 

as they then might fall in one of the other categories. If more than 5 apartments 
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are rented out (even without providing service or employing staff), the activity is 

considered a business and requires a business operating license (Kroner & 

Gruber, 2015, p. 35). 

The differentiation between a host who offers mere room rental (category 1) and 

one that offers accommodation (category 2-4) has to be taken on a case to case 

basis. As soon as there are services offered (or advertised) it cannot be seen as 

mere room rental anymore. An exception is the provision of furniture which is not 

harmful for the room rental (Höbaus, Räth, Schnatzer, & Wenzl, 2011, p. 4). If ser-

vices are offered and the room that is rented is outside the host’s own home, a 

business operating license is necessary, as can be seen in the table (Höbaus, 

Räth, Schnatzer, & Wenzl, 2011, p. 6). 

3.1.1 Income Tax and Value Added Tax 

Airbnb states that they “expect all hosts to comply with the tax regulations in their 

area” (Airbnb, 2015d). However, not all Airbnb hosts actually pay taxes (Trivett, 

2013, p. 12). Thomas Reisenzahn, an Austrian tourism consultant, estimates that 

nine million Euros value added tax and 4.5 million Euros tourist taxes are not paid 

in Austria (Hoepke, 2015, S. 7). 

3.1.1.1 Income Tax 

In general, income is subject to tax from the first Euro earned. All income types are 

added up and tax allowances are deducted to obtain the taxable income. The first 

€ 11,000 are tax free and the rest of the income is taxed progressively, up to a tax 

rate of 50% for incomes greater than € 60,000 per year. People who are employed 

may earn € 730.00 per year in addition to their salary without paying taxes (Kroner 

& Gruber, 2015, p. 37). Considering that most hosts will be renting out space a 

couple of times per year, it is likely that they exceed the threshold of € 730.00 tax-

free income per year and are obliged to pay income tax for the revenue generated 

through room and/or accommodation rental. Of course, full-time hosts (those who 

host for a living and as their sole occupation) are obliged to pay income tax on 

their hosting revenues as any other business owner has to. 
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3.1.1.2 Value Added Tax 

If the net income exceeds € 30,000 per year, value added tax of 10%1 of the ac-

commodation revenue has to be paid. To calculate the taxable income, not only 

the income earned through accommodation rentals but all income types (e.g. from 

freelance work, businesses, agriculture) are added up. Hosts who are not exceed-

ing this threshold can opt into the value added tax model voluntarily. By taking part 

in the value added tax pay scheme (voluntarily or compulsory), tax has to be paid 

for all revenues but can be deducted from expenditures (Kroner & Gruber, 2015, p. 

44) 

3.1.2 Tourist Taxes and Destination Management Fees 

A tourist tax of 3.2% of the net room rate applies to all accommodation in Vienna 

for stays shorter than three months. This tax has to be charged by the host. Since 

January 1, 2013 this also applies to stays at private accommodation. The tourist 

tax is appropriated for the Vienna Tourist Board to be able to market the city of 

Vienna (Magistrat der Stadt Wien). As a lot of Airbnb hosts are not collecting this 

tax – and might not even be aware of the fact that they have to collect it – Airbnb 

has started to add the tax to bookings automatically in some cities. Paris and Lon-

don are two of the cities where the platform collects the tax and pays it to the au-

thorities and hosts do not have to take care of this (Hoepke, 2015, S. 7). On their 

website, Airbnb claim that they are trying to adopt this system for as many cities as 

possible (Airbnb, 2015e). However, it is very likely that they only do so if there is 

already pressure from the city’s government. 

3.1.3 Compulsory Registration 

As per Austrian law, it is the tenant’s duty to register within 3 days of moving in. 

Exceptions to this law are stays in an apartment of maximum 3 days. If the land-

lord has to suspect that the tenant has not registered, it is their duty to inform the 

                                            
1
 As of May 1, 2016 the increased tax rate of 13% for accommodation applies (Bundesministerium 

für Finanzen, 2016). The increased tax rate only applies to accommodation services but not to 
room rental. There is no clear declaration on the category into which holiday homes fall. Depending 
on the range of services offered, they can either belong to room rentals (10% tax) or accommoda-
tion services (13% tax). (Knöll, 2015). 
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registration offices within 14 days. For accommodation providers (category 2-4) 

there are special forms (Gästeblätter) to be filled out by the guests and submitted 

by the accommodation provider. In addition, monthly accommodation statistics 

have to be filed with MA 23 of the city of Vienna (Stadt Wien, Turning the Sharing 

Economy into a Fair Economy in Vienna, 2016, p. 8). 

3.1.4 Insurance 

A home owner’s insurance covers damages of the home (accommodation) like 

fire, break-ins or water damage. Most likely it will not cover damage caused by 

guests staying there (Höbaus, Räth, Schnatzer, & Wenzl, 2011, p. 43). Airbnb 

does not provide any insurance for guests. However, they encourage guests to get 

one with their (the guest’s) local insurance company (Airbnb, 2015f). 

3.2 Service 

Depending on the business form, different types of service may be offered to 

guests. The range of services hosts are allowed to offer differs between privately 

run accommodation and those run like a business (refer to Table 1). 

Austrian law and court ruling suggest that the one-time provision of towels and 

linen, cleaning before the guest arrives as well as provision of heating and lighting 

without extra charges can still be considered room rental (as opposed to accom-

modation rental). However, if the room is also cleaned during the guest’s stay, lin-

en is changed and/or reception service or meals are offered it will be considered 

accommodation rental and different laws apply (Kroner & Gruber, 2015, p. 7). For 

mere room rental, the Trade, Commerce and Industry Regulation Act (Gewerbe-

ordnung) does not apply. For accommodation rental, the act applies if it is run like 

a business. This includes the following factors: 

 The business is operated as a freelance business. 

 Business is conducted on a regular basis. 
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 The operator wants to make profit (in terms of money or other forms) with 

his/her business. If the revenue only covers the expenses (and there is no 

profit) it will still be counted as business. 

If all mentioned factors apply, the accommodation rental is considered a business 

and has to comply with the same rules as for example hotels. If not all of the men-

tioned factors apply, accommodation rental may be considered as letting private 

accommodation as secondary domestic occupation (Privatvermietung im häu-

slichen Nebenerwerb, see chapter 2.2 for details) (Kroner & Gruber, 2015, p. 8). 

Hotels with more than 10 beds are always considered a business and are there-

fore allowed to provide all types of services associated with accommodation such 

as cleaning, provision of new towels and linen during a guest’s stay and reception 

(Höbaus, Räth, Schnatzer, & Wenzl, 2011, p. 1). 

3.3 Price 

Airbnb apartments cost on average 21% less than a non-discounted hotel room. 

Private rooms are only half the price of hotel rooms (Trivett, 2013, p. 13). There is 

no official data available on how much Airbnb apartments cost in Vienna. This is 

why Cox’s (2015) and Shatford’s (2015) data is taken into consideration as well as 

a search on the Airbnb website conducted by the author of this paper to get infor-

mation on the average price. Cox (2015) found an average price of € 69.00 per 

night and Shatford (2015) mentioned a nightly median of $ 79.00 for an entire 

home (which corresponds to € 69.00 as per 8 April 2016) and a median of $ 34.00 

(which corresponds to € 30.00 as per 8 April 2016) for private rooms. A search for 

apartments in Vienna on the Airbnb website on October 18, 2015 showed an av-

erage rental price of € 64.00 per night for all available listings. The cheapest offer 

was € 10.00 for a couch and the most expensive one was € 1,751.00 for a loft in 

Vienna’s city centre. The site showed 306 apartments for the search (Airbnb, 

2015g). As can be seen in chapter 4.4, there are way more properties listed on the 

platform but some are not available all year round and also the already booked 

ones will not show in the search. However, the search showed an average price 
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similar to what other author’s found. The average Airbnb listing’s price in Vienna 

can therefore be estimated to be below € 70.00. 

The ADR for hotels in Vienna was € 96.30 in 2014 (Kohl und Partner, 2015, p. 6). 

This is nearly 50% higher than the average Airbnb rate for 2015. The RevPAR2 

was on average € 138.20 for 5-star hotels, € 57.40 for 4-star properties and € 

34.80 for 3-star hotels and pensions in 2015. While five and four star properties 

were able to increase their RevPAR compared to the previous year, it stayed the 

same for three star hotels (WienTourismus, 2016a, pp. 2-4). 

3.4 Booking Process and Cancellation Policies 

Bookings on Airbnb are only made online, directly on the Airbnb website. The 

guest needs to create a profile on Airbnb. This can be as detailed as desired by 

the guest, however, the more information the guest enters, the more likely it is that 

a host will accept them. On the website, guests can enter a destination of their 

choice and will receive a list of all the offers available in the area. The offers can 

be filtered by price, type of accommodation and some additional filter options. 

There is also a map provided that shows the approximate location of properties. 

Figure 3 shows how the search on Airbnb looks like. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2
 The RevPAR is calculated by dividing the overall revenue of a period by the number of available 

rooms in that period (Candela & Figini, 2012, p. 282). 

Figure 3: Airbnb Search 

Source: Airbnb, 2015g 
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Potential guests can click on offers, view pictures of the apartments, read descrip-

tions, see the prices and the host’s photo and profile information as well as re-

views. They can then either book directly (instant booking) or send a booking re-

quest. This depends on the settings that the host has chosen for their property. 

Some hosts accept instant bookings and others prefer to decide whom to host af-

ter seeing the potential guest’s profile and inquiry first. To proceed with the reser-

vation, guests need to enter their arrival and departure date as well as the number 

of guests. If the space is available and instant bookings are accepted, the reserva-

tion is completed by entering one’s credit card details. Otherwise, a personal re-

quest is sent to the host and the host can either accept or decline the request. A 

reservation is confirmed when the host accepts it. They have 24 hours to do so 

(Airbnb, 2015h). 

Airbnb offers three cancellation policies that hosts can choose from. The selected 

policy will be displayed on the website together with the offer and guests see this 

before booking. The three policies are (Airbnb, 2015i): 

 flexible: full refund (except for Airbnb service fees) for cancellations 24 

hours prior to arrival 

 moderate: full refund (except for Airbnb service fees) for cancellations 5 

days prior to arrival 

 strict: 50% refund (except for Airbnb service fees) for cancellations 1 week 

prior to arrival, the rest is non-refundable 

A reservation is considered as cancelled if the guest clicks on the cancel reserva-

tion button on the Airbnb website (Airbnb, 2015i). 

Hotels define their own booking and cancellation policies. Normally, they can be 

booked online, by email or through phone call. Cancellation policies might also be 

flexible or strict. 
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4 Vienna as a Tourist Destination 

Vienna is the smallest province and capital of Austria. The city is divided into 23 

districts, covers an area of 415 square kilometres and has more than 1.8 million 

inhabitants (Stadt Wien, 2015, p. 8). In 2015, Vienna recorded more than 14.3 mil-

lion tourist overnight stays, thereof 11.7 million from abroad (Statistik Austria, 

2016a, p. 4). The following chapter elaborates on Vienna in general and on the city 

as a tourist destination. It gives an overview of the current tourism strategy and 

how Airbnb fits into this strategy. 

4.1 Accommodation Structure 

In October 2015, Vienna disposed of 32,997 hotel rooms with a total of 64,395 

beds. About half of the rooms and beds are provided by four star properties, fol-

lowed by three star hotels which contribute about a fourth of total beds. Five star 

properties represent the smallest share of Viennese hotel inventory with 4,055 

rooms (WienTourismus, 2015a). Table 2 shows the distribution of the hotel rooms 

among the different categories. 

Table 2: Rooms and Beds in Viennese Hotels in October 2015 

Category Rooms Beds 

5 star 4,055  7,982  

4 star 15,732  30,534  

3 star 8,675  16,993  

2 star / 1 star 4,536  8,886  

Total 10/2015 32,997  64,395  
Source: author’s chart, 2016 following WienTourismus, 2015a 

According to Statistik Austria (2016b, p. 59), there were 1,062 and 1,212 beds in 

private accommodation in Vienna in winter 2014/15 and summer 2015 respective-

ly. Private accommodation includes private rooms, apartments and holiday homes 

that are run privately (and not commercially).3 In addition, there were 579 beds in 

                                            
3
 Please refer to chapter 2.2 Private Accommodation for the full definition of private accommoda-

tion. 
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commercially run holiday homes in Vienna in 20144 (Statistik Austria, 2015, p. 37). 

Compared by numbers, private accommodation still plays a minor role in Vienna. 

However, it has to be considered that these numbers (as stated above) only in-

clude officially registered accommodation providers. As not every Airbnb host reg-

isters their business, it is likely that the number of privately rented rooms and en-

tire homes is (much) higher. Table 3 shows the arrivals, bednights and average 

length of stay for the different accommodation types in 2015: 

Table 3: Arrivals, Bednights and Length of Stay in Different Accommodation 

Accommodation Type Arrivals Change Bednights Length of stay 

Hotels ***** 835,359 +8% 1,540,109 1.8 

Hotels & pensions **** 2,989,304 +4% 6,440,936 2.2 

Hotels & pensions *** 1,582,488 +8% 3,569,494 2.3 

Hotels & pensions **/* 705,690 +20% 1,541,364 2.2 

Youth hostels 363,759 -13% 818,288 2.3 

Camping sites 27,661 -17% 99,099 3.6 

rented apartments 84,770 +95% 318,971 3.7 

Total 6,589,031 +6% 14,328,261 2.2 
Source: author’s chart, 2016 following WienTourismus, 2016b 

Here, it can also be seen that rented apartments only account for a small share 

(1% of arrivals and 2% of bednights) of Vienna’s tourists. However, in comparison 

to the previous year, rented apartments show by far the biggest growth in arrivals 

(+95%) and tourists are likely to stay much longer in apartments than in other ac-

commodation types (3.7 nights in apartments compared to an average of 2.2 in all 

categories) (WienTourismus, 2016b). 

4.2 Tourist Structure 

In 2015, Vienna recorded more than 14.3 million overnight stays, thereof 11.7 

overnights from international and 2.6 million overnights from domestic tourists 

(Statistik Austria, 2016a, p. 4).  

  

                                            
4
 The figures for 2015 were not available when writing this paper. 
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The main source markets – in terms of bednights – of Vienna are: 

 Germany (19% of bednights) 

 Austria (18%) 

 USA (6%) 

 Italy (5%) 

 Great Britain (4%) 

 Spain (3%) 

 Switzerland (3%) 

 Russia (3%) 

 France (3%) 

 Japan (2%) 

The average age of tourists in Vienna is 44 years and most tourists are well edu-

cated (35% have a university degree and another 38% have a high school leaving 

exam) (WienTourismus, 2015b, p. 4).5 

The main reasons for visiting Vienna are culture and art, sights and attractions, 

architecture and tradition (WienTourismus, 2015b, p. 8). The activities tourists 

mainly undertake during their holiday include visiting sights (80% of tourists), mu-

seums and exhibitions (54%), eating at restaurants (51%), going for a stroll (42%) 

and shopping (38%, excluding daily use goods) (WienTourismus, 2015b, p. 11). 

The average Vienna tourist spends € 265.00 per day (including travels and all ex-

penses) (WienTourismus, 2013). 

4.3 Tourism Strategy 

The Vienna Tourist Board (2014, p. 9), together with other stakeholders, devel-

oped the Tourism Strategy 2020, a strategy guiding Vienna’s touristic development 

until 2020. This strategy rests on three columns, namely Global.Smart.Premium: 

Global stands for a city which is a centre for political decision-making, an econom-

ic hub, a cosmopolitan metropolis and welcoming the world. 

Smart means a culture of sustainability, intelligent mobility solutions and a city 

offering authentic, comfortable and “green” urban experience. 

Premium refers to a city of elegance, premium quality, exclusive, unique experi-

ences for the guests and offerings in the high-end range. 

                                            
5
 For the Vienna Tourist Survey (Wiener Gästebefragung), 6,186 leisure tourists were surveyed 

between May 2011 and October 2014. 
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The formula for quantitative goals is 5 x 400 + 20 = 2020 and stands for 

 an increase in overnight stays by 5 million, reaching 18 million in 2020 

 an increase in rooms revenue by € 400 million, surpassing € 1 billion 

 20 new direct flights from cities worldwide to Vienna (WienTourismus, 2014, 

pp. 5, 22) 

4.4 The Role of Airbnb in Vienna 

As Airbnb does not share its figures with authorities and researchers there is only 

third-party information available. In 2014, there were more than 3,400 Airbnb rent-

als available in Vienna (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 20). This number has 

most likely risen since then. Salzburger Nachrichten (2015) report that there are 

now between 4,000 and 5,000 Airbnb rentals. Another article also states an esti-

mated 5,000 apartments offered on Airbnb in Vienna at the moment (Bauer, 2015, 

p. 7). This number is backed by Cox (2015) who found nearly 5,000 listings in July 

2015. The analytics site Airdna which only counts active listings (those that were 

updated and/or received bookings within the past months) states a total of 4,428 

listings in January 2016 (Shatford, 2015). The city of Vienna believes there were 

5,618 Airbnb properties listed in January 2016 (Stadt Wien, Turning the Sharing 

Economy into a Fair Economy in Vienna, 2016, p. 7). For a more detailed analysis, 

the websites insideairbnb.com
6
 and airdna.co

7
 serve as source for Airbnb data. 

The first Airbnb listing recorded in Vienna went online in 2010. The first notable 

increase of listings was noted in 2012 and exponential growth can be observed 

from 2014 (Cox, 2015). In July 2015, there were 4,961 Airbnb listings in Vienna, 

68% of which were entire homes/apartments, 31% were private rooms and 1% 

was shared rooms (Cox, 2015). Shatford (2015) states 4,428 active listings in 

January 2016, which suggests that some listings on the platform are not active 

and/or hosts are switching to other platforms as Airbnb gets more and more into 

                                            
6
 Murray Cox put together a data set of Airbnb data for various cities by scraping websites. The 

Vienna data set was compiled on July 18, 2015. 
7
 Scott Shatford and his team put this data together to enable Airbnb hosts to increase their profits. 

They gather the data from the Airbnb website and provide reports based on this data. 
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the focus of authorities (Wottawa, 2015). Among the active listings, 73% are entire 

homes, 26% are private rooms and 1% is shared rooms (Shatford, 2015). 

The majority of hosts (62%) have only one listing on the platform. However, the 

remaining third of hosts has multiple listings. The host with most listings online, 

Vienna Living, has currently 58 listings posted (Cox, 2015). This may suggest that 

these hosts are running Airbnb as a business comparable to a hotel. This may be 

illegal if they do not possess proper papers. Yet, Airbnb may also be used as an 

additional distribution channel by existing (and law-abiding) accommodation pro-

viders (Rank & Rank, 2015; Wieser, 2015). 

The Airbnb listings are concentrated in the city centre. There is a high density in 

the districts 1-9 (within the Gürtel). There are a few listings in the other districts as 

well, but mostly they are also close to the centre. 

The following image shows a heat map of all Airbnb listings in Vienna: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Map of Airbnb Listings in Vienna in 2015 

Source: Wieser, 2015 

Legend: 

● entire home/apartment 
● private room 
● shared room 
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Cox (2015) also measured the availability of offers. He classified listings that are 

available more than 60 days per year as highly available listings, suggesting that – 

if they coincide to be entire homes/apartments – the owner does not live there at 

all and that they are solely rented out for touristic purposes. According to his find-

ings, 86% of listings are highly available and only 14% of listings are available less 

than 60 days per year. 

Estimated overall occupancy8 in Airbnb properties is 18% and the average price is 

€ 69.00. Airbnb hosts earn on average € 341.00 per month with hosts of top list-

ings (those booked most often and recently) earn on average € 763.00 per month 

by renting out space (Cox, 2015). 

In 2014, the city of Vienna started working on the topic sharing economy and in 

February 2016, they published an official paper on their viewpoint on and strategy 

how to face Airbnb in Vienna. Their action plan includes: acquiring data from plat-

forms in order to know who is hosting, informing hosts about applicable laws, re-

viewing and adapting current legislation as well as reinforcing controls and in-

creasing penalties (Stadt Wien, Turning the Sharing Economy into a Fair Economy 

in Vienna, 2016, pp. 3-5). The following image gives an overview of the planned 

activities: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
8
 Occupancy, price and monthly earnings are calculated by using the minimum stay, price and 

number of reviews from the Airbnb platform for each listing. 

Figure 5: Planned Actions in Vienna 

Source: Stadt Wien, 2016, p. 3 
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5 Possible Opportunities and Threats for the Stakehold-

ers in Vienna 

As with every growing trend, there are aficionados as well as critics. On the one 

hand, sharing was and is said to create new jobs, help people earn money, be en-

vironmentally friendly, social and – all in all – make the world a better place (Bartik, 

Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 4). It helps to connect people of different cultures, 

increases the sharing spirit among its users and helps a lot of individuals to cover 

their monthly expenses as well as travellers to find cheap accommodation. On the 

other hand, Airbnb is said to not comply with laws, take revenues from hotels and 

make rich people even richer. As the sharing economy grows voices claiming that 

sharing is disrupting the market and endangering established businesses and 

business models gain weight (Hoepke, 2015; Salzburger Nachrichten, 2015). 

Even academics have differing opinions on whether sharing creates new value or 

replaces existing business (Geron, 2013, p. 66). In the following, both positive and 

negative effects of the sharing economy will be discussed in more detail. 

5.1 Airbnb Guests 

Guests are probably the stakeholder group with most advantages and least 

threats. The opportunities and threats for guests are outlined in detail below. 

5.1.1 Opportunities 

Sharing – even though it is also paid for – is considered cheaper than traditional 

accommodation. It was found that Airbnb apartments cost about 20% less than a 

hotel. Private rooms within the flat of the host were even 50% cheaper (Trivett, 

2013, p. 13). Due to elimination of intermediaries like travel agencies (whether 

online or offline) the fixed costs of the service are reduced. This allows sharing 

economy websites to offer services cheaper than other providers would be able to 

(Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 5). Furthermore, for a lot of hosts who partic-

ipate in the sharing economy, the income they make only adds to their normal in-
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come and they do not have to earn a living with what they earn on Airbnb. This 

allows them to offer their place at a cheaper rate (Rank & Rank, 2015). 

Furthermore, when staying with locals people can gain a different and deeper in-

sight into the city from the perspective of a local. They will have a more authentic 

and memorable experience (European Commission, 2013, p. 7f). However, this is 

probably truer for on-site rentals (private or shared room) than for remote rentals 

(entire homes). 

Airbnb apartments also offer amenities that hotels do not offer or only offer at a 

high price like kitchen, living room and/or more space in general, washer/dryer and 

Wi-Fi (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 27). 95% of Airbnb listings in Vienna 

include free Wi-Fi and 82% include washer/dryer (Shatford, 2015). 

5.1.2 Threats 

Apartments and hosts’ services are not standardized but very individual. The only 

control mechanism are the reviews on the Airbnb platform where guests rate the 

hosts. Although this system works very well and hosts with a bad online reputation 

won’t get guests anymore (Mann, 2015), a lot of positive reviews are no guarantee 

that the host will act professional in the future as well (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 

2015, p. 27). Rank and Rank (2015) share the opinion that by allowing everyone to 

become a host even if they do not have any hospitality experience and are poor 

hosts there is no quality assurance for the guest. Also, poor hosting skills may lead 

to guests not feeling welcome (Wottawa, 2015). 

It can also happen that an Airbnb host cancels the booking spontaneously and 

guests end up without a place to stay (Rank & Rank, 2015). However, Airbnb has 

a penalty scheme in place to keep hosts from cancelling their bookings. Hosts who 

cancel are charged a penalty fee, get an automated review on their listing saying 

that they cancelled a stay and cannot earn the status “superhost” for a year 

(Airbnb, 2015j). 
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Furthermore, there are no safety regulations like fire safety, emergency exits etc. 

in place for Airbnb rentals which poses a certain risk for the guest that he/she 

would not have when staying at a hotel (Wottawa, 2015). 

5.2 Airbnb Hosts 

Airbnb hosts also gain a lot of opportunities through the sharing economy. Howev-

er, they also face threats – especially regarding non-compliance with laws and 

regulations. 

5.2.1 Opportunities 

Airbnb offers an additional source of income for people renting out space in their 

apartment. Instead of following a full time job, they might only work part time, 

spend some time with the guests they are hosting and earn money with this ser-

vice. Also, people who are unemployed on the “normal” labour market might find 

work in the sharing economy by offering their services to others and receiving 

money in exchange (European Commission, 2013, p. 8). Renting one’s home to 

tourists for short term stays via Airbnb is more profitable than renting long term to 

a tenant (Stephany, 2015, p. 46). 

The report “The Big Transformers”, evaluating the sharing economy landscape in 

Vienna, comes to the same conclusion: Sharing economy offers more job oppor-

tunities and freedom to people. However, one must not forget that being self-

employed also brings risks with it and might affect the social welfare system on the 

long run (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 6). 

Hosts can also build networks through hosting. They get to know people from all 

over the world who might invite them to come to their place after having stayed in 

Vienna (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 28). Airbnb host Mann (2015) sup-

ports this statement. He hosted about 100 people within the last years and is still 

in contact with many of them. For him, Airbnb is an ideal way to get to know peo-

ple. 
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Another advantage for hosts is that with Airbnb, their listing is visible worldwide 

thanks to Airbnb’s website and mobile app (Stephany, 2015, p. 47). This means 

easy and cheap marketing for the accommodation services they are offering. 

5.2.2 Threats 

The sharing economy enables people to operate as micro-entrepreneurs instead 

of being employed. This brings some advantages (as discussed above). However, 

the downside of this model is that people are giving up security in many ways. 

People relying on the sharing economy as their main income source depend on 

the platforms. Platforms may introduce maximum prices for services that are con-

siderably lower than what the individuals need to earn a living. There are no social 

insurance and collective agreements in place for sharing economy platforms which 

can lead to precarious working environments and low security for hosts (Stephany, 

2015, p. 194). 

Hosts may also get into conflicts with authorities (for not paying taxes and/or com-

plying with laws), landlords (rented flats must not be sublet without the explicit 

permission of the landlord) and neighbours (noise pollution and security issues 

due to strangers in the building and using the space against its purpose) (Bartik, 

Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 28f). 

5.3 Hotels and Other Accommodation Providers 

Hotels and other accommodation providers who have existed before the sharing 

economy gained ground are not always happy with the developments and tend to 

focus on the threats posed by the sharing economy. Nonetheless, there are some 

opportunities for them as well. These will be explained in the following subchapter. 

5.3.1 Opportunities 

With more guests in the city, there are also more potential clients for hotel ser-

vices. Especially services that are not offered by Airbnb hosts like breakfast and 

dinner in the hotel restaurant can be a way of cooperating with the competitor. 
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What is more, if people dine at the hotel they get to know it and – provided they 

like it – might book their accommodation there next time (Bartik, Lutter, & 

Antalovsky, 2015, p. 30). 

By getting another competitor, hotels are pushed to be more innovative and ser-

vice-oriented. Although this might lead to the disappearance of some hotels (re-

placeable, middle segment properties) it can also be the necessary impetus for 

hotels to market and underline their strengths compared to Airbnb hosts (Rank & 

Rank, 2015; Wottawa, 2015). If they are able to sell their strengths and/or adopt 

Airbnb as an additional distribution channel they will be able to get a bigger slice of 

the cake. 

5.3.2 Threats 

Due to decreasing transaction cost and increased availability of information, 

Airbnb is getting more and more popular and is being perceived as a substitute to 

hotels by consumers (Brühn & Götz, 2014, p. 4). A study undertaken by Zervas, 

Prosperio and Byers (2014, p. 3f) in Texas between 2008 and 2013, comparing 

the density of Airbnb offers with hotel revenues in the region showed that an in-

crease in Airbnb rentals by 1% will lead to a decrease in hotel revenue of 0.5%. 

This suggested negative correlation between hotel revenue and Airbnb offers sup-

ports the fear of hotels that Airbnb will take away their business. However, the au-

thors also found that hotels and Airbnb listings are not always located in the same 

spots (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2014, p. 10). Still, they suggest that “market 

entrants like Airbnb can pose a legitimate competitive threat to the hospitality in-

dustry” (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2014, p. 12). These findings are backed by 

Bartik et al. (2015, p. 11). They see Airbnb as a challenge for hotels. Even the Eu-

ropean Commission (2013, p. 6) states that Airbnb is becoming a competitor to 

hotels around the world. Airbnb is able to outperform hotels in terms of price and 

space. In addition, it offers local flair and personalized experience which leads to 

memorable experiences (Stephany, 2015, p. 136). 

On the other hand, Airbnb will not harm all hotel segments equally as it provides 

less service and comfort than a high-class hotel (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 
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2014, p. 12). Also, there will always be the need for hotels as they are more suita-

ble for certain types of vacations (Mann, 2015) and not everyone feels comfortable 

living in another person’s home (Rank & Rank, 2015; Wottawa, 2015). Another 

aspect to be taken into consideration is culture. It is a crucial factor for adopting 

sharing economy models (Trivett, 2013, p. 10). People of some cultures are more 

open to the concept of Airbnb while others are not willing to stay at another per-

son’s place. This implies that people of some source markets are more likely to 

book hotels than Airbnb accommodation. 

Airbnb offers apartments in great locations of the city for comparably little money. 

This leads to a dumping price on the market with which legal commercial apart-

ment rental operators and hotels cannot compete as they have to cover staff and 

other overhead costs (Rank & Rank, 2015). An unfair competition between hotels 

and Airbnb hosts arises as some hosts are running Airbnb like a business, owning 

multiple properties and renting them out throughout the year. If they do this without 

registering a business and/or not paying taxes (income tax, value added tax and 

tourist tax) they can easily charge a lower price for their services and so outcom-

pete their hotel competitors (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 30; Wottawa, 

2015). 

5.4 The City of Vienna 

Another stakeholder is the city of Vienna. Its opportunities and threats through the 

sharing economy are discussed hereafter. 

5.4.1 Opportunities 

Airbnb has conducted several studies in different cities on the impact of its rentals 

on the local economy (Airbnb, 2012; Airbnb, 2013a; Airbnb, 2013b). However, as it 

has to be supposed that they will only publish positive facts about their company 

these results have to be interpreted with caution. Furthermore, there is no infor-

mation available on how many people they surveyed and how the sample was 

composed which makes it difficult to tell if the results are trustworthy. As could be 

expected, these studies promote a great positive effect of Airbnb rentals on local 
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economy. In Berlin, the Airbnb community is estimated to have contributed € 100 

million within one year (Airbnb, 2013a, p. 1). 

Furthermore, Airbnb guests usually stay longer in the destination and hence spend 

more money there. However, the expenditures per day are higher for hotel guests. 

Nevertheless, Airbnb rentals are often located outside hotel areas (77% in Berlin, 

72% in San Francisco, 70% in Paris) and a huge part of tourist spending is allo-

cated to businesses near the accommodation that would otherwise not have made 

so much profit because “normal” tourists would not have found them (Airbnb, 

2012; Airbnb, 2013a, p. 1; Airbnb, 2013b). In San Francisco, of $ 56 million spent 

to the economy in one year, more than $ 43 million supported local businesses 

(Airbnb, 2012). The location of Airbnb rentals does not only affect the local spend-

ing, but can also help to put live in areas that were not very lively before (Bartik, 

Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 8). 

In line with the findings of Airbnb Zervas et al. (2014, p. 23) found that the supply 

of cheap accommodation can increase tourism and tourism spending and so con-

tribute positively to the local economy. Batik et al. (2015, p. 8) also suggest that 

reduced cost of services is likely to increase consumption of the same. 

About a third of people said that they would not have visited the city or stayed 

shorter without Airbnb (Airbnb, 2013a, p. 1; Airbnb, 2013b). This suggests that 

Airbnb is a precondition for many people to visit a city and they would not have 

come if there had only been hotels available. Also, the possibility to stay at an 

apartment instead of a hotel room increases the length of the stay. 

The idea that a new target group is attracted is plausible yet to date neither verifi-

able nor falsifiable because the required data is missing (Bartik, Lutter, & 

Antalovsky, 2015, p. 18). Industry experts also agree that a new target group – 

families with young children – has the possibility to visit a city more easily if afford-

able apartments are available (Penz, 2015; Wieser, 2015). Hence they are proba-

bly attracted through Airbnb offers. 

If there are more tourists in Vienna it is likely that they spend more money in the 

city. If they are staying at apartments they are supposed to buy more at stores 
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close to their accommodation. So, local grocery stores, bakeries and restaurants 

will profit from these guests (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 31; Rank & 

Rank, 2015). Furthermore, also the hosts earning money through the sharing 

economy have more disposable income that they are able to spend. This may lead 

to increased buying power of hosts (Wieser, 2015). 

Another benefit is free advertisement for the city (Salzburger Nachrichten, 2015). 

Airbnb listings are visible worldwide thanks to its website and mobile app 

(Stephany, 2015, p. 47). Hosts also promote “their” city worldwide when they are 

travelling (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 31). 

5.4.2 Threats 

Even though a lot of the strict obligations that hotels or landlords typically have to 

meet do not apply to Airbnb hosts, there are some laws in place that also apply to 

private apartments. However, there is no proof of how many of the landlords stick 

to these laws (Linne, Dreyer, Vogel, Stampfl, & Röder, 2014, p. 138). It is suspect-

ed that many guests staying at Airbnb homes do not pay the tourist tax which all 

tourists have to pay (Penz, 2015; Wottawa, 2015). However, the non-obeying of 

laws is not a thing linked solely to the sharing economy. It appears anywhere peo-

ple consider something financially worthwhile (Brühn & Götz, 2014, p. 5). In this 

sense, the sharing economy should not be blamed for people not complying with 

laws. In some cities, Airbnb is now working together with the city authorities to col-

lect tourist tax via the platform and pay it directly to the government (Stephany, 

2015, p. 164; Ranchordás, 2015, p. 49). This might also be a possibility for Vienna 

to tackle the problem of hosts not paying local taxes. However, even if Airbnb col-

lects the tax from the hosts, they do not share the data on who is hosting. This 

leaves the city with the problem of not being able to control Airbnb hosts (Penz, 

2015; Wieser, 2015). 

Another threat to the city is the withdrawal of apartments from the rental market. 

As short term rentals are more beneficial than renting to a tenant (Stephany, 2015, 

p. 46) people owning a flat have a strong incentive to rent it to tourists instead of 
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long-term tenants. However, due to social housing, there is currently no danger of 

shortage in housing in Vienna (Wieser, 2015). 

Furthermore, Airbnb brings tourists to non-central city areas. This confronts the 

local population – that is not used to having tourists around – with tourists. The 

locals might experience this as intrusive and disturbing and could oppose to all 

tourism in the city (Penz, 2015; Wottawa, 2015). 

On the other hand, if the city starts regulating the Airbnb holiday rental market too 

restrictively, it will get an image as not being open to innovation, old-fashioned and 

growth-restricting (Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 32).  

5.5 Overview 

Table 4 summarizes the opportunities and threats for each stakeholder group: 

Table 4: Possible Opportunities and Threats of Airbnb in Vienna 

 Opportunities Threats 

Guests  price 
 amenities (kitchen, washing 

machine) 
 more space 
 live like a local 

 getting value for money 
 no safety regulations 
 limited legal protection 

Hosts  (additional) income 
 worldwide marketing 
 networks 
 meeting new people 

 conflict with authorities, landlords 
and/or neighbours  

 destruction of property by guests 
 precarious working environments 

Hotels*  possibility for cooperation 
 competition encourages ho-

tels to improve 

 substitution of existing accommoda-
tion (esp. low-profile providers) 

 unfair competition 
 price dumping 

City  worldwide, free marketing 
 growing market 
 additional income for local 

economy 
 driver of innovation 
 extension of touristic offer, 

attraction of new target group 
 source of additional tax in-

come 

 income and/or tourist tax is not paid 
 no possibility to control (hosts not 

registered) 
 non-compliance with laws (e.g. 

business law) 
 potential threat to housing market 
 negative view on tourism by local 

population 
 negative image if over-regulating 

* “hotels” include all other, non-sharing-economy accommodation providers 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 following Bartik, Lutter, & Antalovsky, 2015, p. 26; Mann, 
2015; Penz, 2015; Rank & Rank, 2015; Wieser, 2015; Wottawa, 2015 
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6 Methodology 

The following chapter describes the research questions as well as the metho-

dology used to answer them. 

6.1 Research Questions 

The following research questions have been developed to research the topic of 

interest: 

 Which effects does renting of private accommodation via Airbnb have on 

existing hotel and accommodation providers? 

 Which effects does renting of private accommodation via Airbnb have on 

the city’s local economy? 

 What are the main characteristics of the apartment guest? 

 What are the motivations for people to choose a private apartment rather 

than a hotel room? 

 Which criteria affect the Airbnb tourists’ accommodation choice? 

6.2 Model and Hypotheses 

Figure 6 gives an overview of the areas deducted from the literature that are im-

portant for answering the research questions. Their influence on one another will 

be elaborated on in more detail in chapter 7. 

User settings comprise demographics, travel company and general travel behav-

iour. Demographics include gender, age, income, occupation, nationality and edu-

cation. Travel company refers to whom guests are travelling with. General travel 

behaviour comprises the number of leisure and business trips people take in an 

average year. The travel budget includes the overall spending as well as spending 

on sub-areas of the tourism product as well as guests’ attitude on expenses. Trip 

settings include the length of stay and the travel purpose for the trip to Vienna. 

Motivation (not) to book an apartment describes the most important reasons for 
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(not) booking an Airbnb apartment as well as criteria that are important for guests 

when selecting an apartment (e.g. location, amenities, space). The accommoda-

tion type refers to whether guests stayed at a hotel (or other traditional accommo-

dation type) or Airbnb apartment and the specific type of accommodation they 

stayed at. For hotels, this is the category of the hotel (star rating). For Airbnb, this 

is the Airbnb type (shared room, private room, entire home). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following hypotheses have been deducted from literature and will be tested in 

order to answer the research questions. Here, only the alternative hypotheses are 

mentioned: 

 H1: Guests' demographics influence the chosen accommodation type. 

 H2: General travel behaviour influences the chosen accommodation type. 

 H3: Travel company influences the chosen accommodation type. 

 H4: Travel purpose influences the chosen accommodation type. 

 H5: The accommodation type has an effect on the length of stay. 

 H6: Guests' demographics influence their length of stay. 

 H7: Travel company influences the length of stay. 

 H8: The accommodation type has an effect on travel expenses. 

 H9: Travel company influences the travel expenses. 

 H10: General travel behaviour influences the travel expenses. 

Figure 6: Model of Influencing Factors 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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 H11: Guests' demographics influence their travel expenses. 

 H12: Travel purpose influences the travel expenses. 

 H13: The length of stay influences the travel expenses. 

6.3 Secondary Research 

Desk research was undertaken in order to get an insight into the topic, to be able 

to define the key terms and to compile the interviewer guideline for the interviews 

as well as the questionnaire that was used for quantitative research. 

6.4 Qualitative Research 

In addition to secondary research, expert interviews with the main stakeholders 

have been conducted to include their point of view in the paper. The interview 

partners were (in alphabetical order): 

 Bakk. Phil. Christoph Thomas P. Mann: Airbnb host in Vienna, organiser of 

various meetings for Airbnb hosts in Vienna 

 Mag. (FH) Markus Penz: Vienna Tourist Board (WienTourismus), Team 

Manager Strategic Destination Development 

 Mag. Stephanie Rank & Christian Rank, BA: founders and president / vice 

president of the WAVV, the interest group for Viennese apartment hosts 

 Mag. Mag. Peter Wieser: Deputy Head of MA23 (department for economy, 

labour and statistics) of the city of Vienna 

 Mag. Maria Wottawa: Österreichische Hoteliervereinigung (ÖHV), Head of 

Member Service 

These interviews allow the researcher to present the opinions of hosts, hotels and 

the city. The last stakeholder group – guests – were included via an online ques-

tionnaire (see chapter 6.5). 
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6.5 Quantitative Research 

The purpose as well as the detailed approach for the quantitative research design 

are explained in this chapter. 

6.5.1 Purpose 

Conducting a survey enables researchers to collect a considerable amount of data 

from different respondents. Moreover, a large number of respondents can be 

reached at low cost (Pizam, 1994, p. 97). This is why a survey is used to answer 

the research questions. As Airbnb is an online platform and a part of the popula-

tion under observation are travellers that have already used the platform to book a 

stay in Vienna, it is suggested that they could best be reached with an online sur-

vey. 

6.5.2 Population 

The population surveyed are English-speaking tourists who have stayed at a paid 

accommodation in Vienna between 2010 and 2015. The time frame has been lim-

ited to 2010 to 2015 as the first Airbnb rental for Vienna was available in 2010 (see 

chapter 4.4). The population includes Airbnb guests as well as non-Airbnb guests 

(e.g. hotel, hostel and non-Airbnb apartment guests) to be able to compare these 

two groups. An online survey is conducted as the population can be reached via 

this channel more effectively and at low cost (Pizam, 1994, p. 97). 

6.5.3 Sample 

A random sample cannot be used due to lack of sampling frame and reachability 

of respondents. Unlike Ikkala and Lampinen (2015) who surveyed Airbnb hosts in 

their study and contacted them directly via the platform, this approach is not pos-

sible for this study as there is no data on those guests available that visited one 

specific region. Furthermore, hotel guests cannot be reached directly either due to 

data privacy issues. In order to reach the population, a snowball sample is used. 

Snowball samples are used when there is no sampling frame available and poten-

tial respondents are difficult to locate (Altinay & Paraskevas, 2008, p. 97). Even 
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though a convenience sample does not permit to draw conclusions for the whole 

city of Vienna, this study can be considered as very important to get a first insight 

into the field. What is more, the client WAVV explicitly stated that this paper does 

not need to bring generalizable results as this would only have been feasible when 

using a panel which is very costly. 

The formula for calculating the sample size, which can be seen below, has been 

applied (Mayer, 2013, pp. 66, 68): 

n = 
t² * p*(1-p)  

d²  

n ..... sample size 

t ...... certainty (e.g. for a certainty of 95% t=1.96) 

p ..... share of elements in the sample that have a specific domain (maximum heterogeneity p=50%) 

d ..... sampling error (e.g. for a confidence interval of ±5% d=0.05) 

The desired sample size for the survey was calculated assuming maximum heter-

ogeneity in responses (p = 50%)9, a certainty of 95% (t = 1.96) and allowing a con-

fidence interval of ± 6% (d = 0.06). When using these values in the equation, the 

following sample size can be calculated: 

1.96² * 0.50*(1-0.50) 
= 266.7  267 respondents needed 

0.06² 

Unfortunately, the desired sample size of about 300 respondents in total could not 

be reached. 

6.5.4 Research Instrument: Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was used due to the reason that a large number of people can be 

reached. Further reasons for choosing a questionnaire are the issues of time and 

financial investment (Pizam, 1994, p. 100). Another advantage of self-completion 

surveys is that there is no interviewer bias as there is no interviewer present when 

the respondents complete the questionnaire. However, the absence of the inter-

viewer also eliminates the possibility to ask questions if anything is unclear to the 

respondents (Brace, 2013, p. 23). This downside was mitigated by pretesting the 

                                            
9
 Maximum heterogeneity always has to be supposed if the real value is not known (e.g. from for-

mer studies) (Mayer, 2013, p. 66). 
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questionnaire to assure it was easily understandable. In order to reach the popula-

tion and to be able to import the data directly into SPSS, the questionnaire was set 

up with the online survey tool Umfrageonline which offers a free of charge version 

for students. The questionnaire has been constructed taking into account findings 

from other studies and authors (Brace, 2013; Peterson, 2000; WienTourismus, 

2015b) to guarantee a very reliable measuring instrument. It consists of several 

parts which are explained in more detail on the next page. The following chart 

shows the structure of the questionnaire: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Questionnaire Structure 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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The parts of the questionnaire are: 

 A testing question to check if the person falls into the population to be sur-

veyed. 

 General questions on the trip to Vienna (purpose of trip, lengths of stay, 

travel companions and accommodation type used). Depending on the type 

of accommodation they stayed at, respondents were either rooted to the 

Airbnb questionnaire or the hotel questionnaire. 

 Fixed questions on why Airbnb was (not) chosen and the type of 

Airbnb/non-Airbnb accommodation 

 Open questions on guests’ holiday expenses as daily spending and per 

capita spending are very useful indictors for tourism management (Candela 

& Figini, 2012, p. 42). Statistics published by Airbnb themselves cannot fully 

be trusted, so questions on expenses per person have been included in the 

questionnaire. 

 Fixed questions on the attitude on expenses. Respondents were not only 

asked about their actual expenses but were also given statements to find 

out about their attitude on the allocation of holiday spending. This was done 

because even though attitudes influence behaviour we do not always be-

have according to our attitudes. Among others, behaviour can differ from at-

titude due to situational factors (Kuß & Tomczak, 2007, p. 54f; Scheuch, 

2007, p. 56). 

 Only for Airbnb guests: fixed and rating questions on previous experience 

and preferences when using Airbnb (using a Likert-like scale with 5 options 

from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”) 

 Fixed questions on socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents 

such as age, gender, profession, education level and nationality 

 The voluntary possibility to participate in a raffle and win a stay for 2 in Vi-

enna10 

                                            
10

 The prize (2 nights for 2 people at Apartements Ferchergasse) was sponsored by Stephanie and 
Christian Rank from the WAVV. The winner was informed after the survey had been closed and 
received a voucher. 
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6.5.5 Pretesting 

Before the questionnaire was distributed, it was pretested to guarantee that it is 

understandable and potential respondents will be able and willing to answer the 

questions asked. Peterson (2000, p. 116) states that for most research projects, a 

convenience sample is used to pretest the questionnaire. He also mentions that 

the size of a pretest sample can range from as small as five up to about 30 partici-

pants (Peterson, 2000, p. 116). The questionnaire used for this survey was pre-

tested on 10 potential study participants in the researcher’s environment. The pre-

test showed that in general, the questionnaire was easily understandable, suitable 

to fill out on mobile devices and did not take more than seven minutes to com-

plete. However, some questions were unclear or answer options were missing. 

These were adapted and added to improve the quality of the questionnaire. Only 

then the questionnaire was distributed to the study participants. 

6.5.6 Data Collection 

The link to the online survey was distributed via online channels including the re-

searchers personal Facebook profile and several other Facebook sites, direct Fa-

cebook messages and via the ClubTourismus email newsletter. 

Data was collected over a seven week period in winter 2015/2016, starting on De-

cember 10, 2015 and ending on January 31, 2016. 

The researcher encountered problems in reaching the desired amount of Airbnb 

guest responses. It was intended to tackle his problem by contacting hosts via the 

Airbnb platform and asking them to forward the survey link to their guests. Howev-

er, Airbnb hid the survey URL automatically. So, hosts were not able to see or for-

ward the link they received from the researcher. This is why Airbnb hosts had to 

be found without using the platform, and then contacted through Facebook or 

email. Even though this led to a surge in responses, the desired 100-150 respons-

es of Airbnb guests could not be reached. 
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6.5.7 Data Analysis 

The collected data was analysed using the computer software SPSS. So, descrip-

tive statistical measures such as means and standard deviations were calculated 

to describe the composition of the sample. Furthermore, correlations analyses 

were applied to estimate the impact one variable has on another. 

The testing question proved to be very useful as 269 people started the question-

naire but only 200 respondents actually answered this question with “yes” and 

therefore were allowed to continue the questionnaire. A couple of more respond-

ents dropped out at some point during the questionnaire and some of the complet-

ed questionnaires had to be eliminated because respondents indicated their ex-

penses for accommodation with € 0.00 which does not fit the population as the 

criterion was having used paid accommodation. The remaining 163 respondents, 

who were considered for the analysis, are distributed over the accommodation 

categories as follows: 

Table 5: Distribution of Respondents 

accommodation type 
completed 

questionnaires 

hotel / serviced apartment 94 
hostel / inn 26 
privately rented apartments and rooms (non-Airbnb) 7 
Airbnb 36 
total 163 
Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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7 Results and Discussion of Findings 

This chapter outlines the results and findings and aims to answer the research 

questions. 

7.1 Composition of the Sample 

38% of respondents were male and 62% of respondents were female. The young-

est respondent was 19 and the oldest 68 years old. The average age of respond-

ents is 32 years (SD 10.4) and the median is 28. The study participants came from 

33 different countries and all continents. However, the majority of respondents was 

Austrian (43%) followed by German (10%) and US (6%) travellers. Respondents 

were rather well educated, with 88% having a college, university or university of 

applied sciences degree. Another 10% has completed high school and only 2% of 

respondents have a lower level of education. Half of the respondents are full-time 

employees, 9% work part time, 26% are students, 13% are self-employed and only 

2% of respondents do not work or are retired. Respondents are distributed rather 

evenly among the different income levels, with 12% earning more than € 3,500.00 

after tax per month compared to 16% in the lowest income category, earning less 

than € 500.00 a month. 

The sample’s characteristics were compared to those found in the last representa-

tive Viennese guest survey (WienTourismus, 2015b) to confirm to which extent 

they are in line with those findings. The average Vienna guest is 44 years old and 

guests between 40 and 49 account for a quarter of all of Vienna’s guests which 

makes the average guest older than the surveyed guests. Furthermore, the aver-

age Vienna guest is less educated with only 35% of guests having earned a uni-

versity degree (WienTourismus, 2015b, p. 4). Regarding nationality, the three 

main source markets in the sample match the main markets in Vienna in terms of 

order but not in terms of size. Vienna’s guests are comprised of 22% Austrians, 

18% Germans and 6% guests from the US (these figures are based on arrivals 

equalling number of guests) (WienTourismus, 2016b). These deviations from the 
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representative survey indicate that results found in this thesis have to be interpret-

ed carefully as they might not always show the average Viennese guest. 

7.2 Effects on Existing Hotels 

The effect on existing hotels could only be measured indirectly, as it was guests 

that were surveyed. All guests were asked if they considered alternative accom-

modation providers and Airbnb guests were additionally asked if they would rec-

ommend Airbnb to others to estimate future impact on hotels. Furthermore, the 

demographic and socio-economic profile of the typical apartment guest is de-

scribed. 

7.2.1 Consideration of Competitors 

One way to measure the effect on existing hotels was by asking respondents if 

they also considered other accommodation types. It showed that while only less 

than a quarter of hotel guests considered Airbnb as an alternative accommodation 

for their stay, nearly two thirds of Airbnb guests considered a hotel and/or hostel 

as an alternative place to stay. These results indicate that hotels in Vienna are not 

(yet) as vulnerable to Airbnb as more than three quarters of their guests have not 

considered other accommodation providers for their last trip and might therefore 

also not do so for their (near) future trips. Furthermore, a lot of Airbnb guests ap-

pear to consider other accommodation providers as well and might use hotels for 

their next stay. 
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Figure 8: Consideration of other Accommodation Providers 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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7.2.2 Airbnb Loyalty and Recommendation Rate 

Mann (2015) suggested that Airbnb users are very loyal. The intention for loyalty 

can also be found among this study’s respondents. 92% of respondents would 

book an Airbnb accommodation again and also recommend it to others. Only 3% 

respectively 6% of respondents would not book again respectively not recommend 

Airbnb. The rest of respondents are undecided. 

The loyalty can also be observed by analysing how often Airbnb guests have used 

Airbnb before their trip to Vienna. For 17%, the stay in Vienna was their first Airbnb 

experience while all others had used Airbnb as a guest before. 53% of respond-

ents used Airbnb at least three times before their stay in Vienna. This enhances 

the assumption that Airbnb guests are very loyal guests and use the platform 

again once they have tried it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.3 Chosen Accommodation Type 

The chosen accommodation type – Airbnb versus hotel accommodation – is ana-

lysed in detail in this chapter. The influence of user settings as well as trip settings 

is observed in the following chapter. 
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once

twice

three times

more than three times

Figure 9: Previous Airbnb Usage (Including the Trip to Vienna) 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36 
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7.2.3.1 Influence of User Settings 

Men are more likely to book Airbnb accommodation than women. 40% of males 

booked an Airbnb accommodation compared to only 20% of females. On the one 

hand, this can be related to trust issues. While 40% of the men who were travelling 

alone used Airbnb only 21% of alone travelling females did so. Women might still 

be insecure about staying alone at a stranger’s place, especially if they book a 

private room and share the apartment with the host. On the other hand, females 

travelled more often with work colleagues or business partners (9%) compared to 

male respondents (4%) and those travelling with business partners did not use 

Airbnb accommodation at all. 

Airbnb seems to be appealing to all age groups. Surprisingly, in the sample the 

age group 50+ chose an Airbnb accommodation most frequently (36%), followed 

by the youngest group (<= 29 years; 30%). As the age group 50+ (n=11) is least 

frequent represented in the sample, this can also be due to sample bias. When 

excluding the age group 50+, the general trend (looking at all other age groups) 

supports that younger people are more likely to book an Airbnb property. This is 

also in line with the findings of Geron (2013), Koller and Seidel (2014) and Bartik 

et al. (2015) who state that the sharing economy is especially used by the younger 

generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interestingly, people with high income booked an Airbnb accommodation more 

frequently than those with low income. The higher the monthly income after tax the 

more people from the respective income category book an Airbnb apartment as 

can be seen in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10: Accommodation Choice and Age 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=130 
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In terms of nationality, there is a significant difference regarding accommodation 

choice between domestic and international tourists. International travellers are 

more than three times more likely to book Airbnb accommodation for their stay in 

Vienna than domestic tourists. While 42% of international travellers book an 

Airbnb place for their stay in Vienna, only 13% of Austrians do so. The majority of 

Austrian guests in Vienna (87%) booked a hotel for their stay. One possible rea-

son for this can be that the brand awareness of and/or desire to use Airbnb is 

higher in other countries. As mentioned in chapter 5.3.2, culture is an important 

influencing factor for adopting sharing economy models. This is supported by the 

results as the adoption rate is much higher among guests from abroad (and there-

fore different cultures). Especially international single travellers are much more 

likely to use Airbnb than Austrian single travellers. 60% of international single trav-

ellers used Airbnb but only 6% of Austrians did. This further underlines the differ-

ence in cultures. Also, travel company may have an influence: Austrians were 

more often travelling with business partners (10%) than internationals (5%). As 

already mentioned above, when accompanied by business partners or work col-

leagues, no one used Airbnb. 

Regarding education, university (of applied sciences) graduates are more likely to 

stay at Airbnb apartments than people with lower educational levels. 

Figure 12 shows the connection between accommodation choice and occupation. 

The share of Airbnb-bookers is highest among part-time employees, followed by 
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Figure 11: Accommodation Choice and Income 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=130 
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self-employed and full-time workers. Surprisingly, only 15% of students booked an 

Airbnb home and most of the students visiting Vienna stayed at a hotel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When looking at the correlation coefficients (Cramer’s V), out of the demographic 

and socioeconomic factors, nationality (0.325) and occupation (0.243) have the 

highest influence on the tourist’s accommodation choice. 

Regarding the travel companion, none of the people travelling with business part-

ners used Airbnb, only 14% of people travelling with family used Airbnb and about 

30% of all other groups (single travellers, couples and friend groups) each used 

Airbnb as accommodation provider for their stay in Vienna. 

In terms of general travel behaviour it showed that people who undertake various 

leisure trips per year were a little more likely to book an Airbnb apartment. 25% of 

people who take only one trip per year booked Airbnb for their stay in Vienna 

compared to 31% and 32% of people who travel three times or more than three 

times a year respectively. The number of business trips per year did not influence 

the likelihood to book an Airbnb accommodation. 

7.2.3.2 Influence of Trip Settings 

The analysis of the influence of the travel purpose on the accommodation choice 

revealed that Airbnb is not only an offer for leisure travellers as nearly 20% of 

people who came to Vienna for business used Airbnb. However, the business 

travellers still have a lower Airbnb share compared to the travel segments “sight-
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Figure 12: Accommodation Choice and Occupation 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=128 
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seeing and cultural motives” and “relaxation” which have a share of about 30% 

Airbnb travellers. What is more, travellers that use Airbnb for their business trips 

only do so if they are not travelling with work colleagues and/or business partners. 

People who visited friends and family in Vienna preferred hotels, with 80% of them 

staying at a hotel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the findings, the typical Airbnb guest would be: 

 male 

 part of the younger generation 

 working part-time 

 visiting from abroad 

 university (of applied sciences) or college graduate 

 making more than € 2,500 net a month 

 travelling alone, with spouse/partner or friends (not with the family) 

 undertaking various trips per year 

 coming to Vienna for sightseeing, culture or relaxation 

The findings support the assumption that Airbnb is generally used more frequently 

by younger people but – at least in the sample – also people from the age group 

50+ were using Airbnb for their stays in Vienna. Furthermore, Airbnb is not (any-

more) only for people travelling on a low budget, as a lot of travellers falling into 

higher income classes used it. On the one hand, the hybrid consumer may save 
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Figure 13: Accommodation Choice and Trip Purpose 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=126 
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on accommodation during their holidays and spend more on other things, on the 

other hand Airbnb also gains ground in the luxury travel segment and offers lofts 

and other luxurious holiday rentals to serve a luxury-oriented target group. 

To conclude this chapter, the referring hypotheses are accepted or discarded: 

H1: Guests' demographics influence the chosen accommodation type. 

H1 is accepted as all demographic factors have an influence on accommodation 

type. However, this influence is most obvious for gender and nationality. 

H2: General travel behaviour influences the chosen accommodation type. 

H2 is discarded as the number of business trips does not influence the accommo-

dation choice and the number of leisure trips taken has only minimal influence. 

H3: Travel company influences the chosen accommodation type. 

H3 is accepted. People do not use Airbnb when they are travelling with business 

travellers. They use it most frequently when travelling alone, with a partner and/or 

friends. 

H4: Travel purpose influences the chosen accommodation type. 

H4 is accepted as Airbnb is used most for leisure travels, especially when people 

come to Vienna for sight-seeing and cultural purposes – the typical city trip. 

To sum up, the effects of Airbnb on existing hotel and accommodation providers in 

Vienna can be described as follows: On the one hand, regarding the trip to Vienna, 

Airbnb was regarded more replaceable than hotel accommodation. Most guests 

who ended up booking a hotel did not consider other accommodation providers for 

their trip to Vienna while most guests staying at Airbnb apartments actually did 

consider using hotel accommodation instead of Airbnb. On the other hand, the 

majority of Airbnb guests is very loyal to the platform and would also recommend 

using Airbnb to others. However, recommending Airbnb in general does not nec-

essarily have a negative influence on hotels in Vienna. Airbnb is used more fre-

quently by male travellers and those visiting from abroad. 
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7.3 Effects of Airbnb Accommodation on the City’s Economy 

The effects on the city’s economy are difficult to measure. In Austria, the economic 

effects of tourism are measured by Statistik Austria and WIFO (Wirtschafts-

forschungsinstitut) through the tourism satellite account (Tourismussatellitenkonto, 

TSA) by using an extensive data set (Laimer, Ehn-Fragner, & Smeral, 2014, p. 1). 

The main focus of tourism satellite accounts is to provide mainly monetary data 

which serves as a benchmark and indicator of the sector’s contribution to economy 

(Laimer, Ehn-Fragner, & Smeral, 2014, p. 2). Within the scope of this thesis it was 

not possible to generate a tourism satellite account for Airbnb apartment guests. 

To get an indication of the impact on the local economy, guests were asked about 

their expenses on different goods and services during their stay. In the following, 

Airbnb and hotel guests will be compared regarding the length of stay (longer 

stays may lead to higher expenses), attitude on expenses and actual expenses 

during their stay in Vienna. 

7.3.1 Length of Stay 

The length of stay is analysed with regard to the influence of accommodation type 

as well as user settings.  

7.3.1.1 Influence of Accommodation Type 

Literature suggests that Airbnb guests are staying longer and therefore contribute 

more to a city’s economy. When comparing Airbnb guests to hotel guests, this is 

true for Vienna.  
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Figure 14: Accommodation Type and Length of Stay 
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Figure 14 shows that 17% of Airbnb guests stay more than 4 nights compared to 

13% of hotel guests staying more than 4 nights. Likewise, only 14% of Airbnb 

guests stay only one night compared to 35% of hotel guests who only stay one 

night. 

7.3.1.2 Influence of User Settings 

Regarding demographic and socioeconomic factors, the nationality has the biggest 

influence on the length of stay. International tourists stay significantly longer than 

domestic tourists as can be seen in Figure 15.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

While nearly half of Austrian tourists only stay one night, more than half of interna-

tional tourists stay three nights or longer. 

Figure 16 shows the correlation between travel company and length of stay.  
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People who travelled with business partners only stayed one or maximum two 

nights. This is due to the fact that people who travelled with business partners 

came to Vienna for business. People travelling alone or with family members tend 

to stay the longest with 25% respectively 21% of them spending more than 4 

nights in Vienna. 

7.3.2 Attitude on Expenses 

Respondents were not only asked about their actual expenses but were also given 

statements to find out about their attitude on the allocation of holiday spending.  

The statements focussed on accommodation and grocery spending, as these two 

expense categories are mentioned most often in relation with Airbnb in the litera-

ture. According to the literature, Airbnb guests spend more money on buying gro-

ceries to prepare their own food and spend more money in the city if they save on 

accommodation. 

Respondents were given three statements (shown in Figure 17) and could rate 

them on a 5-point scale (1=strongly agree; 5=strongly disagree). In the following, 

the findings on attitude on expenses will be described. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 illustrates the average value for the attitude statements for Airbnb and ho-

tel guests. Airbnb guests are more likely to buy groceries to prepare their own food 

and more likely to spend more money in the city if they save on accommodation 

I am willing to spend more money on other things during my 
stay if I save on accommodation. 

I am buying groceries during my stay to prepare my own 
food. 

I spend money in the city no matter how much my 
accommodation costs. 

Figure 17: Statements to Test Attitude on Expenses 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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than hotel guests. On the contrary, for hotel guests it seems to matter less how 

much the accommodation costs and they are willing to spend money on attractions 

anyway. This indicates that Airbnb guests are more budget-conscious than hotel 

guests and supports the suggestions found in literature that Airbnb guests like to 

buy groceries and spend more in the city if they save on accommodation.  

Table 6: Attitude on Expenses and Accommodation Type 

 
n 

Mean 
expense 

statement I 

Mean 
expense 

statement II 

Mean 
expense 

statement III 

Hotel 94 2.4 3.5 2.7 

Airbnb 36 2.0 2.9 3.2 
Source: author’s chart, 2016; 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree 

International tourists like to buy groceries to prepare their own food more than 

Austrians do. 39% of international tourists (n=93) but only 26% of Austrians (n=70) 

(strongly) agree that they buy groceries to prepare food during their holidays while 

27% of Austrians strongly disagree but only 13% of international guests dissent 

the statement. 

People who undertake a lot of leisure trips per year (frequent leisure travellers) 

agree more strongly that they spend money in the city no matter how much their 

accommodation costs. Frequent business travellers on the other hand do not like 

to spend money on groceries and are not willing to spend more money in the city if 

they save on accommodation. This is most likely related to the different needs and 

tasks of business travellers during their trip (as mentioned above). 

The higher the income of the guests the more likely they are to spend money in 

the city even if their accommodation is expensive. They have a more rejecting atti-

tude towards buying groceries to prepare their own food when they have higher 

incomes. On the contrary, people with lower incomes are rather willing to spend 

more money on other things if their accommodation is cheap. 

When testing the influence of guests’ attitudes on their actual behaviour data 

showed that they were likely to behave according to the stated attitude: the more 

they agreed with the statements, the higher the expenses in the respective areas, 

especially for statement II: 
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 Strong agreement to statements I and III is correlated with higher non-

accommodation expenses (correlation coefficient Spearman -0.095 and  

-0.033 respectively). 

 Strong agreement to statement II is correlated with higher expenses on 

groceries (-0.265). 

The literature also indicated that Airbnb is a precondition for some guests to come 

to a city. This cannot be confirmed as respondents disagreed with this statement 

(see Table 7).  

Table 7: Airbnb's Effects on a City’s Economy 

Attitude Statement Mean SD 

I would not visit a city if I could not stay at an Airbnb 
apartment there. 

4.0 1.1 

The availability of Airbnb rentals in a city increases my 
likelihood of going there. 

2.8 1.1 

I am staying longer in a destination if I can stay at an 
Airbnb apartment. 

2.6 1.1 

I buy more groceries in the destination when staying at 
an Airbnb apartment. 

2.1 1.0 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36; 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree 

There is also no strong agreement on staying longer in a destination or increased 

likelihood of going somewhere if one stays at an Airbnb home. However, it could 

be found that Airbnb guests actually stayed longer in Vienna than hotel guests. 

Even though guests did not see Airbnb as the reason or precondition for them to 

stay longer in a destination they stayed longer when using Airbnb accommodation. 

Regarding groceries, Airbnb guests agreed that they buy more groceries when 

staying at an apartment. This indicates that local stores will make more money 

with apartment guests than with hotel guests. 

7.3.3 Holiday Expenses 

In the following, the overall expenses as well as the expenses on parts of the tour-

istic bundle of Viennese tourists are observed. 
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7.3.3.1 Influence of Accommodation Type 

The findings in Table 8 show that hostel guests are (as was to be expected) the 

most budget-conscious travellers. Hotel guests spend most on their holiday and 

Airbnb guests take the middle spot. 

Table 8: Expenses for Different Holiday Components per Accommodation Type 

expenses for…/day n Median Mean SD 

restaurant 

hotel 93 € 50.00 € 59.96 52.46 

hostel 26 € 30.00 € 42.12 38.99 

Airbnb 36 € 30.00 € 66.19 95.38 

groceries 

hotel 93 € 10.00 € 15.77 33.10 

hostel 26 € 10.00 € 17.50 25.98 

Airbnb 36 € 10.00 € 17.69 33.95 

accommodation 

hotel 94 € 80.00 € 113.41 99.63 

hostel 26 € 30.00 € 52.31 75.59 

Airbnb 36 € 50.00 € 73.69 74.01 

attractions 

hotel 93 € 20.00 € 25.61 33.70 

hostel 26 € 17.50 € 17.69 15.38 

Airbnb 36 € 10.00 € 19.53 35.34 

public transport 

hotel 93 € 8.00 € 11.13 13.02 

hostel 26 € 10.00 € 11.12 9.60 

Airbnb 36 € 7.50 € 12.19 15.49 

shopping 

hotel 93 € 20.00 € 44.95 60.15 

hostel 26 € 7.50 € 22.50 32.81 

Airbnb 36 € 20.00 € 43.19 80.01 

total (excl. journey) 

hotel 94 € 197.50 € 269.16 219.54 

hostel 26 € 116.50 € 163.23 150.16 

Airbnb 36 € 151.50 € 232.50 305.09 
Source: author’s chart, 2016 

The average Vienna guest spends € 265.00 per night on their trip 

(WienTourismus, 2013). This is however including the proportional cost of their 

journey to Vienna (e.g. plane ticket) per night. Taking into account that Airbnb 

guests in the study spent on average € 232.50 per day on their trip (excluding 

costs for the journey) they can be considered “normal” tourists regarding their ex-
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penses. The only expense category where Airbnb guests spend on average more 

than hotels guests is groceries (€ 17.69 compared to € 15.77 per day). However, 

the difference is not very big and the median is the same for all accommodation 

types (€ 10.00). 

Even though Airbnb guests have lower spending per day, they do not necessarily 

have lower holiday expenses in total. Due to longer stays, their total expenses for 

the whole trip can even exceed hotel guests’ expenses. Hostel guests are again 

the ones that spend least. As can be seen in Table 9, the minimum that Airbnb 

guests spent on their accommodation is more than double than what hotel guests 

spent. Also the maximum expenses are highest for Airbnb guests. This tendency 

is also reflected by the mean of € 727.58 for Airbnb guests and € 700.63 for hotel 

guests. The median, however, is lower for Airbnb guests than for hotel guests 

which indicates that there are a couple of high-spenders among the Airbnb guests 

but half of the Airbnb guests are also spending less than € 360.00 for their trip. 

Table 9: Total Holiday Expenses per Accommodation Type 

 n Min. Max. Median Mean SD 

hotel 94 € 26.00 € 6,400.00 € 405.00 € 700.63 888.94 

hostel 26 € 48.00 € 3,750.00 € 235.00 € 467.96 750.92 

Airbnb 36 € 77.00 € 8,800.00 € 360.00 € 727.58 1,453.32 
Source: author’s chart, 2016 

Table 10 underlines the difference in expenses between the different accommoda-

tion types by depicting the quartiles of accommodation expenses per night. It can 

be seen that guests staying at Airbnb accommodation paid less than hotel guests. 

However, they paid more than guests staying at hostels.  

Table 10: Accommodation Expenses 

accommodation type 
expenses per night 

1st quartile Median 3rd quartile 
hotel € 50.00 € 80.00 € 150.00 
Airbnb € 30.00 € 50.00 € 95.00 
hostel € 7.00 € 30.00 € 50.00 
Source: author’s chart, 2016, n=156 

Findings indicate that people staying at hotels normally spend more money on ac-

commodation. This backs the findings of Trivett (2013) who found that Airbnb list-
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ings are more than 20 percent cheaper than hotel rooms. Yet, they also show that 

Airbnb guests may not always be the most budget-conscious travellers as guests 

staying at hostels spent less money on accommodation. While only 25% of hotel 

guests spent less than € 50.00 per night on accommodation, 50% of Airbnb guests 

and even 75% of hostel guests spent less than € 50.00 per night on their rooms 

showing that the hostel offers the cheapest option to spend the night. The correla-

tion measure Eta11 was applied to proof which expense is most influenced by the 

accommodation type. It showed that even though none of the expense categories 

is strongly correlated with the accommodation type, the expenses for attractions 

are influenced most strongly by the accommodation type (Eta 0.334) and the ex-

penses for public transport are not influenced (Eta 0.058). This seems reasonable 

considering that all tourists need to get around the city and buy public transport 

tickets. 

The literature suggested that private rooms are half the price of hotel rooms while 

entire homes are about 20% cheaper than hotel rooms. An average Airbnb listing 

price below € 70.00 was estimated by other authors. Respondents of this study, 

however, paid on average € 71.56 for a whole apartment and € 75.83 for a private 

room. This does not match the general trend that private rooms are offered 

cheaper than whole apartments. However, the median (€ 50.00 and € 43.50 re-

spectively) depicts the situation better as it excludes extreme values. Still, private 

rooms that guests booked in Vienna are considerably more expensive than other 

authors suggested they were. 

Guests staying at hotels spent more on their accommodation (€ 113.41 per night 

on average), with only one and two star hotels being cheaper than Airbnb offers. 

People using four or five star accommodation had higher accommodation expens-

es than the average ADR (€ 96.30) in Vienna. Table 11 gives an overview of the 

findings. 

 

                                            
11

 The correlation coefficient Eta measures the strength of the correlation between a factor and a 
dependent variable (Bühl, 2014, p. 536), i.e. the portion of the dependent variable that can be ex-
plained by the independent variable, a linear correlation is not necessary (Brosius, 2011, p. 431ff). 
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Table 11: Accommodation Expenses in different Accommodation Types 

Accommodation Type n Mean SD Median 

5 star hotel 7  € 183.57 127.70 € 150.00 

4 star hotel 44 € 129.00 82.29 € 120.00 

3 star hotel 36 € 92.58 112.11 € 54.00 

1 or 2 star hotel 7 € 52.43 34.90 € 45.00 

Hotel Total 94 € 113.41 99.63 € 80.00 

entire home/apartment 18 € 71.56 59.81 € 50.00 

private room 18 € 75.83 87.69 € 42.50 

Airbnb Total 36 € 73.69 74.01 € 50.00 
Source: author’s chart, 2016 

7.3.3.2 Influence of User Settings 

Expenses for attractions are the ones influenced most by the travel company. 

While people travelling with family members spend most on attractions, people 

travelling with business partners spend least. This seems quite logical, as people 

travelling with business partners are in the city for business reasons and do not 

have time to do a lot of sight-seeing. Business travellers also have the lowest ex-

penses on groceries and public transport compared to the other traveller groups 

(i.e. single travellers, couples, families, friend groups). 

Regarding general travel behaviour of respondents, it showed that the more lei-

sure trips guest take per year, the higher the total average spending per day dur-

ing their stay in Vienna. A possible reason for this is that people who can afford to 

travel often can also afford to spend more money per day during their vacation (no 

matter how often they travel). Respondents were also asked about the number of 

business trips they take per year. Expenses for attractions (correlation coefficient 

Spearman -0.225), groceries (-0.180) and shopping (-0.070) are all negatively re-

lated with the frequency of business travels. This can be explained by the fact that 

most frequent business travellers also came to Vienna for business purposes and 

these activities do normally not form part of a business trip. 

There is a moderate correlation between age and daily expenses. With increasing 

age guests spend more during their holiday. This correlation is much stronger for 

Airbnb guests than for hotel guests. Within the Airbnb guests, it is most apparent 

for restaurant and accommodation expenses. Regarding the hotel guests, the 
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same correlation was found (the older the guests the more money they spend); 

however it is much weaker. The following table gives an overview of the found cor-

relations. The findings suggest that the local economy (i.e. restaurants, shops) 

earns more with older Airbnb guests. 

Table 12: Correlation Between Age and Daily Expenses 

expenses for… 

correlation coefficient Pearson 

Airbnb guests Hotel guests 

restaurants 0.639 0.043 
accommodation 0.601 0.126 
attractions 0.544 0.087 

groceries 0.532 0.105 
public transport 0.485 0.085 
shopping 0.449 0.154 

total expenses 0.610 0.130 
Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=130 

A moderate correlation could be found between respondents’ occupation and daily 

spending during their holiday (correlation coefficient Eta 0.616). This correlation 

proved to be strongest for restaurant expenses (Eta 0.630). The means and medi-

ans shown in Table 13 support this correlation. The more people work, the higher 

their daily expenses. Self-employed guests spend on average more than twice the 

money students spend and nearly double of what employed respondents spent on 

their holiday. Even though the individual answers are very heterogeneous (high 

standard deviation) the median (which excludes extreme values) shows the same 

general tendency (except for students). 

Table 13: Occupation and Holiday Expenses per Day 

Occupation n Mean SD Median 

student 32 € 182.56 111.81 € 162.00 
part-time employee 13 € 217.77 172.18 € 160.00 
full-time employee 66 € 244.45 175.77 € 185.00 

self-employed 16 € 424.25 369.20 € 312.00 
Source: author’s chart, 2016, n=128 

Income is correlated with accommodation and restaurant expenses, too. Although 

it does not seem to influence the expenses for shopping, groceries, public 

transport and attractions, it could be observed from the data that the higher the 

income, the higher the expenses for accommodation (correlation coefficient 

Spearman 0.346) and dining out (0.292). 
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7.3.3.3 Influence of Trip Settings 

The trip purpose is most strongly correlated with the expenses for attractions (Eta 

0.172) and expenses for accommodation (Eta 0.162). People visiting friends and 

family had the highest overall expenses while business travellers spent least in 

total. Even though business travellers spent most on accommodation they have 

low expenses in all other expense categories which results in low overall expenses 

compared to other travel segments. 

Surprisingly, a positive correlation coefficient (Spearman 0.128) indicates that 

longer stays are correlated with higher daily expenses. The correlation is weak but 

the general trend – long-staying guests may spend not only more in general but 

also more per day – is interesting. This suggests that Airbnb offers can be positive 

for the city in terms of revenues if more international Airbnb guests come as these 

are the groups that stay longest (see chapter 7.3.1 Length of Stay). 

The studies on Airbnb in Berlin, Paris and San Francisco published by Airbnb 

themselves also found that Airbnb guests stayed longer and spent more money. 

However, in their studies, the higher spending was due to the longer stay in the 

destination as Airbnb tourists normally had lower daily expenses compared to ho-

tel guests. 

As for the previous chapter, the acceptance respectively rejection of the hypothe-

ses as well as a short summary conclude the chapter. 

H5: The accommodation type has an effect on the length of stay. 

Airbnb guests stay longer than hotel guests with more than 50% of them staying a 

minimum of three nights. H5 is accepted. 

H6: Guests' demographics influence their length of stay. 

The nationality has a considerable influence on the length of stay – international 

tourists stay much longer than domestic travellers. This is why H6 is accepted.  
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H7: Travel company influences the length of stay. 

Likewise, H7 can be accepted as people travelling for business purposes stay a lot 

shorter than all other tourists. 

H8: The accommodation type has an effect on travel expenses. 

This hypothesis is accepted. Hotel guests have the highest daily expenses, Airbnb 

guests take the middle place and hostel guests spend least. 

H9: Travel company influences the travel expenses. 

Travel company influences the expenses for attractions. People travelling with 

business partners (for business purposes) spend least on groceries and public 

transport while people travelling with family spend most. H9 can be accepted. 

H10: General travel behaviour influences the travel expenses. 

H10 can also be accepted. Frequent leisure travellers have higher daily expenses. 

H11: Guests' demographics influence their travel expenses. 

Age, occupation and income influence how much people spend in Vienna. The 

correlation between age is stronger for Airbnb guests than for hotel guests and 

could especially be observed for restaurant expenses. The more hours people 

work, the more money they spend on their vacation. Likewise, higher income is 

related with higher expenses. However, this is only true for restaurant and ac-

commodation expenses and does not influence expenses for other sub-areas of 

the trip. H11 can be accepted, as demographics influence (at least some) travel 

expenses. 

H12: Travel purpose influences the travel expenses. 

H12 is accepted as leisure travellers spend more than business travellers. 

H13: The length of stay influences the travel expenses. 

Longer stays are correlated with higher expenses – not only overall expenses but 

also daily expenses are higher for people that stay longer. H13 is accepted. 
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Summarizing, it can be stated that Airbnb guests contribute to the local economy 

in the following ways. They usually stay longer than hotel guests which gives them 

more opportunities to spend money in the city. Their daily expenses are below 

those of hotel guests but this is compensated by the length of stay. Overall, Airbnb 

guests spend on average more in the city during their stay. Airbnb guests also 

agreed that they spend more money on groceries when travelling with Airbnb. This 

is confirmed by their actual expenses. While expenses for attractions vary be-

tween guests staying at different accommodation types, expenses for public 

transport are not influenced. 

Apart from the accommodation type, user settings and trip settings can also influ-

ence the height of expenses. With increasing age, income and working hours, re-

spondents spent more during their holidays. Business travellers spent more on 

accommodation but less on all other sub-areas of the trip. 

7.4 Characteristics of the Airbnb Apartment Guest 

Chapter 7.2.3 already gives an overview of the demographic characteristics of 

Airbnb guests. It was found that Airbnb guests are mainly male, international tour-

ists and distributed over all age and income categories. This chapter elaborates on 

the type of accommodation booked (private room versus entire home) in more de-

tail. 

That most people rent an entire apartment – as suggested by the literature – could 

not be confirmed in this study. In the sample, no one stayed at a shared room, 

50% booked a private room and the other half booked an entire home/apartment. 

When asked about their attitude on private rooms versus whole apartments, it 

showed that guests prefer having a whole apartment to only having a private 

room. If people do book a private room, people would more likely do so because of 

the money they could save rather than for the company of the host. Table 14 gives 

an overview of the results. 
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Table 14: Private Room vs. Whole Apartment 

Attitude Statement Mean SD 

I prefer to have the whole apartment for me (and my 
travel companions). 

2.3 1.2 

I am looking for private rooms rather than whole apart-
ments because they are cheaper. 

2.9 1.1 

I am looking for private rooms rather than whole apart-
ments to get in touch with people. 

3.1 1.2 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36; 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree 

Chapter 7.5 provides more detailed insights into the motivation for booking an 

apartment. 

7.5 Motivation to Book an Airbnb Apartment 

Airbnb guests were asked why they book Airbnb accommodation rather than tradi-

tional accommodation (e.g. a hotel) in an open question. Some respondents kept 

their answers rather short whereas others wrote long explanations. Only one re-

spondent was disappointed with the experience, all others had positive associa-

tions. The answers were categorized a posteriori and can be seen in Figure 18 

below. The first aspect mentioned by each respondent – which is supposed to be 

the most important one for them – is depicted in blue and further aspects that were 

mentioned (some respondents mentioned more than one reason for choosing 

Airbnb) are shown in red. 

Price is by far the most important reason to book an Airbnb apartment (56% of 

respondents mentioned this aspect first), followed by meeting locals and living like 

a local. Having a kitchen and the possibility to cook were also mentioned frequent-

ly, however no one mentioned this aspect as the first one. This is in line with the 

literature (e.g. Bartik et al., 2015; ThePeopleWhoShare.com, 2013; Stephany, 

2015), which states price as the main – or at least important initial – motivator for 

participating in accommodation sharing. The findings of the study undertaken by 

Homeaway (Trivett, 2013, p. 14) cannot be confirmed for Airbnb apartments in 

Vienna, as the possibility to cook was neither the most important reason for choos-

ing an Airbnb apartment nor was it mentioned first (main motivation) by any of the 

respondents. Unlike suggested by Hamari et al. (2015, p. 2) and Heinrichs and 
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Grunenberg (2012, p. 5ff), sustainability was not mentioned as a motivator at all. 

This supports the findings of Botsman and Rogers (2011, p. 74), who suggest that 

sustainability is only a positive side effect of sharing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The importance of price as motivator for choosing Airbnb is underscored by the 

following attitude statements which show (strong) agreement with the statement 

on using Airbnb because it is cheaper and the disagreement with the statement 

that they would still prefer it if it were more expensive than other accommodation 

(see Table 15). 

Table 15: Price as a Motivator to Book Airbnb 

Attitude Statement Mean SD 

I am using Airbnb because it is cheaper than booking 
other accommodations like hotels. 

1.8 0.8 

I would still prefer an Airbnb apartment to a hotel if it 
were more expensive than the hotel. 

3.6 1.0 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36; 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree 

Respondents were also asked to choose a maximum of three reasons why they 

booked (respectively did not book) Airbnb in a closed question. Among the Airbnb 

bookers, price is again the most frequently mentioned reason (72% of all respond-

ents consider Airbnb as “more affordable”). The second most frequently chosen 
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Figure 18: Motivation to Book an Airbnb Apartment 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36 
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reason is because of the amenities like kitchen, living room and more space. This 

is important for nearly half of the respondents. Living like a local and meeting new 

people was important for 25% of respondents. The amenities were selected as a 

reason for booking rather frequently in the closed question but not mentioned by a 

lot of respondents as a motivation in the open question. This suggests that having 

amenities like kitchen and being able to cook are a motivation for some, yet not 

the most important one, as they did not think of it when formulating an answer in 

their own words. 
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stay in Vienna? 

Figure 21: Reasons for not Booking Airbnb 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=127; N=164 
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Figure 20: Reasons for Booking Airbnb 

Source: author’s chart, 2016; n=36, N=84 
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Among the reasons for not booking Airbnb, no knowledge of the platform was 

mentioned most frequently (31% of respondents). The second most important rea-

son for not booking Airbnb was that someone else booked for them (23%) followed 

by the desire to have hotel amenities like a concierge or room service (18%). Lack 

of trust and availability were no big issues for the respondents, with only 4% re-

spectively 3% selecting this as a reason for not booking Airbnb. 

To summarize, the most important motivator to book an Airbnb apartment is the 

prize. Being able to cook is another important motivation, yet it was not the main 

motivation for any of the guests and can rather be considered as a positive extra 

that comes with an apartment. The motives promoted by Airbnb – living like a local 

and meeting new people – were only relevant for 25% of respondents each. 31% 

of guests who stayed at a hotel indicated that they do not know the platform 

Airbnb. This was the most frequently mentioned reason for not booking via Airbnb 

while lack of trust is not considered an important issue. 

7.6 Important Criteria for Choosing an Airbnb Home 

In the questionnaire, Airbnb guests were also given statements about criteria that 

might be important for their accommodation choice that they could agree or disa-

gree with on a five-point scale (1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree). Figure 21 

gives an overview of the criteria mentioned in the statements. 

 

 

 

 

 

It was intended to find out which criterion is most important for guests’ apartment 

choice. Overall, respondents rated the criteria nearly equally important. However, 

local touch of the apartment was the most important criterion for choosing an 

apartment. The apartment being close to the city centre and the host’s profile are 
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Figure 22: Criteria for Choosing an Airbnb Home 

Source: author’s chart, 2016 
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also important criteria when selecting an Airbnb listing. When looking at the data 

per age group and nationality (Figure 22 and Figure 23), it can be seen that having 

more space and the possibility to prepare food are most important for the under 30 

year-olds, guests between 30 and 39 agreed most strongly that they book Airbnb 

because of its local touch and the age group 40-49 years prefers an apartment 

close to the city’s attractions. 
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Figure 23: Criteria for Choosing an Apartment and Age 
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Regarding nationality, while local touch and having more space were equally im-

portant for both domestic and international tourists, being close to attractions was 

much more important for Austrians while the possibility to prepare food and the 

host’s profile were more important choice criteria for international tourists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In summary, the criteria location, host’s profile, space, local touch and the possibil-

ity to prepare food were all rated rather important for the apartment choice with 

local touch being the most important one. Preferences vary with age and nationali-

ty of the respondents. 

The following chapter will summarize the findings and provide conclusions and 

recommendations based on the findings. 
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The sharing economy today describes less the phenomenon of sharing just for the 

purpose of sharing and doing some good but rather sharing for economic reasons. 

The modern understanding of the sharing economy is that “sharing” describes the 

act of paying for access to assets rather than purchasing these assets which is 

economically favourable for both the renter and the lender. The former can save 

money as renting from peers is normally cheaper than renting from companies and 

definitely cheaper than acquiring a seldom used asset. The latter can reduce the 

cost of ownership by letting assets he/she is currently not using. Even though 

there are other motives to participate in the sharing economy, economic motives 

are the strongest – at least when starting to participate. For continuing to use the 

sharing economy, other factors like social factors (e.g. getting in touch with people, 

feeling as part of a network/group) and sustainability can play a role. 

Technological developments and changes among consumers’ values (ownership 

is less important or even seen as a burden) enabled start-ups to set foot in indus-

tries with formerly high entry barriers (like the hotel industry). Today, Airbnb is the 

best-known and biggest provider in the sharing economy’s accommodation sector 

offering accommodation in 190 countries of the world. An estimated 5,000 apart-

ments can be rented using Airbnb in Vienna. Airbnb managed to offer affordable 

yet individual and private accommodation which was apparently what travellers 

were looking for. Moreover, Airbnb made it easy for both hosts and guests to offer 

respectively book an apartment on their website. 

There are a lot of legal regulations that have to be considered when renting out 

space to tourists. Depending on the ownership status, services offered, and 

amount of money earned different legal requirements have to be met. Income tax 

and tourist tax have to be paid by all hosts. It is supposed that a lot of hosts do 

(unknowingly) not comply with all regulations. Especially tourist tax is not collected 

by the majority of hosts. The city of Vienna is planning an information campaign in 

order to inform all hosts about current legislation. In some cities, Airbnb has start-

ed to collect the tourist tax via the platform as soon as the guest books and pays 
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for the stay. This has the advantage that hosts cannot slip through as Airbnb col-

lects the tax automatically. However, it has the disadvantage that Airbnb does not 

share the data on who is hosting and for how many bookings at which rate they 

collected the tax but only transfer a lump sum to local authorities. 

Other studies showed that Airbnb rentals are between 20-50% cheaper than non-

reduced hotel rooms. These findings were found to be true for Vienna as well with 

an average Airbnb price of € 64.00 in October 2015. 

Apartment rental still plays a small role in Vienna when comparing the official 

number of arrivals. Of all arrivals in Vienna, only 1% was recorded in 1,062 regis-

tered apartments and the rest in hotels. However, it has to be supposed that the 

majority of Airbnb hosts are not (yet) registered, adding another 4,000-5,000 

apartments and numerous bednights. 

The current Viennese tourism strategy Global.Smart.Premium plans moderate 

growth and further establishment of Vienna as a premium destination. Moderate 

(as opposed to exponential) growth is important in order to keep the population of 

Vienna well-disposed towards tourism. The fast development and growth of Airbnb 

and similar platforms is not in complete alignment with this strategy. While Airbnb 

is used a lot by international travellers (findings show that 42% of international 

travellers booked an Airbnb apartment but only 13% of Austrians did) and can be 

considered a smart way to travel (sharing economy is in most cases more sustain-

able), it is doubtable if it strengthens the quality (premium) image of Vienna. Even 

though there are some high-quality offers and dedicated hosts, Airbnb as such 

cannot be considered a premium offer. Moreover, the survey showed that the re-

spondents spent less money on Airbnb accommodation than on hotel accommo-

dation. This underlines the doubt that Airbnb fits into the premium strategy of the 

Vienna Tourist Board. 

In Vienna, approximately one quarter of Airbnb listings are private rooms and the 

rest are whole apartments. Two thirds of hosts have only one listing on Airbnb, 

suggesting that they are people with another full-time occupation who use Airbnb 

only as an additional source of income. More than 80% of listings are highly avail-

able, meaning that they can be booked for more than 60 days per year. These are 
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properties solely for renting purposes and not used by the owners themselves. 

The average host earns about € 350.00 a month with Airbnb. However, top listings 

earn nearly € 800.00 a month on average. 

The presence of an online booking platform for apartments that everyone can use 

easily has of course effects on the city. In Vienna, a lot of opportunities and threats 

for the stakeholder groups could be identified. Opportunities for guests are cheap-

er accommodation, amenities like washing machine and kitchen and insider’s tips 

from their host if they stay in a private room and share the apartment with the host. 

Threats are mainly safety and security issues like lack of standardisation, no quali-

ty guarantee, risk of cancellation and lack of safety measures in the apartment. 

While hosts profit from monetary gains (additional or sole source of income) and 

worldwide marketing of their offer, possible conflicts with authorities, neighbours 

and landlords as well as insecure jobs pose threats to them. Hotels and other ac-

commodation providers have to fear that they are losing guests and/or revenue 

through price dumping in the city. Especially if Airbnb hosts run an unregistered 

(and therefore illegal) business, hotels are outperformed easily. Hotels can, how-

ever, try to establish cooperation with apartment owners or use Airbnb as distribu-

tion channel themselves (like already done by the Hotel Grand Ferdinand in Vien-

na). Advantages for the city include more tourism spending on non-touristic prod-

ucts like groceries and increased spending power of locals due to additional in-

come through Airbnb. Downsides are hosts’ non-compliance with laws, withdrawal 

of apartments form the rental market and disturbance of the local population by 

uncontrollable tourism. 

The survey among Viennese guests showed that nationality and occupation had 

the highest influence on accommodation choice. International guests and part-time 

employees were most likely to book Airbnb accommodation. People do not use 

Airbnb when travelling with business partners, but 20% of business travellers 

booked an Airbnb accommodation for their stay. So, Airbnb is definitely an option 

for people travelling for business purposes, but not if they are travelling with busi-

ness partners as an Airbnb apartment is often a stand-alone unit and two apart-

ments in the same building are not available. If one does not want to share the 

room with one’s business partner – which understandably is too intimate for most 
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business contexts – one has to book a hotel room. Airbnb accommodation in Vi-

enna is booked by people of all age and income categories, falsifying some au-

thor’s (e.g. Trivett 2013, European Commission 2013) opinion that sharing is a 

phenomenon solely for the younger generation and confirming Botsman and Rog-

ers’s (2011, p. 70) idea that sharing appeals to all age groups. 

Regarding effects on the Viennese economy, the length of stay and daily expens-

es in the city were analysed. Airbnb guests stay longer than hotel guests. The 

length of stay is also influenced by travel company (single travellers and families 

stay longest) and origin (international travellers stay longer than domestic travel-

lers). The assumption that Airbnb guests are willing to spend more money in the 

city (if they save on accommodation) and to spend more in non-touristic business-

es (by buying groceries to prepare their own food) could be approved. They are 

often more budget-conscious in general and like to distribute their budget different-

ly within the city. With cheaper accommodation which offers a possibility to pre-

pare food they spend money on groceries during their stay. So, local stores will 

make more money with apartment than with hotel guests. People with lower in-

comes and leisure travellers are especially likely to prepare their own food. How-

ever, when looking at the actual expenses (and not only their attitudes towards 

expenses), Airbnb guests spent on average only slightly more on groceries than 

hotel guests did. The age of Airbnb guests influences the height of expenses. Old-

er Airbnb guests are spending more money than younger ones, especially on res-

taurants and accommodation. Hostel guests are the most budget conscious and 

save on all sub-areas of the trip (accommodation, groceries, restaurants, …). 

For more than half of the respondents who booked Airbnb price was the main mo-

tivator to do so. Further motivations are meeting locals/living like a local and the 

possibility to cook. Sustainability and discovering a new culture were only men-

tioned by 8% respectively 6% of respondents. Reasons that kept people from 

booking Airbnb were no knowledge of its existence, not being the booker or prefer-

ring a hotel’s amenities. Lack of trust and no availability were not considered im-

portant issues among non-Airbnb-bookers. 
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When choosing an apartment, local touch is overall the most important criterion 

even though other criteria (location, host’s profile, more space, possibility to pre-

pare food) were rated as rather important, too. Young guests especially like to stay 

at a place where they can prepare their own food and that provides more space 

while this is less important for the older age groups. 

Taking the findings into consideration, it can be said that Airbnb is no longer a 

niche trend but is a phenomenon that has reached all customer segments as it is 

used across all age groups and income levels. Even though it is used frequently 

as a more economic accommodation alternative to a hotel, Airbnb travellers are 

not the most budget-conscious ones (hostel guests are travelling on a tighter 

budget). Furthermore, Airbnb also offers apartments in the luxury segment which 

are more expensive than average hotel rooms. Moreover, despite of price being a 

huge motivator, characteristics of the apartment (more space, kitchen and laundry 

facilities) are important to a lot of Airbnb travellers. This is where hotels can im-

prove their offers if they want to get a bigger slice of the cake. By including a 

kitchenette or full kitchen in their rooms, they will better meet this traveller seg-

ment’s needs. Also, meeting locals and helpful hosts were mentioned as motiva-

tion to book an Airbnb home. Here, cooperation with locals comes into play. Hotels 

can think about cooperation with local providers and/or regular people to give their 

offer a more local and authentic touch. 

The study showed that Airbnb guests stayed longer in Vienna than hotel guests. 

This is not solely an Airbnb-owed trend but can be observed for apartment guests 

in general (see chapter 4.1). Reasons can be that apartments are less expensive 

so guests can afford a longer stay, that people do not consider it worth the effort to 

buy groceries and prepare their own food for short stays and that apartments often 

include a (relatively high) cleaning fee which only makes sense for the guest eco-

nomically for longer stays. Airbnb guests spent approximately the amount of an 

average Vienna tourist per day. However, as they mostly stayed much longer than 

the average city tourist, they contributed more to the (local) economy. Apartment 

guests like to buy groceries and prepare their own food, which helps non-touristic 

businesses to increase revenue. In the following, the local population may have 

increased spending power as well. 
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As many advantages Airbnb has for guests and hosts, one must not forget that as 

it gets more popular, the need for fair regulation arises in order to avoid unfair 

competition for hotels and other accommodation providers. There are still a lot of 

hosts who do not comply with regulations or do not even know that there are laws 

in place. The planned information campaign of the city of Vienna is a first step to 

get all Airbnb hosts on the same page about regulations in Vienna. If all Airbnb 

rentals are run within the legal framework, hotels have a competitor who has to 

comply with certain rules. This will lead to Airbnb hosts having to increase their 

prices, as parts of their revenues have to be paid as taxes (income tax, value add-

ed tax and tourist tax). So, the playing field can be levelled and competition with 

other accommodation providers becomes fairer. 

For the city of Vienna, cooperating with Airbnb is a possibility to collect taxes. 

However, as Airbnb will not share the data on who is hosting, this will only be a 

temporary solution. In order to have everyone hosting within the legal framework, it 

is suggested to gather the data on Airbnb hosts directly (and not via Airbnb). This 

will not be easy and will require the cooperation of Airbnb hosts as they would 

have to register their apartment with the city. A first step in this direction is the in-

formation campaign of the city of Vienna. However, the probability of hosts regis-

tering could be enhanced by offering them certain benefits for doing so. One pos-

sible benefit could be an agreement with the Vienna Tourist Board that all proper-

ties that are officially registered, paying tourist tax and filing statistics are included 

on the Vienna Tourist Board’s website and included in the marketing activities. 

This would give apartment hosts an additional distribution channel and the city the 

possibility to better control the offer. 

Furthermore, if the city only focusses on Airbnb, hosts might just switch to other 

platforms which are not (yet) in the authority’s focus. By addressing the hosts di-

rectly and convincing them to register, this can be avoided. 

In case the city wants to introduce regulations against Airbnb, it is recommended 

to start with the highly available entire homes. These are the ones that take away 

living space (as no one is living there apart from tourists), are used to earn a lot of 

money and might disturb neighbours as the host is not on-site and tourists occupy-
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ing the apartment may not be as thoughtful and considerate of neighbours’ needs 

during their holiday. As Airbnb expands into non-touristic areas of the city, people 

are confronted with tourists in their private surroundings which not everyone likes. 

The Vienna Tourist Board has to decide to what extent the Airbnb offer can sup-

port the tourism strategy. On the one hand, it is definitely not (only) a premium 

product (which is contrary to their strategy). On the other hand, Airbnb meets a lot 

of today’s travellers’ needs and is an attractive offer for guests that they are seek-

ing in a metropolis. By offering hosts to be listed and promoted by the tourist 

board, they can get more hosts to paying tourist tax and so increase their income. 

Hosts can take away from this study that local touch was the most important fac-

tor when selecting an Airbnb apartment. They should keep that in mind and equip 

the place not necessarily only with cheap Ikea furniture but like it would be their 

own place. They should think of how they would live and offer exactly that to 

guests. If they rent out a private room within their home, this is normally consid-

ered anyways as the extra room will fit the rest of the place in terms of style and 

décor. Another nice thing – that hosts are already encouraged to offer by Airbnb – 

is a “guide” for guests. This contributes to the local touch as well. Hosts should 

compile an overview of shops and things to do near their accommodation and/or in 

the city. Here, they should also include insider’s tips for their guests. A lot of 

guests will not want to go to the most touristy (and most likely expensive and inau-

thentic) restaurant in town but rather eat at a local’s favourite place. These are 

most often tips that a standard travel guide book cannot give and represent added 

value a host can offer. 

Basically everyone can become a host. The only precondition is that one has to 

own space that can be rented out (or have the agreement of one’s landlord). How-

ever, if a host wants to assure he/she has happy guests and build a successful 

business, they should seek help and advice from industry associations like the 

WAVV. Not only do they provide information about legal requirements, but also 

training and advice on how to interact with guests, how to best equip one’s apart-

ment and many things more. Moreover, when joining forces a lot of small accom-
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modation providers get a voice in the city of Vienna and can lobby their interests 

more effectively with local authorities and the tourism board. 

Hoteliers can – as mentioned above – adapt their offer to meet guests’ needs bet-

ter. As a lot of guests are looking for a kitchen to be included with the room or 

special tips on the surroundings, they should look into providing these for guests. 

As for the kitchen, this includes rebuilding efforts and will not fit into all hotel con-

cepts. Yet, hotels could easily integrate local tips for their guests. These can be 

recommendations of staff or inhabitants of the area and can – like for Airbnb – be 

in form of a booklet that is provided to guests. 

Guests have a great possibility to find affordable yet nice accommodation on 

Airbnb. When looking for accommodation on Airbnb, they should keep in mind to 

check listings carefully in order to know what to expect. As there are no general 

quality standards, it is up to the guest to evaluate the listing and decide if it meets 

his/her needs. A helpful tool in this process are the reviews from other guests 

which can help the guest to make a good choice, but still are no guarantee. If the 

guests desire local advice and tips, they should make sure to book a private or 

shared room within an owner-occupied home rather than an entire apartment. This 

will give them more opportunity to interact with hosts. This “original Airbnb con-

cept” – to share space with a local – will allow them to really immerse themselves 

into the country’s culture (which is what many Airbnb guests claim they want). 

If Vienna finds a way to integrate the sharing economy with other accommodation 

offers, I am convinced that Airbnb will be an enrichment for the city, its tourists and 

inhabitants. 
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9 Limitations and Outlook for Further Research 

One difficulty when working on the topic was that Airbnb was not willing to cooper-

ate and share data for this project. This problem is not a singular problem encoun-

tered when writing this paper but other researchers had to face the same difficul-

ties (Edelman & Luca, 2014, p. 6). Nevertheless it meant that no official data and 

no sampling frame were available. This is why limitations arise from the research 

design used. Due to the lack of a sampling frame, the sample had to be a conven-

ience sample which does not allow generalizing the results. However, this thesis 

can still be considered useful as giving a first insight into this area that has not 

been researched thoroughly so far. 

Further limitations arise from the research instrument, the questionnaire itself. The 

questionnaire had to include questions about the (distant) past, i.e. all questions 

related to the holiday in Vienna, which could be as far as five years back (a pre-

condition to take part in the survey was having used paid accommodation in Vien-

na between 2010 and 2015). This can lead to recall and telescoping errors be-

cause respondents might not remember past events correctly (Peterson, 2000, p. 

20). In order to minimize the limitations arising from the research instrument, the 

questionnaire was created taking into consideration all effects it might have on 

answers (e.g. primacy effect, position effect, social desirability, …) and was pre-

tested before distributing it to the survey participants. 

What is more, it was hard to reach the respondents (see chapter 6.5.6) which led 

to a sample smaller than planned and complicated the analysis. Especially when 

looking at partial samples (e.g. different age groups), the samples were small and 

not always equally distributed over all categories. This sample bias reduces the 

meaningfulness of the findings. 

In order to further investigate the phenomenon of Airbnb in Vienna, it is suggested 

to undertake a large-scale survey using random sampling. Of course, this is only 

possible if data from Airbnb can be acquired in order to have a list of all items of 

the population (i.e. all Airbnb hosts in Vienna). Furthermore, it would be interesting 
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to question both hosts and guests in a generalizable study to find out about mo-

tives and monetary impact of hosting and travelling using apartment accommoda-

tion. It would also be recommendable to question guests during their holidays in 

Vienna (as done for the Vienna Guest Survey) because they will remember details 

about their holiday (e.g. price of accommodation, spending for food and attrac-

tions) more easily and accurately when asked as long as they are still in the desti-

nation. The data would be of great interest for the city of Vienna and could be used 

for law enforcement on the one hand and development of new, sharing-economy-

suitable legislation on the other hand. 

Furthermore, a study on Airbnb adoption of older guests would be interesting in 

order to further investigate if Airbnb is being used by guests of older age groups as 

well. As the population is ageing and tourism businesses more often focus on old-

er travellers nowadays, the age group 50+ is an interesting target group. 

Likewise, a study on gender influence on Airbnb booking behaviour could bring 

light into why men booked Airbnb twice as often as women did. It would be inter-

esting to know if this is a gender-related issue or if other influencing factors play a 

role. 

Regarding apartment selection, it would be interesting to include further influenc-

ing factors on guests’ apartment choice in the survey. This survey only took fea-

tures of the apartment into consideration. However, it is also of interest to which 

extend other influencing factors like situational factors and opinion of peers influ-

ence travellers’ decisions. 

The sharing economy continues to be of interest for researchers and authors with 

a lot of literature being written. It is to be seen how cities and people alike cope 

with this phenomenon that increasingly takes over markets that have been domi-

nated by other businesses for a long time. 
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SPSS Analysis Tables 

6.5.7 Data Analysis 
 

Statistiken 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna?   

N 
Gültig 163 

Fehlend 0 

 
Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

hotel / serviced apartments 94 57,7 57,7 57,7 

hostel / inn 26 16,0 16,0 73,6 

privately rented apartments 
and rooms (without Airbnb) 

7 4,3 4,3 77,9 

Airbnb 36 22,1 22,1 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  
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7.1 Composition of the Sample 
 

Statistiken 

Gender   

N 
Gültig 163 

Fehlend 0 

 
Gender 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

male 62 38,0 38,0 38,0 

female 101 62,0 62,0 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Age 163 100,0% 0 0,0% 163 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

Age   
N Minimum Maximum Median Mittelwert Standardabweichung 

163 19 68 28,00 32,33 10,411 
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Statistiken 

 Nationality 
(num) 

nationality con-
tinent 

nationlity dome-
stic vs. interna-

tional 

N 
Gültig 163 163 163 

Fehlend 0 0 0 

 
Nationality (num) 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

Algeria 1 ,6 ,6 ,6 

Australia 2 1,2 1,2 1,8 

Austria 70 42,9 42,9 44,8 

Belgium 1 ,6 ,6 45,4 

Bulgaria 5 3,1 3,1 48,5 

Canada 6 3,7 3,7 52,1 

Croatia 5 3,1 3,1 55,2 

Czech Republic 1 ,6 ,6 55,8 

Ecuador 2 1,2 1,2 57,1 

Finland 2 1,2 1,2 58,3 

France 4 2,5 2,5 60,7 

Germany 16 9,8 9,8 70,6 

Great Britain 2 1,2 1,2 71,8 

Greece 1 ,6 ,6 72,4 

Hungary 5 3,1 3,1 75,5 

Italy 5 3,1 3,1 78,5 

Lithuania 1 ,6 ,6 79,1 

Macau 1 ,6 ,6 79,8 

Mexico 2 1,2 1,2 81,0 

Montenegro 1 ,6 ,6 81,6 

Netherlands 2 1,2 1,2 82,8 

Philippines 1 ,6 ,6 83,4 

Portugal 1 ,6 ,6 84,0 

Romania 1 ,6 ,6 84,7 

Russian Federation 3 1,8 1,8 86,5 

Serbia 1 ,6 ,6 87,1 

Singapore 1 ,6 ,6 87,7 

Spain 4 2,5 2,5 90,2 

Switzerland 3 1,8 1,8 92,0 

Turkey 1 ,6 ,6 92,6 

United Kingdom 2 1,2 1,2 93,9 

United States 9 5,5 5,5 99,4 

Vietnam 1 ,6 ,6 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  

 
nationality continent 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

Europe 133 81,6 81,6 81,6 

America 19 11,7 11,7 93,3 

Asia 8 4,9 4,9 98,2 

Africa 1 ,6 ,6 98,8 

Australia & Oceania 2 1,2 1,2 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  
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nationlity domestic vs. international 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

Austia (domestic tourists) 70 42,9 42,9 42,9 

other countries (international 
tourists) 

93 57,1 57,1 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  

 

 
Statistiken 

What is your highest level of education completed?   

N 
Gültig 163 

Fehlend 0 

 
What is your highest level of education completed? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

apprenticeship 1 ,6 ,6 ,6 

intermediary school 1 ,6 ,6 1,2 

high school 17 10,4 10,4 11,7 

college, university or univer-
sity of applied sciences 

144 88,3 88,3 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  

 

 
Statistiken 

What is your employment status?   

N 
Gültig 163 

Fehlend 0 

 
What is your employment status? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

I am a student. 43 26,4 26,4 26,4 

I am self-employed. 21 12,9 12,9 39,3 

I am employed (30 hours 
per week or less). 

15 9,2 9,2 48,5 

I am employed (more than 
30 hours per week). 

82 50,3 50,3 98,8 

I don't work. 1 ,6 ,6 99,4 

I am retired. 1 ,6 ,6 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  
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Statistiken 

What is your average monthly net income (after tax)?   

N 
Gültig 163 

Fehlend 0 

 
What is your average monthly net income (after tax)? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

less than € 500 26 16,0 16,0 16,0 

€ 501 - € 1,000 28 17,2 17,2 33,1 

€ 1,001 - € 1,500 23 14,1 14,1 47,2 

€ 1,501 - € 2,000 24 14,7 14,7 62,0 

€ 2,001 - € 2,500 20 12,3 12,3 74,2 

€ 2,501 - € 3,000 19 11,7 11,7 85,9 

€ 3,001 - € 3,500 4 2,5 2,5 88,3 

more than € 3,500 19 11,7 11,7 100,0 

Gesamt 163 100,0 100,0  
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7.2.1 Consideration of Competitors 
 

Statistiken 

 Have you considered other ac-
commodation providers (e.g. ho-

tel, hostel) for this trip? 

Have you considered other 
accommodation providers (e.g. 

Airbnb) for this trip? 

N 
Gültig 36 94 

Fehlend 94 36 
Mittelwert ,61 ,23 

 
Have you considered other accommodation providers (e.g. hotel, hostel) for 

this trip? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

no 14 10,8 38,9 38,9 

yes 22 16,9 61,1 100,0 

Gesamt 36 27,7 100,0  
Fehlend System 94 72,3   
Gesamt 130 100,0   

 
Have you considered other accommodation providers (e.g. Airbnb) for this 

trip? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

no 72 55,4 76,6 76,6 

yes 22 16,9 23,4 100,0 

Gesamt 94 72,3 100,0  
Fehlend System 36 27,7   
Gesamt 130 100,0   
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7.2.2 Airbnb Loyalty and Recommendation Rate 
 

Statistiken 

 I would book an Airbnb 
accommodation again. 

I would recommend 
Airbnb to others. 

N 
Gültig 36 36 

Fehlend 127 127 

 
I would book an Airbnb accommodation again. 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

strongly agree 25 15,3 69,4 69,4 

agree 8 4,9 22,2 91,7 

neither agree nor disagree 2 1,2 5,6 97,2 

strongly disagree 1 ,6 2,8 100,0 

Gesamt 36 22,1 100,0  
Fehlend System 127 77,9   
Gesamt 163 100,0   

 
I would recommend Airbnb to others. 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

strongly agree 25 15,3 69,4 69,4 

agree 8 4,9 22,2 91,7 

neither agree nor disagree 1 ,6 2,8 94,4 

strongly disagree 2 1,2 5,6 100,0 

Gesamt 36 22,1 100,0  
Fehlend System 127 77,9   
Gesamt 163 100,0   

 

 
Statistiken 

Up to now, how often have you used Airbnb as a guest?   

N 
Gültig 36 

Fehlend 127 

 
Up to now, how often have you used Airbnb as a guest? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

once 6 3,7 16,7 16,7 

twice 7 4,3 19,4 36,1 

three times 4 2,5 11,1 47,2 

more than three times 19 11,7 52,8 100,0 

Gesamt 36 22,1 100,0  
Fehlend System 127 77,9   
Gesamt 163 100,0   
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7.2.3 Chosen Accommodation Type 
 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Which type of accommo-
dation did you use for your 
trip to Vienna? * Gender 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? * Gender Kreuztabelle 

 Gender Gesamt 

male female 

Which type of 
accommoda-
tion did you 
use for your 
trip to Vien-
na? 

hotel / ser-
viced 
apartments 

Anzahl 31 63 94 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

33,0% 67,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Gender 59,6% 80,8% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 23,8% 48,5% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 21 15 36 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

58,3% 41,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Gender 40,4% 19,2% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 16,2% 11,5% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 52 78 130 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

40,0% 60,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Gender 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 40,0% 60,0% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi -,232 ,008 

Cramer-V ,232 ,008 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

Gender Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

male 

With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED * 
Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

52 100,0% 0 0,0% 52 100,0% 

female 

With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED * 
Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

78 100,0% 0 0,0% 78 100,0% 
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With whom were you travelling for this trip? CODED * Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? Kreuztabelle 

Gender Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip 

to Vienna? 

Gesamt 

hotel / serviced 
apartments 

Airbnb 

male 

With whom 
were you 
travelling 
for this 
trip? 
CODED 

alone 

Anzahl 11 7 18 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

61,1% 38,9% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

35,5% 33,3% 34,6% 

% der Gesamtzahl 21,2% 13,5% 34,6% 

with 
spose/ 
partner 

Anzahl 10 7 17 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

58,8% 41,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

32,3% 33,3% 32,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 19,2% 13,5% 32,7% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and chil-
dren 

Anzahl 2 1 3 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

66,7% 33,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

6,5% 4,8% 5,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,8% 1,9% 5,8% 

with 
friends 

Anzahl 4 3 7 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

57,1% 42,9% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

12,9% 14,3% 13,5% 

% der Gesamtzahl 7,7% 5,8% 13,5% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and 
friends 

Anzahl 1 2 3 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

33,3% 66,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

3,2% 9,5% 5,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,9% 3,8% 5,8% 

with 
work 
col-
leagues / 
business 
partners 

Anzahl 2 0 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

6,5% 0,0% 3,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,8% 0,0% 3,8% 

other 

Anzahl 1 1 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

3,2% 4,8% 3,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,9% 1,9% 3,8% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 31 21 52 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

59,6% 40,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 59,6% 40,4% 100,0% 
female With alone Anzahl 11 3 14 
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whom 
were you 
travelling 
for this 
trip? 
CODED 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

78,6% 21,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

17,5% 20,0% 17,9% 

% der Gesamtzahl 14,1% 3,8% 17,9% 

with spo-
se/ 
partner 

Anzahl 16 6 22 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

72,7% 27,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

25,4% 40,0% 28,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 20,5% 7,7% 28,2% 

with pa-
rents 

Anzahl 9 0 9 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

14,3% 0,0% 11,5% 

% der Gesamtzahl 11,5% 0,0% 11,5% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and chil-
dren 

Anzahl 1 1 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

1,6% 6,7% 2,6% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,3% 1,3% 2,6% 

with 
friends 

Anzahl 14 5 19 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

73,7% 26,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

22,2% 33,3% 24,4% 

% der Gesamtzahl 17,9% 6,4% 24,4% 

with 
spouse/ 

partner and 
friends 

Anzahl 1 0 1 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

1,6% 0,0% 1,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,3% 0,0% 1,3% 

with work 
colleagues 
/ business 
partners 

Anzahl 7 0 7 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

11,1% 0,0% 9,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,0% 0,0% 9,0% 

other 

Anzahl 4 0 4 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

6,3% 0,0% 5,1% 

% der Gesamtzahl 5,1% 0,0% 5,1% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 63 15 78 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travel-
ling for this trip? CODED 

80,8% 19,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 80,8% 19,2% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Which type of accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? * age grouped 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? * age grouped Kreuztabelle 

 age grouped Gesamt 

<=29 30-39 40-49 50+ 

Which type of ac-
commodation did 
you use for your 
trip to Vienna? 

hotel / ser-
viced apart-
ments 

Anzahl 44 23 20 7 94 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

46,8% 24,5% 21,3% 7,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von age 
grouped 

69,8% 74,2% 80,0% 63,6% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 33,8% 17,7% 15,4% 5,4% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 19 8 5 4 36 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

52,8% 22,2% 13,9% 11,1% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von age 
grouped 

30,2% 25,8% 20,0% 36,4% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 14,6% 6,2% 3,8% 3,1% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 63 31 25 11 130 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

48,5% 23,8% 19,2% 8,5% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von age 
grouped 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 48,5% 23,8% 19,2% 8,5% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi ,104 ,706 

Cramer-V ,104 ,706 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  

 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Which type of accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? * net income/month grouped 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? * net income/month grouped Kreuztabelle 

 net income/month grouped Gesamt 

low (<= € 
1,000) 

medium (€ 
1,001-€ 
2,500) 

high (> € 
2,500) 

Which type of 
accommoda-
tion did you 
use for your 
trip to Vien-
na? 

hotel / ser-
viced apart-
ments 

Anzahl 33 34 27 94 

% innerhalb von Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

35,1% 36,2% 28,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von net income/month 
grouped 

80,5% 70,8% 65,9% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 25,4% 26,2% 20,8% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 8 14 14 36 

% innerhalb von Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

22,2% 38,9% 38,9% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von net income/month 
grouped 

19,5% 29,2% 34,1% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 6,2% 10,8% 10,8% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 41 48 41 130 

% innerhalb von Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

31,5% 36,9% 31,5% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von net income/month 
grouped 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 31,5% 36,9% 31,5% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi ,132 ,321 

Cramer-V ,132 ,321 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  

 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * nationlity domestic vs. interna-
tional 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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Airbnb vs. Hotel * nationlity domestic vs. international Kreuztabelle 

 nationlity domestic vs. international Gesamt 

Austia (domestic 
tourists) 

other countries 
(international tou-

rists) 

Airbnb vs. Hotel 

Hotel 

Anzahl 55 39 94 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

58,5% 41,5% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity 
domestic vs. international 

87,3% 58,2% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 42,3% 30,0% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 8 28 36 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

22,2% 77,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity 
domestic vs. international 

12,7% 41,8% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 6,2% 21,5% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 63 67 130 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

48,5% 51,5% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity 
domestic vs. international 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 48,5% 51,5% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi ,325 ,000 

Cramer-V ,325 ,000 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

nationlity domestic vs. international Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Austia (do-
mestic tou-
rists) 

With whom were you travelling for 
this trip? CODED * Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

63 100,0% 0 0,0% 63 100,0% 

other count-
ries (interna-
tional tourists) 

With whom were you travelling for 
this trip? CODED * Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

67 100,0% 0 0,0% 67 100,0% 

 

With whom were you travelling for this trip? CODED * Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? Kreuztabelle 

nationlity domestic vs. international Which type of accom-
modation did you use 

for your trip to Vienna? 

Gesamt 

hotel / ser-
viced 

apartments 

Airbnb 

Austia 
(domestic 
tourists) 

With 
whom 
were 

alone 

Anzahl 16 1 17 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

94,1% 5,9% 100,0% 
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you 
travelling 
for this 
trip? 
CODED 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

29,1% 12,5% 27,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 25,4% 1,6% 27,0% 

with 
spose/ 
partner 

Anzahl 20 5 25 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

80,0% 20,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

36,4% 62,5% 39,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 31,7% 7,9% 39,7% 

with 
parents 

Anzahl 1 0 1 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

1,8% 0,0% 1,6% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,6% 0,0% 1,6% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and chil-
dren 

Anzahl 2 1 3 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

66,7% 33,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

3,6% 12,5% 4,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,2% 1,6% 4,8% 

with 
friends 

Anzahl 6 1 7 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

85,7% 14,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

10,9% 12,5% 11,1% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,5% 1,6% 11,1% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and 
friends 

Anzahl 2 0 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

3,6% 0,0% 3,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,2% 0,0% 3,2% 

with 
work 
collea-
gues / 
business 
partners 

Anzahl 6 0 6 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

10,9% 0,0% 9,5% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,5% 0,0% 9,5% 

other 

Anzahl 2 0 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

3,6% 0,0% 3,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,2% 0,0% 3,2% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 55 8 63 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

87,3% 12,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 87,3% 12,7% 100,0% 

other 
countries 
(inter-
national 
tourists) 

With 
whom 
were 
you 
travelling 
for this 

alone 

Anzahl 6 9 15 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

40,0% 60,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

15,4% 32,1% 22,4% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,0% 13,4% 22,4% 
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trip? 
CODED 

with 
spose/ 
partner 

Anzahl 6 8 14 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

42,9% 57,1% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

15,4% 28,6% 20,9% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,0% 11,9% 20,9% 

with 
parents 

Anzahl 8 0 8 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

20,5% 0,0% 11,9% 

% der Gesamtzahl 11,9% 0,0% 11,9% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and chil-
dren 

Anzahl 1 1 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

2,6% 3,6% 3,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 1,5% 1,5% 3,0% 

with 
friends 

Anzahl 12 7 19 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

63,2% 36,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

30,8% 25,0% 28,4% 

% der Gesamtzahl 17,9% 10,4% 28,4% 

with 
spouse/ 
partner 
and 
friends 

Anzahl 0 2 2 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

0,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

0,0% 7,1% 3,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 0,0% 3,0% 3,0% 

with 
work 
collea-
gues / 
business 
partners 

Anzahl 3 0 3 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

100,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

7,7% 0,0% 4,5% 

% der Gesamtzahl 4,5% 0,0% 4,5% 

other 

Anzahl 3 1 4 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

75,0% 25,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

7,7% 3,6% 6,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 4,5% 1,5% 6,0% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 39 28 67 

% innerhalb von With whom were you travelling 
for this trip? CODED 

58,2% 41,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 58,2% 41,8% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Which type of accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? * What is your highest level 
of education completed? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? * What is your highest level of education 

completed? Kreuztabelle 

 What is your highest level of education com-
pleted? 

Gesamt 

apprenti-
ce-ship 

inter-
mediary 
school 

high 
school 

college, 
university or 
university of 

applied 
sciences 

Which type of 
accommoda-
tion did you 
use for your 
trip to Vien-
na? 

hotel / ser-
viced 
apartments 

Anzahl 0 1 11 82 94 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

0,0% 1,1% 11,7% 87,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von What is your 
highest level of education 
completed? 

0,0% 100,0% 91,7% 70,7% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 0,0% 0,8% 8,5% 63,1% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 1 0 1 34 36 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

2,8% 0,0% 2,8% 94,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von What is your 
highest level of education 
completed? 

100,0% 0,0% 8,3% 29,3% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 0,8% 0,0% 0,8% 26,2% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 1 1 12 116 130 

% innerhalb von Which type 
of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

0,8% 0,8% 9,2% 89,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von What is your 
highest level of education 
completed? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 0,8% 0,8% 9,2% 89,2% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi ,204 ,145 

Cramer-V ,204 ,145 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * What is your employment sta-
tus? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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Airbnb vs. Hotel * What is your employment status? Kreuztabelle 

 What is your employment status? Gesamt 

I am a 
student. 

I am self-
employed. 

I am em-
ployed (30 
hours per 
week or 

less). 

I am em-
ployed 
(more 

than 30 
hours per 

week). 

I don't 
work. 

I am 
retired. 

Airbnb 
vs. 
Hotel 

Hotel 

Anzahl 27 11 7 48 1 0 94 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

28,7% 11,7% 7,4% 51,1% 1,1% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
What is your em-
ployment status? 

84,4% 68,8% 53,8% 71,6% 100,0% 0,0% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 20,8% 8,5% 5,4% 36,9% 0,8% 0,0% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 5 5 6 19 0 1 36 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

13,9% 13,9% 16,7% 52,8% 0,0% 2,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
What is your em-
ployment status? 

15,6% 31,3% 46,2% 28,4% 0,0% 100,0% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,8% 3,8% 4,6% 14,6% 0,0% 0,8% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 32 16 13 67 1 1 130 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

24,6% 12,3% 10,0% 51,5% 0,8% 0,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
What is your em-
ployment status? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 24,6% 12,3% 10,0% 51,5% 0,8% 0,8% 100,0% 

 
Symmetrische Maße 

 Wert Näherungswei-
se Signifikanz 

Nominal- bzgl. Nominalmaß 
Phi ,243 ,177 

Cramer-V ,243 ,177 

Anzahl der gültigen Fälle 130  
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * travel com-
pany GROUPED 

124 95,4% 6 4,6% 130 100,0% 

 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * travel company GROUPED Kreuztabelle 

 travel company GROUPED Gesamt 

alone with 
spouse/
partner 

with family 
members 

with 
friends 

with busi-
ness part-

ners 

other 

Airbnb 
vs. 
Hotel 

Hotel 

Anzahl 22 26 12 18 9 2 89 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

24,7% 29,2% 13,5% 20,2% 10,1% 2,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

68,8% 66,7% 85,7% 69,2% 100,0% 50,0% 71,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 17,7% 21,0% 9,7% 14,5% 7,3% 1,6% 71,8% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 10 13 2 8 0 2 35 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

28,6% 37,1% 5,7% 22,9% 0,0% 5,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

31,3% 33,3% 14,3% 30,8% 0,0% 50,0% 28,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 8,1% 10,5% 1,6% 6,5% 0,0% 1,6% 28,2% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 32 39 14 26 9 4 124 

% innerhalb von 
Airbnb vs. Hotel 

25,8% 31,5% 11,3% 21,0% 7,3% 3,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0
% 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 25,8% 31,5% 11,3% 21,0% 7,3% 3,2% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * On aver-
age, how many leisure trips 
do you take per year? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * On average, how many leisure trips do you take per year? Kreuztabelle 

 On average, how many leisure trips do you take per 
year? 

Gesamt 

one two three more than 
three 

Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

Hotel 

Anzahl 12 20 27 35 94 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

12,8% 21,3% 28,7% 37,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On average, 
how many leisure trips do 
you take per year? 

75,0% 83,3% 69,2% 68,6% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 9,2% 15,4% 20,8% 26,9% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 4 4 12 16 36 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

11,1% 11,1% 33,3% 44,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On average, 
how many leisure trips do 
you take per year? 

25,0% 16,7% 30,8% 31,4% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,1% 3,1% 9,2% 12,3% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 16 24 39 51 130 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

12,3% 18,5% 30,0% 39,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On average, 
how many leisure trips do 
you take per year? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 12,3% 18,5% 30,0% 39,2% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Airbnb vs. Hotel * On aver-
age, how many business trips 
do you take per year? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Airbnb vs. Hotel * On average, how many business trips do you take per year? Kreuztabelle 

 On average, how many business trips do you take per 
year? 

Gesamt 

none 1-5 6-10 more than 
10 

Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

Hotel 

Anzahl 33 36 18 7 94 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

35,1% 38,3% 19,1% 7,4% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On aver-
age, how many business 
trips do you take per year? 

75,0% 66,7% 78,3% 77,8% 72,3% 

% der Gesamtzahl 25,4% 27,7% 13,8% 5,4% 72,3% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 11 18 5 2 36 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

30,6% 50,0% 13,9% 5,6% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On aver-
age, how many business 
trips do you take per year? 

25,0% 33,3% 21,7% 22,2% 27,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 8,5% 13,8% 3,8% 1,5% 27,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 44 54 23 9 130 

% innerhalb von Airbnb vs. 
Hotel 

33,8% 41,5% 17,7% 6,9% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von On aver-
age, how many business 
trips do you take per year? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 33,8% 41,5% 17,7% 6,9% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

Which type of accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? * What was the main pur-
pose of your trip to Vienna? 

128 98,5% 2 1,5% 130 100,0% 

 
Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? * What was the main purpose of your trip to 

Vienna? Kreuztabelle 

 What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? Gesamt 

visiting 
friends 

and family 

sight-
seeing 

and 
cultural 
motives 

relaxation culinary 
tourism 

business 

Which type 
of accom-
modation 
did you use 
for your trip 
to Vienna? 

hotel / ser-
viced 
apartments 

Anzahl 17 36 9 2 30 94 

% innerhalb von What 
was the main purpose 
of your trip to Vienna? 

81,0% 65,5% 69,2% 100,0% 81,1% 73,4% 

Airbnb 

Anzahl 4 19 4 0 7 34 

% innerhalb von What 
was the main purpose 
of your trip to Vienna? 

19,0% 34,5% 30,8% 0,0% 18,9% 26,6% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 21 55 13 2 37 128 

% innerhalb von What 
was the main purpose 
of your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
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7.3.1 Length of Stay 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

How long did you stay in Vienna? * Which type 
of accommodation did you use for your trip to 
Vienna? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
How long did you stay in Vienna? * Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? Kreuz-

tabelle 

 Which type of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

Gesamt 

hotel / serviced 
apartments 

Airbnb 

How long 
did you stay 
in Vienna? 

1 night 

Anzahl 33 5 38 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

35,1% 13,9% 29,2% 

2 nights 

Anzahl 27 11 38 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

28,7% 30,6% 29,2% 

3 nights 

Anzahl 14 12 26 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

14,9% 33,3% 20,0% 

4 nights 

Anzahl 8 2 10 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

8,5% 5,6% 7,7% 

more 
than 4 
nights 

Anzahl 12 6 18 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

12,8% 16,7% 13,8% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 94 36 130 

% innerhalb von Which type of 
accommodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

How long did you stay in 
Vienna? * nationlity domestic 
vs. international 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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How long did you stay in Vienna? * nationlity domestic vs. international Kreuztabelle 

 nationlity domestic vs. interna-
tional 

Gesamt 

Austia (dome-
stic tourists) 

other count-
ries (internati-
onal tourists) 

How long did 
you stay in 
Vienna? 

1 night 

Anzahl 29 9 38 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

76,3% 23,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

46,0% 13,4% 29,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 22,3% 6,9% 29,2% 

2 nights 

Anzahl 19 19 38 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

50,0% 50,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

30,2% 28,4% 29,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 14,6% 14,6% 29,2% 

3 nights 

Anzahl 7 19 26 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

26,9% 73,1% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

11,1% 28,4% 20,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 5,4% 14,6% 20,0% 

4 nights 

Anzahl 4 6 10 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

40,0% 60,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

6,3% 9,0% 7,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,1% 4,6% 7,7% 

more than 
4 nights 

Anzahl 4 14 18 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

22,2% 77,8% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

6,3% 20,9% 13,8% 

% der Gesamtzahl 3,1% 10,8% 13,8% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 63 67 130 

% innerhalb von How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

48,5% 51,5% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 48,5% 51,5% 100,0% 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

How long did you stay in Vienna? * travel company 
GROUPED 

124 95,4% 6 4,6% 130 100,0% 
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How long did you stay in Vienna? * travel company GROUPED Kreuztabelle 

 travel company GROUPED Gesamt 

alone with 
spouse/
partner 

with family 
members 

with 
friends 

with busi-
ness part-

ners 

other 

How long 
did you 
stay in 
Vienna? 

1 night 

Anzahl 9 12 3 6 7 0 37 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

24,3% 32,4% 8,1% 16,2% 18,9% 0,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

28,1% 30,8% 21,4% 23,1% 77,8% 0,0% 29,8% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

7,3% 9,7% 2,4% 4,8% 5,6% 0,0% 29,8% 

2 nights 

Anzahl 10 14 4 6 2 1 37 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

27,0% 37,8% 10,8% 16,2% 5,4% 2,7% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

31,3% 35,9% 28,6% 23,1% 22,2% 25,0% 29,8% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

8,1% 11,3% 3,2% 4,8% 1,6% 0,8% 29,8% 

3 nights 

Anzahl 4 8 2 10 0 1 25 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

16,0% 32,0% 8,0% 40,0% 0,0% 4,0% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

12,5% 20,5% 14,3% 38,5% 0,0% 25,0% 20,2% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

3,2% 6,5% 1,6% 8,1% 0,0% 0,8% 20,2% 

4 nights 

Anzahl 1 3 2 2 0 1 9 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

11,1% 33,3% 22,2% 22,2% 0,0% 11,1% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

3,1% 7,7% 14,3% 7,7% 0,0% 25,0% 7,3% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

0,8% 2,4% 1,6% 1,6% 0,0% 0,8% 7,3% 

more 
than 4 
nights 

Anzahl 8 2 3 2 0 1 16 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

50,0% 12,5% 18,8% 12,5% 0,0% 6,3% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

25,0% 5,1% 21,4% 7,7% 0,0% 25,0% 12,9% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

6,5% 1,6% 2,4% 1,6% 0,0% 0,8% 12,9% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 32 39 14 26 9 4 124 

% innerhalb von 
How long did you 
stay in Vienna? 

25,8% 31,5% 11,3% 21,0% 7,3% 3,2% 100,0% 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamt-
zahl 

25,8% 31,5% 11,3% 21,0% 7,3% 3,2% 100,0% 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

What was the main purpose of 
your trip to Vienna? * travel 
company GROUPED 

122 93,8% 8 6,2% 130 100,0% 

 
What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? * travel company GROUPED Kreuztabelle 

 travel company GROUPED Gesamt 

alone with 
spouse/
partner 

with family 
members 

with 
friends 

with busi-
ness part-

ners 

other 

What 
was the 
main 
purpose 
of your 
trip to 
Vienna? 

visiting 
friends and 
family 

Anzahl 4 9 2 4 0 1 20 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

12,9% 23,7% 14,3% 15,4% 0,0% 25,0% 16,4% 

sight-seeing 
and cultural 
motives 

Anzahl 6 17 10 16 0 3 52 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

19,4% 44,7% 71,4% 61,5% 0,0% 75,0% 42,6% 

relaxation 

Anzahl 1 9 0 3 0 0 13 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

3,2% 23,7% 0,0% 11,5% 0,0% 0,0% 10,7% 

culinary 
tourism 

Anzahl 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

3,2% 2,6% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 1,6% 

business 

Anzahl 19 2 2 3 9 0 35 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

61,3% 5,3% 14,3% 11,5% 100,0% 0,0% 28,7% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 31 38 14 26 9 4 122 

% innerhalb von 
travel company 
GROUPED 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0
% 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
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7.3.2 Attitude on Expenses 
 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I am willing to spend more money on other 
things during my stay if I save on accommoda-
tion.  * Which type of accommodation did you 
use for your trip to Vienna? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

I am buying groceries during my stay to prepare 
my own food.  * Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

I spend money in the city no matter how much 
my accommodation costs.  * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip to Vien-
na? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Zusammenfassung von Fällen 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vien-
na? 

I am willing to 
spend more 

money on other 
things during my 
stay if I save on 
accommodation. 

I am buying 
groceries 
during my 

stay to pre-
pare my own 

food. 

I spend money in 
the city no matter 

how much my 
accommodation 

costs. 

hotel / serviced apartments 
N 94 94 94 

Mittelwert 2,37 3,54 2,71 

Airbnb 
N 36 36 36 
Mittelwert 2,03 2,86 3,19 

Insgesamt 
N 130 130 130 

Mittelwert 2,28 3,35 2,85 

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I would not visit a city if I could 
not stay at an Airbnb apartment 
there. 

36 27,7% 94 72,3% 130 100,0% 

The availability of Airbnb rentals 
in a city increases my likelihood 
of going there. 

36 27,7% 94 72,3% 130 100,0% 

I am staying longer in a destina-
tion if I can stay at an Airbnb 
apartment. 

36 27,7% 94 72,3% 130 100,0% 

I buy more groceries in the des-
tination when staying at an 
Airbnb apartment. 

36 27,7% 94 72,3% 130 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

 I would not visit a 
city if I could not 
stay at an Airbnb 
apartment there. 

The availability of 
Airbnb rentals in a 
city increases my 
likelihood of going 

there. 

I am staying longer 
in a destination if I 

can stay at an 
Airbnb apartment. 

I buy more grocer-
ies in the destina-

tion when staying at 
an Airbnb apart-

ment. 

N 36 36 36 36 
Mittelwert 4,03 2,81 2,64 2,14 
Standardabweichung 1,055 1,142 1,099 1,046 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I am buying groceries during 
my stay to prepare my own 
food. * nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

163 100,0% 0 0,0% 163 100,0% 

 
I am buying groceries during my stay to prepare my own food. * nationlity domestic vs. international Kreuzta-

belle 

 nationlity domestic vs. inter-
national 

Gesamt 

Austia (do-
mestic tou-

rists) 

other count-
ries (interna-

tional tou-
rists) 

I am buying gro-
ceries during my 
stay to prepare 
my own food. 

strongly agree 

Anzahl 4 13 17 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

5,7% 14,0% 10,4% 

% der Gesamtzahl 2,5% 8,0% 10,4% 

agree 

Anzahl 14 23 37 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

20,0% 24,7% 22,7% 

% der Gesamtzahl 8,6% 14,1% 22,7% 

neither agree 
nor disagree 

Anzahl 13 20 33 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

18,6% 21,5% 20,2% 

% der Gesamtzahl 8,0% 12,3% 20,2% 

disagree 

Anzahl 20 25 45 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

28,6% 26,9% 27,6% 

% der Gesamtzahl 12,3% 15,3% 27,6% 

strongly 
disagree 

Anzahl 19 12 31 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

27,1% 12,9% 19,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 11,7% 7,4% 19,0% 

Gesamt 

Anzahl 70 93 163 

% innerhalb von nationlity domestic vs. 
international 

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% der Gesamtzahl 42,9% 57,1% 100,0% 

 

 
Korrelationen 

 I am willing to spend 
more money on oth-
er things during my 
stay if I save on ac-

commodation. 

I am buying gro-
ceries during my 
stay to prepare 
my own food. 

I spend money in 
the city no matter 

how much my 
accommodation 

costs. 

Spearman-
Rho 

On average, how many 
leisure trips do you take 
per year? 

Korrelations-
koeffizient 

,118 ,033 -,180
*
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,180 ,709 ,041 

N 130 130 130 
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Korrelationen 

 I am willing to spend 
more money on oth-
er things during my 
stay if I save on ac-

commodation. 

I am buying gro-
ceries during my 
stay to prepare 
my own food. 

I spend money in 
the city no matter 

how much my 
accommodation 

costs. 

Spearman-
Rho 

On average, how many 
business trips do you 
take per year? 

Korrelations-
koeffizient 

,267
**
 ,242

**
 -,030 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,002 ,005 ,734 

N 130 130 130 

 

 
Korrelationen 

 I am willing to spend 
more money on oth-
er things during my 
stay if I save on ac-

commodation. 

I am buying gro-
ceries during my 
stay to prepare 
my own food. 

I spend money in 
the city no matter 

how much my 
accommodation 

costs. 

Spearman-
Rho 

What is your average 
monthly net income 
(after tax)? 

Korrelations-
koeffizient 

,215
*
 ,240

**
 -,155 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,014 ,006 ,079 

N 130 130 130 

 

 
Korrelationen 

 I am willing to spend 
more money on other 
things during my stay 
if I save on accommo-

dation. 

I spend money in the 
city no matter how 

much my accommo-
dation costs. 

Spearman-Rho 
all expenses without 
accommodation per 
day 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,095 -,033 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,283 ,707 

N 129 129 

 

 
Korrelationen 

 I am buying groceries 
during my stay to pre-

pare my own food. 

Spearman-Rho 
grocery expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,265
**
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,002 

N 129 
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7.3.3 Holiday Expenses 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all 
guests  * Which type of accom-
modation did you use for your 
trip to Vienna? 

162 99,4% 1 0,6% 163 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests  
* Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vien-
na? 

162 99,4% 1 0,6% 163 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day 
all guests  * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

163 100,0% 0 0,0% 163 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all 
guests  * Which type of accom-
modation did you use for your 
trip to Vienna? 

162 99,4% 1 0,6% 163 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day 
all guests  * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

162 99,4% 1 0,6% 163 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all 
guests  * Which type of accom-
modation did you use for your 
trip to Vienna? 

162 99,4% 1 0,6% 163 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests  * 
Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vien-
na? 

163 100,0% 0 0,0% 163 100,0% 
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Bericht 

Which type of accommo-
dation did you use for 
your trip to Vienna? 

restaurant 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

grocery 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

accommo-
dation 

expens-
es/day all 

guests 

attractions 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

public 
transport 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

shopping 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

total ex-
pens-

es/day all 
guests 

hotel / ser-
viced 
apartments 

N 93 93 94 93 93 93 94 

Median 50,00 10,00 80,00 20,00 8,00 20,00 197,50 

Mittelwert 59,96 15,77 113,41 25,61 11,13 44,95 269,16 

Standard-
abweichung 

52,464 33,097 99,626 33,700 13,018 60,147 219,541 

hostel / inn 

N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Median 30,00 10,00 30,00 17,50 10,00 7,50 116,50 
Mittelwert 42,12 17,50 52,31 17,69 11,12 22,50 163,23 
Standard-
abweichung 

38,992 25,985 75,594 15,377 9,601 32,810 150,162 

privately 
rented 
apartments 
and rooms 
(without 
Airbnb) 

N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Median 40,00 15,00 40,00 10,00 10,00 35,00 155,00 
Mittelwert 168,57 84,29 119,57 157,57 14,43 41,43 585,86 

Standard-
abweichung 

367,034 183,426 178,194 371,952 16,113 31,978 1113,375 

Airbnb 

N 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 
Median 30,00 10,00 50,00 10,00 7,50 20,00 151,50 
Mittelwert 66,19 17,69 73,69 19,53 12,19 43,19 232,50 
Standard-
abweichung 

95,379 33,948 74,005 35,340 15,490 80,010 305,085 

Insgesamt 

N 162 162 163 162 162 162 163 

Median 40,00 10,00 60,00 17,50 8,00 20,00 170,00 

Mittelwert 63,17 19,44 95,16 28,69 11,51 40,80 257,77 

Standard-
abweichung 

96,796 49,265 97,751 82,940 13,175 61,069 321,671 

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

totalexpwholestay  * Which 
type of accommodation did 
you use for your trip to Vi-
enna? 

163 100,0% 0 0,0% 163 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

totalexpwholestay   
Which type of accommoda-
tion did you use for your trip 
to Vienna? 

N Minimum Maximum Median Mittelwert Standardabwei-
chung 

hotel / serviced apartments 94 26,00 6400,00 405,0000 700,6277 888,93571 
hostel / inn 26 48,00 3750,00 235,0000 467,9615 750,91792 
privately rented apartments 
and rooms (without Airbnb) 

7 180,00 9300,00 465,0000 1835,7143 3311,95490 

Airbnb 36 77,00 8800,00 360,0000 727,5833 1453,31706 
Insgesamt 163 26,00 9300,00 360,0000 718,2147 1211,38419 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Which type of accommodation 
did you use for your trip to Vi-
enna? 

Fälle 

 Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

 N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

accommodation ex-
penses/day all 
guests 

hotel / serviced apartments 94 100,0% 0 0,0% 94 100,0% 

hostel / inn 26 100,0% 0 0,0% 26 100,0% 

privately rented apartments and 
rooms (without Airbnb) 

7 100,0% 0 0,0% 7 100,0% 

Airbnb 36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

 
Perzentile 

  Which type of accom-
modation did you use 
for your trip to Vienna? 

Perzentile 

  5 10 25 50 75 90 95 

Gewichtetes 
Mittel (Defini-
tion 1) 

accommodation 
expenses/day 
all guests 

hotel / serviced apart-
ments 

19,00 30,00 50,00 80,00 150,00 200,00 400,00 

hostel / inn 6,75 13,50 25,00 30,00 50,00 100,00 295,00 

privately rented apart-
ments and rooms 
(without Airbnb) 

5,00 5,00 7,00 40,00 180,00 . . 

Airbnb 14,25 19,40 30,00 50,00 95,00 172,00 261,00 

 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Pro-
zent 

N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all guests * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day all guests * Which type of 
accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all guests * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day all guests * Which type of 
accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all guests * Which type of ac-
commodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests * Which type of accommo-
dation did you use for your trip to Vienna? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

restaurant expenses/day all guests abhängig ,042 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,530 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

grocery expenses/day all guests abhängig ,026 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,374 
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Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

accommodation expenses/day all guests abhängig ,189 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,564 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

attractions expenses/day all guests abhängig ,080 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,326 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

public transport expenses/day all guests abhängig ,035 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,480 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

shopping expenses/day all guests abhängig ,012 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,473 

Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervall-
maß 

Eta 

total expenses/day all guests abhängig ,067 

Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? ab-
hängig 

,818 

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

accommodation expenses/day 
all guests  * Which type of 
Airbnb rental did you stay at 
during your stay in Vienna? 

36 27,7% 94 72,3% 130 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

accommodation expenses/day all guests   
Which type of Airbnb rental 
did you stay at during your 
stay in Vienna? 

N Mittelwert Standardabwei-
chung 

Median Minimum Maximum 

entire home/apartment 18 71,56 59,809 50,00 10 240 
private room 18 75,83 87,687 42,50 15 380 
Insgesamt 36 73,69 74,005 50,00 10 380 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

accommodation expenses/day 
all guests  * Which type of hotel 
did you stay at during your stay 
in Vienna? 

94 72,3% 36 27,7% 130 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

accommodation expenses/day all guests   
Which type of hotel did you stay at 
during your stay in Vienna? 

Mittelwert N Standard-
abweichung 

Median 

5 star hotel / 5 star superior hotel 183,57 7 127,695 150,00 
4 star hotel / 4 star superior hotel 129,00 44 82,293 120,00 
3 star hotel / 3 star superior hotel 92,58 36 112,111 54,00 
1 or 2 star hotel / 1 or 2 star superior 
hotel 

52,43 7 34,899 45,00 

Insgesamt 113,41 94 99,626 80,00 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

119 91,5% 11 8,5% 130 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

119 91,5% 11 8,5% 130 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

120 92,3% 10 7,7% 130 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

119 91,5% 11 8,5% 130 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

119 91,5% 11 8,5% 130 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all guests  * travel company 
GROUPED 

119 91,5% 11 8,5% 130 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests  * travel company GROUPED 120 92,3% 10 7,7% 130 100,0% 

 
Zusammenfassung von Fällen 

travel company GROUPED restaurant 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

grocery 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

accommo-
dation 

expens-
es/day all 

guests 

attractions 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

public 
transport 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

shopping 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

total ex-
pens-

es/day all 
guests 

alone 

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 

Mittel-
wert 

65,47 16,19 110,84 16,72 12,63 44,69 266,53 

Median 45,00 10,00 100,00 5,00 10,00 5,00 190,00 

with 
spouse/partner 

N 38 38 39 38 38 38 39 
Mittel-
wert 

67,37 15,84 109,36 28,29 13,58 50,53 280,46 

Median 40,00 10,00 80,00 20,00 9,00 25,00 200,00 

with family mem-
bers 

N 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 
Mittel-
wert 

69,64 17,86 119,14 31,07 12,79 40,36 290,86 

Median 50,00 12,50 59,00 20,00 10,00 40,00 207,50 

with friends 

N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Mittel-
wert 

58,81 24,00 88,77 28,27 10,31 56,35 266,50 

Median 38,00 10,00 55,00 20,00 6,50 30,00 163,50 

with business 
partners 

N 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Mittel-
wert 

42,78 3,89 80,67 10,00 5,56 12,22 155,11 

Median 30,00 ,00 80,00 ,00 5,00 ,00 150,00 

Insgesamt 

N 119 119 120 119 119 119 120 

Mittel-
wert 

63,39 17,05 104,28 24,12 11,91 46,13 265,53 

Median 40,00 10,00 80,00 15,00 8,00 20,00 182,50 
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Korrelationen 

 On average, how many leisure 
trips do you take per year? 

  N 130 

Spe-
arman-
Rho 

restaurant expenses/day 
all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,091 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,304 

N 129 

grocery expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,095 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,283 

N 129 

accommodation expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,069 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,435 

N 130 

attractions expenses/day 
all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,154 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,081 

N 129 

public transport expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,001 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,994 

N 129 

shopping expenses/day 
all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,036 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,685 

N 129 

total expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,074 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,402 

N 130 

 

 
Korrelationen 

 On average, how many business 
trips do you take per year? 

Spearman-
Rho 

restaurant expenses/day 
all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,184
*
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,037 

N 129 

grocery expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,070 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,430 

N 129 

accommodation expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,254
**
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,003 

N 130 

attractions expenses/day 
all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,225
*
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,011 

N 129 

public transport expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,076 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,394 

N 129 

shopping expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,079 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,376 

N 129 

total expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,146 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,099 

N 130 

*. Die Korrelation ist auf dem 0,05 Niveau signifikant (zweiseitig). 
**. Die Korrelation ist auf dem 0,01 Niveau signifikant (zweiseitig). 
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Korrelationen

a
 

 Age 

restaurant expenses/day all guests 

Korrelation nach Pearson ,043 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,685 

N 93 

grocery expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,105 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,316 
N 93 

accommodation expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,126 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,226 
N 94 

attractions expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,087 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,407 
N 93 

public transport expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,085 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,420 
N 93 

shopping expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,154 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,141 
N 93 

total expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,130 
Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,210 
N 94 

**. Die Korrelation ist auf dem Niveau von 0,01 (2-seitig) signifikant. 
a. Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? = hotel / serviced apartments 

 
Korrelationen

a
 

 Age 

restaurant expenses/day all guests 

Korrelation nach Pearson ,639
**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,000 

N 36 

grocery expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,532

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,001 
N 36 

accommodation expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,601

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,000 
N 36 

attractions expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,544

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,001 
N 36 

public transport expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,485

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,003 
N 36 

shopping expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,449

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,006 
N 36 

total expenses/day all guests 
Korrelation nach Pearson ,610

**
 

Signifikanz (2-seitig) ,000 
N 36 

**. Die Korrelation ist auf dem Niveau von 0,01 (2-seitig) signifikant. 
a. Which type of accommodation did you use for your trip to Vienna? = Airbnb 

 
 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

total expenses/day all guests * What is your employment 
status? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
total expenses/day all guests abhängig ,616 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,822 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all guests * What is your employ-
ment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
restaurant expenses/day all guests abhängig ,630 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,355 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

grocery expenses/day all guests * What is your employ-
ment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
grocery expenses/day all guests abhängig ,549 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,349 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

accommodation expenses/day all guests * What is your 
employment status? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
accommodation expenses/day all guests abhängig ,406 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,466 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

attractions expenses/day all guests * What is your employ-
ment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
attractions expenses/day all guests abhängig ,486 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,494 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

public transport expenses/day all guests * What is your em-
ployment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
public transport expenses/day all guests abhängig ,527 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,314 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

shopping expenses/day all guests * What is your employ-
ment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 
shopping expenses/day all guests abhängig ,526 

What is your employment status? abhängig ,438 

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all guests  * What is your em-
ployment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests  * What is your em-
ployment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day all guests  * What is your 
employment status? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all guests  * What is your em-
ployment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day all guests  * What is your 
employment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all guests  * What is your em-
ployment status? 

129 99,2% 1 0,8% 130 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests  * What is your employ-
ment status? 

130 100,0% 0 0,0% 130 100,0% 
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Zusammenfassung von Fällen 

What is your employment status? total expenses/day all guests 

I am a student. 

N 32 

Mittelwert 182,56 

Standardabweichung 111,812 

Median 162,00 

Gruppierter Median 162,00 

I am self-employed. 

N 16 
Mittelwert 424,25 
Standardabweichung 369,202 
Median 312,00 
Gruppierter Median 312,00 

I am employed (30 hours 
per week or less). 

N 13 
Mittelwert 217,77 
Standardabweichung 172,183 
Median 160,00 
Gruppierter Median 160,00 

I am employed (more than 
30 hours per week). 

N 67 
Mittelwert 244,45 
Standardabweichung 175,767 
Median 185,00 
Gruppierter Median 187,67 

I don't work. 

N 1 
Mittelwert 72,00 
Standardabweichung . 
Median 72,00 
Gruppierter Median 72,00 

I am retired. 

N 1 
Mittelwert 1760,00 
Standardabweichung . 
Median 1760,00 
Gruppierter Median 1760,00 

Insgesamt 

N 130 

Mittelwert 259,01 

Standardabweichung 245,504 

Median 180,00 

Gruppierter Median 182,50 
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Korrelationen 

 What is your average monthly 
net income (after tax)? 

Spearman-
Rho 

restaurant expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,292
**
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,001 

N 129 

grocery expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient -,003 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,969 

N 129 

accommodation expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,346
**
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,000 

N 130 

attractions expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,060 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,502 

N 129 

public transport expens-
es/day all guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,087 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,329 

N 129 

shopping expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,069 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,436 

N 129 

total expenses/day all 
guests 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,289
**
 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,001 

N 130 

**. Die Korrelation ist auf dem 0,01 Niveau signifikant (zweiseitig). 
*. Die Korrelation ist auf dem 0,05 Niveau signifikant (zweiseitig). 

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all 
guests * What was the main 
purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

157 96,3% 6 3,7% 163 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests 
* What was the main purpose of 
your trip to Vienna? 

157 96,3% 6 3,7% 163 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day 
all guests * What was the main 
purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

158 96,9% 5 3,1% 163 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all 
guests * What was the main 
purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

157 96,3% 6 3,7% 163 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day 
all guests * What was the main 
purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

157 96,3% 6 3,7% 163 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all 
guests * What was the main 
purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

157 96,3% 6 3,7% 163 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests * 
What was the main purpose of 
your trip to Vienna? 

158 96,9% 5 3,1% 163 100,0% 
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Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

restaurant expenses/day all guests abhängig ,111 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,426 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

grocery expenses/day all guests abhängig ,047 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,399 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

accommodation expenses/day all guests abhängig ,162 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,468 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

attractions expenses/day all guests abhängig ,172 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,433 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

public transport expenses/day all guests abhängig ,101 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,325 

Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

shopping expenses/day all guests abhängig ,107 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,457 

 
Richtungsmaße 

 Wert 

Nominal- bzgl. Intervallmaß Eta 

total expenses/day all guests abhängig ,067 

What was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? abhäng-
ig 

,755 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

restaurant expenses/day all guests  * What was 
the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

127 97,7% 3 2,3% 130 100,0% 

grocery expenses/day all guests  * What was 
the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

127 97,7% 3 2,3% 130 100,0% 

accommodation expenses/day all guests  * 
What was the main purpose of your trip to Vi-
enna? 

128 98,5% 2 1,5% 130 100,0% 

attractions expenses/day all guests  * What 
was the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

127 97,7% 3 2,3% 130 100,0% 

public transport expenses/day all guests  * 
What was the main purpose of your trip to Vi-
enna? 

127 97,7% 3 2,3% 130 100,0% 

shopping expenses/day all guests  * What was 
the main purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

127 97,7% 3 2,3% 130 100,0% 

total expenses/day all guests  * What was the 
main purpose of your trip to Vienna? 

128 98,5% 2 1,5% 130 100,0% 

 
Zusammenfassung von Fällen 

What was the main purpose 
of your trip to Vienna? 

restaurant 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

grocery 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

accommo-
dation 

expens-
es/day all 

guests 

attractions 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

public 
transport 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

shopping 
expens-

es/day all 
guests 

total ex-
pens-

es/day all 
guests 

visiting friends 
and family 

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

Mittelwert 73,71 17,71 121,57 22,29 14,33 56,67 306,29 

Median 50,00 15,00 70,00 20,00 10,00 40,00 265,00 
sight-seeing 
and cultural 
motives 

N 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 
Mittelwert 66,29 15,38 91,24 34,55 11,60 45,45 264,51 
Median 40,00 10,00 50,00 20,00 7,00 30,00 168,00 

relaxation 
N 12 12 13 12 12 12 13 
Mittelwert 50,83 18,17 95,00 26,83 12,50 55,83 246,54 
Median 50,00 17,50 100,00 25,00 8,00 40,00 258,00 

culinary tourism 
N 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Mittelwert 55,00 7,50 66,00 17,50 3,00 50,00 199,00 
Median 55,00 7,50 66,00 17,50 3,00 50,00 199,00 

business 
N 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 
Mittelwert 54,05 17,38 116,38 9,73 9,92 34,32 241,78 
Median 40,00 5,00 100,00 ,00 8,00 ,00 180,00 

Insgesamt 

N 127 127 128 127 127 127 128 

Mittelwert 62,31 16,49 103,47 24,29 11,51 45,12 261,95 

Median 40,00 10,00 80,00 20,00 8,00 20,00 182,50 

 
Korrelationen 

 total expens-
es/day all 

guests 

Spearman-Rho 
How long did you stay in 
Vienna? 

Korrelationskoeffizient ,128 

Sig. (2-seitig) ,103 

N 163 
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7.4 Characteristics of the Airbnb Apartment Guest 
 

Statistiken 

Which type of Airbnb rental did you stay at during your stay in Vienna?   

N 
Gültig 36 

Fehlend 127 

 
Which type of Airbnb rental did you stay at during your stay in Vienna? 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

entire home/apartment 18 11,0 50,0 50,0 

private room 18 11,0 50,0 100,0 

Gesamt 36 22,1 100,0  
Fehlend System 127 77,9   
Gesamt 163 100,0   

 

 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I prefer to have the whole 
apartment for me (and my 
travel companions). 

36 22,1% 127 77,9% 163 100,0% 

I am looking for private 
rooms rather than whole 
apartments because they 
are cheaper. 

36 22,1% 127 77,9% 163 100,0% 

I am looking for private 
rooms rather than whole 
apartments to get in touch 
with people. 

36 22,1% 127 77,9% 163 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

 I prefer to have the whole 
apartment for me (and 
my travel companions). 

I am looking for private 
rooms rather than whole 
apartments because they 

are cheaper. 

I am looking for private 
rooms rather than whole 

apartments to get in 
touch with people. 

N 36 36 36 
Mittelwert 2,25 2,94 3,14 
Standardabweichung 1,180 1,145 1,246 
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7.5 Motivation to Book an Airbnb Apartment 
 

Statistiken 

 In general, why do you book an Airbnb accommodation 
rather than traditional accommodation (e.g. hotel)? 

Reason for booking Airbnb in general 
(grouped) 

N 
Gültig 36 36 

Fehlend 0 0 

 
In general, why do you book an Airbnb accommodation rather than traditional accommodation (e.g. hotel)? 

 Häufigkeit 

Gültig 

AirBnB is just awesome. Many good experiences:, , E.g. in Texas offers us the landlord her 
car for the weekend. Eventhough I ve known her just for 2 hours. 

1 

aus Neugier, hat im Fall Wien nicht überzeugt, Preis/Leistung schlecht (110,-/Nacht für reine 
Wohngegend im 10. Bezirk, billige/einfache Ausstattung, Miniaturbad) 

1 

Because it is cheaper and the hosts are very welcoming and can give you advice on what to 
see in the city. 

1 

Because its much cheaper with more to offer. Also you feel more independent and it feels like 
the accommodation is your own home. I also like the aspect that it is very informal. No recep-
tion, no limitations on when you come and go etc. 

1 

Because you usually have more space, it feels more like home and you can cook in the kitch-
en. 

1 

Cause first of all you get a bunch of accomodations to choose of in a city., There a various 
number of different rooms, flats, appartments you can choose from., The price per night is 
cheaper in comparison  with hotels or hostels., In several hotels or hostels there isn't a meal 
included and you have mor cooking place too, so you ar 

1 

cheaper and friendly , i like to discover 'real' life of the people there., i like to cook little food at 
night 

1 

Cheaper and more personable. 1 

Cheaper, more authentic 1 

Easier and cheaper. 1 

Good location, locals recommendations are usually provided.  Cheaper then a hotel, lots of 
choices to suit specific needs in terms of beds/kitchen/rooms. 

1 

Host myself, cheaper, more space, like the comnunity, kids friendly 1 

I am able to meet local people and to see real life in the city and it is usually less expensive 
(but not always). I prefer hotels for business trips, but not for pleasure. 

1 

I had great experiences with Airbnb till now. I manly use it because of the privacy I get for a 
slightly bigger price than a nice hostel with 7 other people in the room. 

1 

I like to go to my accommodation like home, stay with people with whom I can talk to and feel 
welcome and that I belong somewhere. With all that, it is more affordable then a hotel. 

1 

I needed just a bed in vienna for one night, arriving late after the concert, leaving the next 
morning. a hotel wouldn´t be worth it. 

1 

I want to live like the locals, , It is cheaper, , More space, , Save money by cooking yourself 1 

Ir is usualy the cheapest accomodarion closest to the specific place I need. I want possibilities 
to cook for myself. Fexible check-in/out usualy. 

1 

It is cheaper, and from my experiences it has been in a more ideal location for what I need 
(such as conferences) 

1 

It is more personal. I like the contact with local people and would rather eat at their favourite 
restaurant than eat at the most famous restaurant of the city. 

1 

It is often cheaper and you have more of your own space to spend time there (in the kitchen 
and living room) rather than just having a bed in a room 

1 

It was cheaper than hotels and gave us much more room.  We had a living room and two 
bedrooms for less than the price of a single hotel room 

1 

It's cheaper, mainly - but also more choice, more interesting locations where people actually 
live (as opposed to hostels or hotels in CBD), the chance to cook if you want to, chance to 
meet local people and get their tips for things to do &amp; see, places to eat etc. 

1 

It's less expensive and it's an opportunity to meet locals and get tips. It's more original and 
you get yo know how locals live. 

1 
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Its cheaper and more comfortable 1 

Less expensive if in group 1 

live like a local 1 

Lower cost and much more room.  The accommodations were very nice and we had an entire 
apartment to ourselves. 

1 

Meeting local people.. 1 

more flexible, get to know locals and the way they are living (you can contact you host before) 1 

Pricing 1 

Seemed to be a better and cheaper solution other than newer and curious. 1 

Staying with a local family with locsl knowlege of a place, Nicer and quieter, Cheaper, Can 
prepare my tea, coffee or light breakfast, fruit  dinner, You cannot compare with a hotel, bnb 
is much nicer 

1 

to meet new people 1 

To meet people and know the local culture better 1 

When traveling with my own money (not for work) I find that it's more comfortable to stay in an 
apartment on Airbnb rather than a hotel I could personally afford. I think it provides a little 
more privacy than a hostel. Also, you can stay in some more neighborhood-esque parts of 
town rather than in a more business / formal district. 

1 

Gesamt 36 

 
Reason for booking Airbnb in general (grouped) 

 Häufigkeit Prozent Gültige Prozen-
te 

Kumulierte Pro-
zente 

Gültig 

helpful hosts 2 5,6 5,6 5,6 

curiosity 1 2,8 2,8 8,3 

price (cheaper) 20 55,6 55,6 63,9 

feels like home 1 2,8 2,8 66,7 

privacy & flexibility 2 5,6 5,6 72,2 

more space 1 2,8 2,8 75,0 

a lot of choices (fits all 
needs) 

1 2,8 2,8 77,8 

live like a local 2 5,6 5,6 83,3 

personal 1 2,8 2,8 86,1 

meet local people 4 11,1 11,1 97,2 

location 1 2,8 2,8 100,0 

Gesamt 36 100,0 100,0  

 

 
Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I am using Airbnb because it is 
cheaper than booking other ac-
commodations like hotels. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I would still prefer an Airbnb 
apartment to a hotel if it were 
more expensive than the hotel. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

 I am using Airbnb because it is 
cheaper than booking other ac-

commodations like hotels. 

I would still prefer an Airbnb 
apartment to a hotel if it were 

more expensive than the hotel. 

N 36 36 
Mittelwert 1,78 3,56 
Standardabweichung ,832 ,998 
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Fallzusammenfassung 

 Fälle 

Gültig Fehlend Gesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

$Q7_A_reason
a
 36 22,1% 127 77,9% 163 100,0% 

$Q15_H_NONreason
a
 127 77,9% 36 22,1% 163 100,0% 

a. Dichotomie-Gruppe tabellarisch dargestellt bei Wert 1. 

 

Häufigkeiten von $Q7_A_reason 

 Antworten Prozent der 
Fälle N Prozent 

reason for booking Airbnb
a
 

It is more affordable. 26 31,0% 72,2% 

It is new and exciting. 5 6,0% 13,9% 

It is sustainable / better for the environment. 3 3,6% 8,3% 

To discover a new culture. 2 2,4% 5,6% 

To meet new people. 9 10,7% 25,0% 

I want to live like a local. 9 10,7% 25,0% 

Because of the amenities (e.g. kitchen, living 
room, more space). 

17 20,2% 47,2% 

Because I always use it. 7 8,3% 19,4% 

Someone else booked for me. 3 3,6% 8,3% 

Other codiert 3 3,6% 8,3% 
Gesamt 84 100,0% 233,3% 

a. Dichotomie-Gruppe tabellarisch dargestellt bei Wert 1. 

 
Häufigkeiten von $Q15_H_NONreason 

 Antworten Prozent der 
Fälle N Prozent 

reason for not booking 
Airbnb

a
 

I didn't know about this platform. 40 24,4% 31,5% 

There were no Airbnb apartments available 
during my stay. 

4 2,4% 3,1% 

I do not trust this platform. 5 3,0% 3,9% 

I do not want to live in a stranger's apart-
ment/home. 

17 10,4% 13,4% 

I want to have meals included with my accom-
modation. 

7 4,3% 5,5% 

I want to have the amenities a hotel and similar 
accommodation providers offer (e.g. concierge, 
room service). 

23 14,0% 18,1% 

I have always booked hotels. 20 12,2% 15,7% 

Someone else booked for me. 29 17,7% 22,8% 

Other codiert 19 11,6% 15,0% 
Gesamt 164 100,0% 129,1% 

a. Dichotomie-Gruppe tabellarisch dargestellt bei Wert 1. 
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7.6 Important Criteria for Choosing an Airbnb Home 
 

Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the main 
attractions as possible. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I am only booking an Airbnb apartment if I like the 
host's profile. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the city 
centre as possible. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because of its local touch. 36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 
I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I have more 
space there. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I can prepare 
my own food there. 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

 I try to find an 
Airbnb apartment 

as close to the 
main attractions 

as possible. 

I am only book-
ing an Airbnb 
apartment if I 
like the host's 

profile. 

I try to find an 
Airbnb apart-
ment as close 
to the city cen-
tre as possible. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb apart-
ment because 

of its local 
touch. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb apart-

ment because I 
have more 

space there. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb apart-

ment because I 
can prepare my 
own food there. 

N 36 36 36 36 36 36 
Mittelwert 2,36 2,19 2,11 2,03 2,22 2,61 
Standard-
abweichung 

,833 ,951 ,950 ,878 1,017 1,202 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the main 
attractions as possible.  * age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I am only booking an Airbnb apartment if I like the 
host's profile.  * age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the city 
centre as possible.  * age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because of its local touch.  
* age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I have more 
space there.  * age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I can prepare 
my own food there.  * age grouped 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

 

 

Bericht 

age grouped I try to find an 
Airbnb apart-
ment as close 

to the main 
attractions as 

possible. 

I am only 
booking an 

Airbnb apart-
ment if I like 

the host's 
profile. 

I try to find an 
Airbnb apart-
ment as close 

to the city 
centre as 
possible. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb 

apartment 
because of 

its local 
touch. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb 

apartment 
because I 
have more 

space there. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb apart-

ment because I 
can prepare my 
own food there. 

<=29 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Mittelwert 2,58 2,32 1,89 1,95 1,89 2,11 

Standard-
abweichung 

,902 1,003 ,994 ,705 ,809 ,875 

30-39 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Mittelwert 2,38 1,88 2,38 1,63 2,75 3,13 
Standard-
abweichung 

,744 ,835 ,916 ,518 1,165 1,126 

40-49 

N 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Mittelwert 1,80 2,20 2,20 2,80 2,20 3,20 
Standard-
abweichung 

,447 ,837 1,095 1,483 1,304 2,049 

50+ 

N 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Mittelwert 2,00 2,25 2,50 2,25 2,75 3,25 
Standard-
abweichung 

,816 1,258 ,577 ,957 ,957 ,500 

Ins-
gesamt 

N 36 36 36 36 36 36 

Mittelwert 2,36 2,19 2,11 2,03 2,22 2,61 

Standard-
abweichung 

,833 ,951 ,950 ,878 1,017 1,202 
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Verarbeitete Fälle 

 Fälle 

Eingeschlossen Ausgeschlossen Insgesamt 

N Prozent N Prozent N Prozent 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the main 
attractions as possible.  * nationlity domestic vs. interna-
tional 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I am only booking an Airbnb apartment if I like the host's 
profile.  * nationlity domestic vs. international 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I try to find an Airbnb apartment as close to the city cen-
tre as possible.  * nationlity domestic vs. international 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because of its local touch.  
* nationlity domestic vs. international 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I have more space 
there.  * nationlity domestic vs. international 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

I prefer an Airbnb apartment because I can prepare my 
own food there.  * nationlity domestic vs. international 

36 100,0% 0 0,0% 36 100,0% 

 
Bericht 

nationlity domestic vs. interna-
tional 

I try to find an 
Airbnb apart-
ment as close 

to the main 
attractions as 

possible. 

I am only 
booking an 

Airbnb 
apartment if 

I like the 
host's pro-

file. 

I try to find 
an Airbnb 
apartment 
as close to 

the city cen-
tre as pos-

sible. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb 

apartment 
because 

of its local 
touch. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb 

apartment 
because I 
have more 

space 
there. 

I prefer an 
Airbnb 

apartment 
because I can 

prepare my 
own food 

there. 

Austia (domestic 
tourists) 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Mittelwert 1,75 2,00 1,88 2,00 2,25 2,88 

Standard-
abweichung 

,463 ,535 1,126 1,309 1,165 1,246 

other countries 
(international 
tourists) 

N 28 28 28 28 28 28 
Mittelwert 2,54 2,25 2,18 2,04 2,21 2,54 
Standard-
abweichung 

,838 1,041 ,905 ,744 ,995 1,201 

Insgesamt 

N 36 36 36 36 36 36 

Mittelwert 2,36 2,19 2,11 2,03 2,22 2,61 

Standard-
abweichung 

,833 ,951 ,950 ,878 1,017 1,202 

 

 


